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those who oppose the repeal do #0 because
constantly that
hey consider some such law wise and necessary
roll,50 | at all times, and not merely as a-eurb
new-formed, heave and swell and
drew
do the rainbows that hang upon their skirts. Johnson. Cabinet rumors are rife, bus change-,

others taking a ‘part.

-All agreed thatlay | where the volumes of spray,

is, at this very time, silently diffusing itself church originating in obligation to Christ,

preaching

and desirable, and

and permeating society, watched only by
the eye of Omniscience, who can tell ? How
long our waiting eyes shall be lifted up un-

designed to aid in a person’s being prepared for heaven, and to perpetuate the
Saviour’s arrangements for the spiritual

should be employed whenever there can be
found gifts in the church adapting members
to the work.
Dr. Hovey now presented

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.

to Him who giveth both the early and the
latter rain, ere we shall witness the out-

welfare

All letters on business, remittances of money, &0.,

pouring of the Holy Spigit upon this heathen

people,.is known only.to. God himself.

53

ona designed for publication should be addressed to

distinet

The Worning Star.
3, 1869.

Called Home.
——

—

‘We are going o’er the shining steps,
Up to'the world of light;

And a power above is drawing us,
That we may go aright.
Our angel, standing in the sun,
‘Will never let us roam,
And we know that with each night-fall
‘We are one day nearer home.

We are going up the shining steps,

And ’tis a heavenly way!
The fiery pillar guards our nights,
The fleecy cloud by day4

case

Itis properly terminated only
by death, or by exclusion for justifiable
reasons.”
‘The, voluntary removal ofa
member from one church

of Jericho,

Christ, almost with her dying

And One has gone before us,
Our places to prepare;

the Lord

If we gain the hights above us,

our Sarahs

praised,

be

and

places.

their

Then hasten up the shining steps,
With a heart prepared for heaven,
Thy feet shall never from them slip, *

\ Or with fierce thorns be driven;
made

O blest ara they who thus are called
To tread the shining street,
To taste the supper of the Lamb,
And their dear Lord to meet;
To be allowed to worship One
Who faithfu] is and true,—

.

Blest with the power to please him,

little

Thus,

by

little,

little

by little, the walls of the citadel arebeing
sapped, and it may not be long ere the signal blast shall be given, the triumphant
shout of victory heard, and Christ our Lord
proclaimed King where Satan’s home has
:
been.
I reached this genial old homestead, in
company with Bro. and Sister Smith, last
evening, and I found Sister Crawford in
good health and spirits, quite recruited by
Toout-of-door work this co6l weather.
thanksgiving
annual
our
day we have held
service, and

And all his bidding do.

to

endeavor

gird

our

It is the custom of our
and powerless.
keep up the appearance
we
so
and
country,
of conformity, but it never satisfies the

loins

——

The C. Baptist ministers of the Vermont
Association met at the city of Burlington,

of sin

Vt., on the 9th inst., for a Ministerial Institute, to continue for four days. There were

and guiltto worship them. How may we
worship the true God?” &e.
During this trip, we found numbers, es-

one F. Baptist. This is the first meeting
of the kinfl in. this State, and your corres-

not

a class

pecially among

a sense

remove

of weavers, who

really seemed anxious to know the way of
life and salvation,

some

of

whom

I hope

to see again before the close of the cold sea~
son. Opposition from the priests and other
leading characters has, I may say, almost
entirely disappeared, i.e. in an open and
violent form.
Our tent remained a week at Babaigadea,

(the village where we have had several enquirers for a number of years), while

attended & tharkét daily somewhere

reach.

we

within

We found the principal family

still

very fifendly, and avowedly still wishing

to serve the Lord, but a deep conviction of
gin and longing for salvation therefrom
was by no means so apparent as I wished
to see.

The sixth Sabbath of the trip was very
pleasantly spent with the native Christians

at Degadia.
Branch, and

This was my first visit at the
the impression made on my

mind was a favorable one. Here, atlength,
the good séed, long buried in the dust, has
sprung up and is bearing fruit. More than
twenty years ago, a single volume of thacts,
given away at Mahapal market, found its
way here, a distance of 25 or 30 miles, and
has, by the divine blessing, elready led to
the conversion of four intelligent; well-todo families, and the good seed has evident-

thirty-eight C. Baptist ministers present and

pondent being present a part of the time,
and being deéply interested in the exercises, concluded to give an outline account
in the Star.
Rev. A. C. Thomas, D. D., for forty
years pastor of the church at Brandon, was

and Rev. C. Hibbard of

chosen Chairman;
Chester,

Secretary.

rangements was

D. D., of Newton
was Conductor

A

chosen.

Committee

of ar-

Rev. A. Hovey,

Theological

Seminary,

of the Institute.

After the devotional exercises, Dr. Hovey

lectured upon * The Divine Authority and
Inspiration of the New Testament Writings.”
His positions were :
1. The New Testament Writings are
worthy of full confidence as historical records.

2. They prove the infallibility of . Jesus

Christ.

3. They prove him to have promised
inspiration of the Spirit to his Apostles,
whom most of the New Testament
written.
Fie
4. Christ and his Apostles endorsed

the
by
was
the

Old Testament Scriptures as the trith of
God.

5. The inspiration of ‘thé’ Apostles and
Prophets was different. in kind- from that
of Christians generally. It made them infallible teachers of truth.
6. No valid objections have yet been
urged against this view of the Scriptures.

ly taken root in the neighborhood. Violent
opposition has given place to a very friend
ly feeling, one of confidence, and I thought
Prof. Hovey
At the Evening Session
almost of envy, on the part of Bangsee’s |
a lecture on ‘The Consciousdelivered
;
neighbors.
ness of the Human Spirit in the IntermediIt really afforded me a great deal of
ate State.” A free discussion followed the
sacred joy and was the occasion of heartlecture in which many of the ministers
felt gratitude to visit these new disciples,
a part. Many things hnd been noted
word, and administer to took
preach to them the

There

deferred

. The

Rebellion

whirling

ara

tumbling

rainbows,

able, and therefore

The old man
them the Lord's supper.
Bangseeis very sanguine ‘and ardent in his
‘temperament, full of hearty responses during the sermon.
He isa man of somo
means, and has promised to build a house
for the Lord, to be used as a place of worship and also for awillage school. His wife,
a woman of some intelligence and a work-

by the members of the Institute which led

by the lecturer were,

to numerous inquiries, to which Prof. Hovey
The first day’s exercises were
replied.
then closed by devotional services.
in the
After the ) devotional exercises,
morning of the second day, Rev. J. Goadby,
D. D., of Poultney, Vt., delivered a lecture
The lecturer
on * Church Government.”

tive views taken by Romanists, and several
modern protestant authors, passed under

review ; and the scripture passages, adduced
by them in support of their theories, were
critically and philosophically examined, and

to be incapablé of sustaining the

shown

positions in whose support they were quoted. ‘The lecturer assumed that thorough
examination of the whole subject led to the
conclusion that the probation of every person ceased at death. He said: ¢‘ The as-

from yester-

sumption that any who have not repented

offsin in the present life, wil! be likely to do

so in the intermediate state, is purely graNeither human reason nor the
tuitous.
word of God gives it a shadow of support.”
«The state of the righteous after death”
was the subject most fully developed in the
questions

and

discussion,

right-

In Dr. Hovey’s opinion the

lecture.

the

followed

eous dead are ‘in Paradise,” in ‘ Abraham’s bosom,” * with Christ,”—terms exa state of conscious well being;
pressing

and if “to be with Christ”is to be in heaven as a locality, then they are not as fully
conscious of its attractions and its adaptation to afford the purest, highest, deepest
enjoyments, as they

will

after the

be

res-

urrection unites the spirit to its glorified
body. There must now be some incapaciwithout

tie$ that will then be removed, and

which they cannot attain to the perfect hapHeaven has
piness in reserve for.them.
glories which they cannot, realize, except
by the senses which the glorified body will

it re;

supply in that supreme hour when

The happiness of
habilitates the spirit.
departed saints is now complete, in the
sense that nothing is wanting which their
capacities can demand;

and in that sense it

will always be complete, as heaven will always be adequate to the increased capacities acquired by the resurrection of their
bodies.
:
Prof. Hovey next spoke at length upon
the inspiration of the Old Testament Secriptures; his main proposition being that
« Christ and his Apostles endorsed them as
the truth of God.”
Dr. Goadby’s lecture on ‘‘ Church Govefnment” was again

time

the

ed

o'clock,
At

till

taken

the

occupi-

up and

adjournment

at’ 5

P. M.
the

Evening

Session,

Dr.

Hovey’s

subject was found in the statement that
«The inspiration of the Prophets and
Apostles made them infallible teachers of

truth.”

He said: * By infallible teaching

I mean teaching which, all things considered, sets forth, by voice or pen, in the
best manger possible, the mind and: will of
God; which makes known just what he
desires to haye made known in just the
way he prefers; which, rightly interpreted,

is free from error; and, which

man has no right 0 modify
only to ascertain and. obey.”
To sustain

this

the reason of

or reject, but

proposition

he referred,

1. To their marvelous accuracy of statement in matters ‘which can be tested. 2.
To their remarkable originality and con3.
gistency in their religious teachings.

To the divine authority which the Prophets

sways

saying that Gen. Grant has stated that his Cab-

of that

are

had previously emancipated
large planters,
and they: now boldly aslaves,
own
their
vow their intention to wipe away utterly

the black stain of humanbondage from that
declaration

This

island.

beautiful

cannot

sympathy of

the

but attract towards them

the civilized world, and lead Americans to
look with hope on a movement which al-

ready has such promise of success.
At first the rising attracted little attention.
It was away at the eastern end of the island,

hundreds of miles from Havana, among the
mountains, and was thought to be little
more than the outbreak of a few lawless
people. Telegrams assuredus that it was
entirely suppressed, or if not; that it would
be in a few days. But it still lives and
gains strength.
Reinforcements arrive
every week from Spain, and are marched

into the interioggbut they make little progress against Wgnsurgonts.

:

The policy*ef the Cubans against the
Spaniards is the same as that of Toussaint
in St.

Domingo

against

the

French—to

avail themselves of ‘the natural defences of
the island, to avoid the large towns and the
open country, to keep in the mountains, to
refuse battle, if pursued, to retreat, and

thus to weary out the troops by long marches, waiting till the hot season with fever
and cholera shall do the work of an army.
If they can hold out

three months

‘longer,

they think that their cause is safe.

Rainbows
.

‘

of the Yo-Semite.
—————“

The magnificence

¥

of the

Yo-Semite Val-

ley is likely to be as much an object for
travelers to see as Niagara and the
Alps. The painters and the rhetoricians
vie with each other in their attempts to em-*
body the beauty and grandeur which com-

bine in that wondrous gorge of the Sierra
Nevada. We recently quoted a portion of
“Carleton’s” description of the grander
features. Here are some paragraphs from
the pen of Rev. Dr. Scudder, which deal
more especially with a few features of the

beauty that belongs to the scene:
I stood upon a huge boulder,

close

by

the foot of the Bridal Veil Fall, in the Yo-

Semite Valley.

The

broad precipice der

which the river takes its gigantic leap’ of
nine hundred and forty feet, is like a rockcurtain swung between two mountain summits. You look up and see a little crest of
spray curling gracefully over the lofty point
where the water comunits itself to the air.
As the flood

descends,

it flutters out

vapor,

It was

again.

with cargoes of Africans fresh from
and who rose in rebellion simply
of their dread of emancipation.
is denied. On the contrary it is
of whom

the

when

ernment.

feward shall be given him for so doing. The

Christian religion, heretofore being strictly for-

bidden, still in the same

into

casts, to be confined to the jungles, or to be
made slaves to the Daimios.
:
7
_ Says our missionary, Rev. J. L. Phillips, in
reference to this matter: * The wrath of that
pagan ruler shall praise our God. His hot rage
is casting up a highway for the Lord.

®

for their

teachings.

.

.

Let

us remember these persecuted disciples.

Their

| blood shall make, Japan holy martyr-ground and
the seed of the glorious church to come.”

fall

.
AFRICA.
Midlonary labor in this dark quarter of the
globe is much further advanced than the Christian public generally suppose. From Sierra Leone long 2,000 miles of coast to the Gaboon river, missionary

stations

have

supplanted

factories, and instead of the smoke

slave

of burning

villages and cries of wretched victims of murder
and rapine, there rises the voice of prayer and
praise from Christian congregations gathered by
tens of thousands.
Fifteen thousand church
communicants are God’s seals to his work in this
part of Africa.
The southern portion of the
continent, for a thousand miles to the north of
the cape of Good Hope, has been traversed by
the heralds of the cross, and more than twenty
thousand communicants are numbered in Soath
Africa. Degraded tribes are being elevated, and

Of all the rainbows I have beheld,

they now plow their lands with oxen instead of
women, and draw wood with
bringing it on women’s heads.

them

SANDWICH ISLANDS—HAWAIL

instead

of

:

Mr. Coan, Missionary in the Sandwich Islands,
this was supremely, incomparably the most
beautiful. It was a complete circle, per- writes: “ The Chinese are multiplying on our
Islands as they are in the United States and other
fectly continuous, except for the merest parts of the world.
. The great land of Sinus;
toward
swung
It
feet.
our
under
space
im is astir, and her people are taking wings like
graceof
excess
it receded ; it trembled with
swarming bees. - We have about 200 Chinese in
fulness ; it glowed with its-circumference of the district of Hilo, island of Hawaii, who are
vati-colored fires, inthe bosom of the cold, merchant, cooks, stewards, pedlers or plantation

it

white, shivering . waters, wherein

born.

was

of golden

No parentage but that

sunbeam and snowy spray-shower could be-

get such offspring. The purity of heaven
(the sunbeam) and the purity of earth (that
crystal shower) were its parents.

‘Washington Correspondence.
WASHINGTON,

D. C., Feb. 23, 1869.

‘Washington’s birthday brought

display of buntinghere.

It was

out

the “usual

also made

the

occasion of a grand torchlight ovation to Grant
and Colfax, under the auspicies of the “ Boys in

in Blue.”

‘Some three or four thousand torches

were in line and made a very brilliant display.
Grant presented
In response to their call Gen.
a few words to the comhimself and addressed
mittee of the demonstration; but eonfined himHe has an excelself to common-place remarks.
when it is best
lent faculty of saying nothing

:

that nothing should bé said.

The President received a delegation from Baltimore on the 22d, who came to tender him the
hospitalities of that city after his retirement from
the executive chair, as a token of their approval of his course and services while President. In

reply to their address he took occasion to have
a fling at Gen. Grant, by declaring in substance,

“that he had always been a man of peace, that his
path to distinction was not paved with human
craniums, nor did it lead over bridges strewn
The only efwith the limbs of his fellow men.
fect of this ebullition ef spleen will be to sink

Mr. Johnson still lower, if possible, in the pub-

lic estimation. Mr. Johnson’s days as executive
are rapidly drawing to a close, but he seems determined to effect & general jail delivery, if posIf the custom of
gible, before his term expires.
adopting patron saints shall cgme in vogue again,
I am sure St. Andrew will Tupplant Mercury as
the patron of thieves and rascals generally.
He
has about completed the pardon of the assassinato smaller
tion conspirators, and now turns
fry.
The 40th Congress, too, draws near its end,
but there isno great desire to press important
matters. I have never known measures to lie
and linger at the close of Congress as they do at
‘the present time. The genéral disposition was
expressedby Senator Cameron a few evenings
sihce.
Let us wait, said he, till we have a new
President and angw Secretary of the Treasury,
and hear their views and wishes before we act.
Many of the most important matters will there-

fore be likely togo over to the

next

Congress,

The revenue system, external and internal,—
resumption of specie payment,—the naturalization system and the reconstruction of the un-

reconstructed states,—are all likely to get the goby in this Congress. The bill regulating deposits of public funds in national banks, the closing
up of the affairs of such banks as suspend operations, and providing for a re-distribution of, the
circulation of national banks, will probably pass,
The last named feature of the bill excites considerable feeling and interest.
Its effect is to
withdraw the circulation of the banks in the
northern and eastern states, and transfer it to the

rippling wavelets and undulating mists,
suggesting the tremulousness of a delicate
The consideration of the last point was white veil—a bride’s veil—which palpitates
deferred until the next day.
| like the heart of the bride whose face it covOn the Third Day the session was opened ers. © Where the falling column strikes beat 9 o'clock, A. M., with appropriate devo- low, clouds, formed of the shattered fluid
exercises ; after which Rev. Mr. Ar- atoms, spring up as though shot out of the.
tional
hern and western states. The bill as it orig
er, and his oldest son and daughter, are all mainfained that there were four ways in chibald presented the subject of ‘Lay earth by a geysers energy,and rolling along
nally passed the Senate provided for the withe
which membership in a Christian church
members of the church, and four smallthe sides of the precipice, drift away in fine drawal of $20,000,000 from states having an exPreaching.”
er girls, hearing the Christian names of may be terminated : 1. By death; 2. by
cess above their pro rata share, but the western
rain,
The
points
he,
presented
were:
1.
That
it
Martha, Mary, Sara and Julia, make up a exclusion; 8. by dismission by letter to join
We were there in the afternoon, when the and southern members demand more than this,
XN
iiimitive
example.
2.
It
has
the
sanction.
0
;—the
rawal
very pretty'and deeply interesting family. gome other church; 4. by withd
slanting sun strikes the glittering liquid and in the House sn amendment was adopted
The oldest daughter is: married to one of last of which was claimed to be the right of is warranted by Scripture teaching. If it shaft at such an angle as is suited to create providing for a pro rata distribution, This
Some be not thus atthorized,—3. The love of
amendment lacked but one vote of being adoptstanding.
the converts, and is now atthe head ofa. any member in good
last Christ constrains digciples to tell to others a multiplicity of rainbows. * ‘Wherever the ed in the Senate, and something of the kind will
the
ly
family herself’and appears to be a real points in this lecture, especial
the joy of salvation, and to speak the only trembling spray catches the sunbeams, it probably prevail. The .* tenure of office bill”
Christian housekeeper, an honor to her one, gave rise to prolonged discussion
blossoms into rainbow. flowers. We stood will not; be disturbed at present. Such was the
given among men,
profess.
they
religion
husband and to the
The general opinion was adverse to the « name under heaven,
in
a realm of rainbows. Highup the rocky decision of a. Senate caucus holden on Monday,
speaker
The
whereby we must be saved,”
and it will probably be adhered to, though some
*The Midnapore brethren(in whose dis- positions taken by the lecturer.
lay preaching by wall, where flie solid torrent flings snowy senators intimated that they should not feel
triot these converts are), do well to attend
, The prevailing sentiment of the Institute illustrated the utility of
flakes
from
its
fuming
sides,
the
separated
bound by the action of caucus: Democrats here
thoroughlyto the cultivationof this impor- would-be faily expressed by a few para- various considerations; after which the
portions thin away into softest vapors; and represent this actionas dictated by . distrust of
Town,
tant field. I tyust a rich harvest is in re- graphs from Prof. II. J. Ripley's work on discussion was continued,—Rev. Mr.
twirl down in rainbow eddies ; while below, Gen. Grant., It would be more correct to say
serve for them here. And in how many ¢ Church Polity.” Page 80, he says: “From Dr, Goadby, Prof. Hovey, and several

and Apostles claimed

manner as formerly is

strictly interdicted.” Then follow rules for taking Christians into custody and “ punishing them
without mercy.” They are tobe treated as out

like the wheel of an archangel’s chariot,
with hues outvieing in brightness and distinctness any tints that I have ever seen in
the sky.

religion of the

be boundto denounce to the proper authorities
stich persons as appear suspicioustd him, and a

circular rainbow,

a great

‘‘ As the abominable

Christians is strictly prohibited, every one shall

magnificent

and

in sudden

and Hom-

fierce and cruel spirit to-

wards Christians which now actuates the gov-

ing into the full gorgeousness of her being,
and now vanishing, and then appearing

stocked
Guinea,
because
But this

some

and

ura, exemplifies the

that came and wentas she liked’; now flash-

by

leaders,

fall itself;

The following extract from an imperial de-

cree posted at the gates of Yokohama

architecture, a shape of magic loveliness.
It was the queen of the rainbows—unquestjonably the mistress of all the other liquid
structures in the valley, a peerless fairy

were

plantations

the

pan.

lurched a certain way, a vast puff of mist
was blown towards us; and then, in a moment of glory, there arose upon the surface

begun

said that the

.

The Mission Field.

in Cuba.

whose

worth

be composed of civilians, except that
bile waters, and running rainbows that inet will retain
Ww.
Gen. Schofield awhile.
may
he
Among all,
speed away upon wind-wings.
these marvelous shapes, there were two |
that were indisputably king and queen.
Across the whole body of the fall was an
‘immense arc, which I shall call the monPersecution seems the order of the day in Ja-.

accounts it seemed unfortunate thatthe rising in the colony should break out directly
after the liberal movement in the mother
kingdom.
But revolutions do not follow the law of
proprieties, but thelaw of irrepressible nature. The breeze of liberty which swept
across the Atlantic proved too strong for
the hot Creole blood, and they flew to
arms.
;
At first it was said that the insurrection
was in the interest of slavery; that it was
men

hardly

There is pretty good authority, however, for

rainbows, rolling rainbows, dancing rainbows, alive with the quick spirit of the mo-

ot

may

be continued in the intermediate state?
2. Are any or all men on- probation after
The affirmadeath till the final judgment?

— Congregationalist.

They say : “We know all these gods are vain

mind ; it does

to another

tion in his lecture
day.
;

1. Will the probation of any after death

afresh to resume our work for the new year.
Will not our brethren in the churches unite
fervently with usin prayer to God, that the
Missionary Excursion.
ensuing year may be one of great and sig——
YE —
nal blessing for benighted India, and Orissa
* [Concluded.]
f in particular?
All our hearers are not stoical, indifferent —P ellasore, Jan. 1, 1869.
J. P.
or captions. Intelligent, serious, and often’
in
elOO peo pe bi
apparently earnest inquirers meet us. They ;
listen with deep and absorbing interest, and C. Baptist Ministerial Institute.
BY D.S. F.
make the most frank and ample concessions.
:

points.discussed

The

our

Marys are yearly multiplying. Although
some are called home, others come to fill

‘We are sure of welcome there.

The. heart-wounds cruel sin hath
Shall find in Me a cure,
The healing is delightful,—
Thy rest in Me is sure.”

as in the

useful

his arguments in support of the proposi-

mankind, is of a permanent

| character.

The

is

when the walls of this citadel of sin, thjs also be called a {ermination of his connecvery ancient, stronghold of Satan shall ‘fall ‘tion with the former church ; but this is only | The N. Y. Evangelist deals with this subto the ground, and the people of the Lord a transfer of his connection from one jeet in a recent issue, and after speaking arch among the rainbows. It bloomed out:
shall possess the land, has not been reveal- church to another. In point of theory, the somewhat at length of the manner in which upon the pale white face of the entire cataa church is not dissolved; ySpain has exercised her authority on the is- ract. Sometimes the liquid descent seemed
.ed to us; butthe command to withhold not, connection with
to thunder down behind this variegated
|
people
the
since he retains his ‘connection with the land, proceeds thus:
but blow the trumpet, to warn
;
bridge, and sometimes it appeared
elastic
and publish the glad tidings of salvation former till he has become united to the
This armed occupation, producing a show
x of tranquility, might have continued a few to rain its awful deluge directly upon it;
i
through a crucified Saviour, is no léss clear latter.”
span the
was
it
than’
and distinct and unequivocal
It was argued that a right to withdraw years longer, had not the late Revolution in ‘but generally the bow seemed to
Not only did
mass.
fluid
the
of
re-front
founded
be
cannot
to encompass Jericho.
:
body
Spain given the people a fresh inspiriatiop $59
from an organized
it thus reach across the water breadths, but
And the word is preached, preached daily, upon the fuct that the body is a voluntary of liberty. Following the example cet them
itself beyond on either side
voluntarily
can
man
a
at home, they felt that, if Spain was to be it expanded
in the bazars, market places, villages, by association ; because
against the purple walls of the mistthe way side and under the shade-tree by enter into relations and connections upon for the Spaniards, Cuba ought to be for the over
precipices, and finished itself off with
lined
Cubans.
The effect was. natural, and yet
the road-side, wherever hearers can be terms which he cannot at will disregard.
and wondrous grace by plunging
wild
a
He
may
assume
perpetual
obligations
such
tobe
we cannot but feel regret that the one event
found, the faithful message may be said
the sparkling foliage of trees, and
through
of mushould -have so soon followed the other.
held forth. The printed word is also. dis- as he cannot disown; and, in case
down in undiminished brilsinking
then
tual
obligations,
such
as
he
cannot
disown
The Revolution in Madrid, driving out the
tributed, and ‘the light shineth.” Many,
ferns, and grasses, and
wet
upon
liancy
even infant voices, are heard inviting to unless the’ fault of the other party make infamous Queen Isabella, had given a libex- dripping rocks. This was the king. But
so, the ex- al government to Spain, and might naturalChrist. As I called on our native Christians them void. If this were not
considered asa vol- ly be expected to give free institutions to her there was one other form of rarer splendor
in Midnapore this week, one aged sister's istance of the chirch,
A violent
be at the mercy colonies. Already the Provisional Govern- and more exuberant beauty.
eyes glistened and moistened with tears as untary association, would
the downof
product
rent—the
wind-cur
ment had declared its intention to abolish’
a full heart, how her lit- of human caprice.
she told me with
flood—not only keeps the spray at
In the afternoon, Dr. Hovey lectured on slavery, and Cuba had beensffered a repre- rushing
tle grand-daughter, Sara, had led’ her to
in perpetual motion, but alsa
bottom
breath; and, the subject of ‘Probation after Death.” sentation in the Spanish Cortes. On these the
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time,
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All the Chinaman in our town are
laborers.
good neighbors, friendly, courteous in manners
and honorable in business transactions. Several

of thém attend our Sabbath services and contribute generously at our monthly concerts,and for
Some of them are inquiring,
building churches.
candid and tender, and say they are sure that the
Christian religion will ere long prevail over all
Their children are in our day
their vast empire.
schools, Sabbath schools and Sabbath assemblies.”
The church in Hilo, gathered from the heathen,
recently sent $200 to the American Board for
its mission work in China, with the promise of another contribution from its Sabbath schools. The
Hawaiian Mission Board employs a young Chinese convertto labgr as an evangelist among his
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The late report of tHe English Wesleyan Methodist Society says: * Few persons have accurate
In extent nearly as large as
ideas of India.
Europe, with every variety of climate front perpetual snow to extreme heat, & population of
two hundred millions speaking more than thirty
languages and dialects, a high degree of civiliza-

tion and ancient learning side by side with the

rudest barbarity—such are a few of the features
which make it so difficult to comprehend India.”
Says another: * All the conquerors of the earth
of thes
here; all the merchants
have been
world have hovered around her shores. She has
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given her gold, her diamonds, her pearls and her

ivories to almost every nation,

Her instituti”ns,
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is

her temples, her sacred books have an almost un.
rivaled antiquity ; still she has been sunk in the
darkest superstition, gasping and dying at the
feet of hideous idols.
Butshe is being redeemed
—the Bible is to be hers—and itis to be proclaim-

om

WEDNESDAY,
rT

ed through her vast domain in never-to-be-forgotten tones of love, that there is a. place in the
bosom‘of the Eternal Father for the millions of
India.”
While the mission of our General Baptist
brethren in southern Orissa has been weakened,
by the diminution of its missionary force by death
and the return of disabled missionaries, unusual
encouragement has been given to those who
still remain.
Oct. 4, seven were baptized at
Cuttack, and Nov. 1, fourteen at Piplee; and besides, there are, connected withthe mission, a
goodly number of young persons who are candidates for baptism. Only four missionaries are

now left in this field, but there is a native agency
of eighteen ordained and assistant native preachérs under their direction, Mrs. Goadby, whose
husband was reeently removed by death, is still
working
untiringly for this mission.
Under
date of Oct. 28, she wrote: * No one at home can
conceive of the labor and care of so many and of
the terrible sorrows of thelast two years. Miss
Packer and I have nursed and watched to the

end 300 of the most

wretched creatures (famine

victims) and nursed hundreds more to health
and strength.
The Industrial School for
the boys tries me a good deal.
I can look
after gardeners, tailors, house servants, &e., but
blacksmithing is beyond me, . .' The next two
days I have to examine twenty-five candidates for
baptism, make arangements for the marriage of
six girls next Monday, and then a feast for more
than 600. Next week I go to Bonamlipore to

see what work hasbeen done there; to mark out
fresh houses and a room for schooland worship.”
BURMAH,
In 1819, Dr. Judson baptized the first Burman
convert.
Since that time more than 40,000 con-

verts have been baptized—Burmans, Karens and
Shans—making an average of about two every
day. Of these, 20,000 are now living. Last Oct.
Rev. J. E. Marks, an English missionary, visited

the king of Burmah to obtain permission to la‘bor in Mandelay. The king received him with
distinguished consideration, put nineof his young
sons under his tuition, and promisedto build a
church and schools at his own cost. What a
contrast to the treatment, Dr. Judson received

from this same heathen pdyver in 1823-24,
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dying love and | openly and humbly confesses Chyieh
both sections meet at that place.
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by these | €ross the Saviour provided for his mother,
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“The

Two

tudes, nor afford an opportunity for mutual
admiration. If anyone should waste the

All around it the forest trees
Shiver and Whisper in the breeze.
Over it sailing shadows go,

hawk and screaming

time of these assembled workers with delectation without profit, he would mistake
the purpose and the spirit of
patience he abuses.

crow ;

grasses, low and syeet,

Grow in the middle of every street.

The Institute means

the souls of men.

There isno

drouth

Mists a curl on
ver’s sho!
e road no fronts
Ww.
wh
«For the wheels that hasten Apt fro.
~ | instruction are to be discusssed and their
:
Tn that village on the hill,
remedy suggested. The discouragements
1 Bevis
Ne} a is sovind a Sith ors mill »
’ of the teachers re to be considered and the
oa88 an
3h Bale the
A Nevers i are

‘could not see light because they did not have

dering the Sunday-school efficient are to be

great work of beseeching men to be recon-

Te 4

You neh a

Never in dreams to moan or sigh—

Silent—and idle—and low—they lie.

In that village
under the hill,
‘When the night is starry and still,
Many
a weary soul in prayer
Up to that a

|

from this a

EE

go

Lo
to sleep by the forest wild,
‘Whither have vanished wife and child,

And heareth, praying, the answer fall—
« Patience | that village shall hold ye all!”
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—Shadow of the Rock.
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Converts.
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Thank God, these are not few about this
quarters tidings reach
time. From many
us of refreshings in the churches resulting
in numerous conversions. What shall be

doné ‘with these converts? ¢ Done?” asks
in surprise, a hard, dry,old professor ; ‘why
at

church

to the

them

receive

communion, and then let them
with the other members.” That
ly what we fear will be done in
churches, andso we take this
sion

What

again put the question:
done with the converts?
Welcome

them,

first

next

jog along
is precisetoo “many
early occa-

protest.

decided

our

to enter

the

shall

We

“Master

be

of all.

That

his finger, shoes on his

on

lost ones

come

are found.

You

Brother A., or Deacon B,, to

was

are

you are no longer

the

rejoiced,

the brotherhood.”

Side

stranger

there,”

said

this

If you

keep up

But the fact is, whether we rule circumstances or circumstances rule us, must depend

upon ourselves.

This young stranger was

a Christian ; he meant to live like a Christian ; he wished to be known as a Christian

man ; and sought out Christian helps and
associations wherever he went. If there was
a prayer-meeting, he was there. If there
A kind of
was a ‘church, he was there.
| life which might have swept others from
their, moorings, only anchored him more
securely.

It

vam

Spiritual - Life,

tical spiritual truth.

of reason with all her wisdom.
with all faithfulness, the Word

Our impenitent theo-

slip out of mind when we
earnest. The convert enters
and needs much instruction
important points. Talk with

him, suggest his dangers, learn his

shines, in an eternal sun, which

sin, of Christ,

of the

It is enough that we know we live when
our body dies, , But how we shall there live,
we know not yet. For this life is hidden in
God.
‘
«He is the God notof the dead, but of
the living.” Therefore it is impossible that
the good should altogether die. They must
live eternally ; otherwise God would not be

troub-

new

faith. only

sees, and follows on into the Eternal Life.

les, indicate his duties, build up his faith
by hakiuy sure that he has correct views
of God, of

But there,
of God still

H.

life.

Now is the time for the pastor, the Sunday
school teacher, the parent, to pour in the

truth as related to practical use—Scriptural

their God.

history and doctrine, ¢ommand and promise.
Use them.
The shrewd business man
makes every dollar earn another, and income is turned into capital to produce other income. Pus the converts to work from
the very first. Urge them to speak and

“God's love gives in such a way, that it
flows from a Father's heart, the well-spring
of all good. The heart of the giver makes
ourthegift dear and precious; as amon
gift, “It
selves we say of even atrifling

Prices

comes from a hand we

love,”

and

look not

so much at the gift as at the heart.

pray in the social meetings; to invite their

do

special meetings

when

Then,

fled.

do
History,

ri] begins.

The

dull, or acts alittle

temptation

comes, the

convert feels a little

carelessly,

and

minds.

a

' class of instructors who are found to pvssess peculia¥ aptitude for enlightening and
arousing the masses of Sunday-school
workers.

It is

steadily

growing

in

The Apos-

the call of the Lord Jesus and left all to fol-

Teachers’ Institute

It is developing

or to

tle Matthew was a publican before he heard

is the latest form of Sunday-school vitality.

Christia

of justice,

heathen man and a publican.”

Itis an attempt to answer the question,
«How ean we better qualify ourselves for our
work?" Tt has risen to a prominence and
power whiel “enlist the attention of the
:

of postage

of influence,

form a connection by marriage with any reputable Jewish family. Hence the force of
the injunction, ** Let him be unto thee as a

————

The Sunday-School

amount

‘men

give testimony in a court

use

Sunday School Institutes.
¢

remit the

were

ed’ out the collectorship for small districts
to their subordinates, reserving an ample
portion to themselves.
The subordinate publicans were generally noted for rapacity and extortion. They
were therefore bitterly hatéd by the Jews,
who would not allow them to enter the
Temple or a synagogue; to partake of the
public prayers or offices of jurisdiction ; to

lore.

fore welcome them, instruct tHem,
them and watch over them.—Advance.

commonly of wealth. They were entrusted
by the Roman Government with the collec-

tion of the taxes for large districts, and rent-

begins

is
to suspect the genuineness of his piety,
hope is shaken, his soul is in-the dark, and
the devil suggests that he go back. How
nquiring word is worth then
tT
from pastor or friend. See that the converts are steadily looked after.
converts ne to be the future
ose
church members; and to neglect them
now,

is to cripple the churches Romattor

it

the publicans

have ceased, when excitement is past, when

the rush of worldly

the

low him. The Jews cast it upon the Sayiour as a reproach that he ate with and
was a friend to publicants and . sinners, To
this charge the Redeemer meekly, yet powerfully, replied that the Son of Man came *‘ not
to call the
h righteous, but sinners, to re entance.” He was not ashamed to go ny-

where or seek out anybody, however humble or unworthy or hted of mankind, whom
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and sets up its own work.

COUGH,

Chest,

This well-known preparation does not dry up a
Cough and-leave the cause behind, as is the case
with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause
of the complaint.

CAN BE CURED
standard

for each

month;

also a fine

cut

remedy,

as

is

proved by hundreds.of testimonials received by the
proprietors.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SON, BoSTON,

the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of the

GRACE’S SALVE
‘Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds,
Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands.
Chilblains, &c. Itis prompt in action, soothes the
pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
Angry 10050 swellings and inflammations; thus affording relief and a complete cure.
SETH W. FOWLE & SON. Proprietors, Boston. 39

country.

HOOP SKIRTS

To

RAND,
30

The Myrtle.
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other pa~
All communications inper of its class,
should be addressed
ion
publicat
for
tended

ver, N. H.

TrrMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
“hee

&

STREET,

RESH

GARDEN

prepaid by mail,

sorts

Asparagus,

AND

eowly2
SERDS,

the best

Parsnip,

Radish,

Spinach and Turnip. For 16 and 25 cts. per _oz., the
best Cabbage, Celery, ‘Chicory, Cucumber, Lettuce,
Me'on, Salsify, Squash and Tomato.

For 40 cte.,On-

jon and Peppers, The above also in 5 ct. papers.
26 sorts Garden and Flower Seeds $1. Catalogues
atis. Early Rose Potato 75 ots, per 1b,; $3 for 6
a.

Seeds on Commissiont

‘WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.

the

least

risk in any way.
t
‘ Twer 04 per cent. is sdved by purchasing of Mr.
in reinformation
valuable
N. He gives
H
spect to keeping instruments in good tune,
No man rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr.
HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in.
exchange for New. He does this:
1. By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store.
:
II. By sending Instruments directly from the manufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE. If any Instrument fails to give satisfac
tion after a few weeks’ use, MR. HARMON will refund the money and take tke Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for

“Agents wanted.

For circulars address
;
* We,

Rev. L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N, H.
the undersigned,are prepared

L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD

to say that Rev,

of supplyidg Musical

Instruments in any part of the United
States, makes
urchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages our

rethren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,

WEEKLY

FoL10

PAGES, FOR THE

HANDSOME

FARM, GARDEN, and FIRESIDE,
EDITED

DONALD
HARRIET

BY

G. MITCHELL

BEECHER

assisted by a corps

of able

STOWE,

editors and contributors

;
in all departments.
HEARTH AND HOME has now reached its eighth
number,

and

meets

with

universal

favor from

all

THE

BOYS

AND

GIRLS

will be specially provided for, and will find their own
page always lighted with fun in pictures and fun in
stories, so tempered with good teaching that we hope

to make them wiser and better while we make them
merrier.
:

TO ALL WHO LIVE IN THE COUNTRY,
we hope to bring Entertainment, Sound Teaching and
Valuable Suggestions.
”
:
oo
im

at one

time), will receive

a copy free.

Postmasters who will gst us up Clubs in accordance
with above. rates, may retain: 10 per cent. of the.
amount, and are respectfully solicited to act for us, ’
We will send HEARTH AND HOME one year, fo
any settled Clergymahn (he stating with his remittan
the church over which he is settled) for $2,50.
”
All remittances af risk of sender.

A specimen copy sent free.
No traveling agents employed.

Address all com-

munications to

PETTENGILL, BATES & CO.,
37 PARK Row, NEW YORK.

AGENTS

WANTED.—For

the

only

steel

en.

graving of Gen. Grant and his fanily ¥ blished with.
their approval. Engraved by Sartain. Size 15 by 19.
$2 50.

100 per.cent to agents,

Address GOODSPEED

& CO., Chicago,or No. 37, Park Row, N. Y.

For
A Good
$200
CITY

quire

Star Office, Dover

4t6

Sale.

Chance for Investments.
OF DOVER BONDS for sale.

In-

of the subgcriber at the Morning

N. H.

.
L. R. BURLINGAME.

ANTED.—A LOAN OF $2000 FOR FIVE
YEARS on first mortgage on lot and two story
and basement house in Chicago.
The house rents for
$600 a year, and the Jronery is. worth not less than

$5000. ~ Principal and interest payable ii exchange,
and interest| semi-annually.
GRAHAM & PERRY, '
Roowum 8, Major

Block,

Chicago, I,

oe

Baker & Randall,
ORGAN ANDMELODEON
MANUFACTURERS,

Rev. BE. Knowlton,

80. Montville,

PROVIDENCE

8m?)

Desictated

to give valuable information to all enquirers.
Me.

«©. 0. Libby, Cor. Sec. F. M, Boc., Dover, N. H,
‘¢ L.B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.

B. M.

AwS8

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.
stantaneous ; no disappointment ;. no ridiculous tints;

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond
street, New

York.

:

.

TS: Spring Ten of Parsonsfield Seminary begins
March 3d, 1860, under the instrdection of I. P.
Quimby,

lege.

Jr., of the Sophomore

C'ass

of Bates

Col-

The termy to continue eleven weeks.
1. P, QumMny.
North Turner, Maine.
:
q

WANTED,-AGENTSto canvass for “Napeleon IIL” ByJomnN 8. 0, ABBOTT. A new work
and rare merit. It is the best book
of great beauty

OF AMERIOA;” sells at sightto Owneré of Horses,
Farmers, &c.. price $2,25. Exclusive territory given.
For cirenlar and terms, address
b
/
:
H. A.BROWN & CO.
At8
3 8chool Street, Boston, Sole Agents.

tinually before the people. Napoleon is the most
spicuous person in the world. Abbott is the
fascinating writer in America. It ig a new book,
, 86
no competition, Address B, B. R!
:
hill,Boston,

‘Also, “HIRAM WOODRUFI'S TROTTING HORNE

-

OF SIXTEEN

HEARTH & HOME,

at the very lowest figures.
Bro. Harmon's long experience and familiar acquaintance with all the First Class Firms,enables him

AGENTS!
©
AGENTS
AGENTS!
Wanted in gvery part of New England,to sell ‘REC
JOLLECTIONS OF A BUSY LIFE ” by Horace Greeley.
IA splendid‘volume of 624 Jagos, finely illustrated ;
the most popular book of the day, sells at $3,560 and

up.

AN ILLUSTRATED

3t6

Sons’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

FLOWER

Carrot,

1869.

R.I.

Codfish.

Manufactured by the

Gloucester

&

Boston

Salt

Fish

Co.

One pound equal to four pounds in the usual state,
Put up ready for immediate use. Can be freshened
in TWO MINUTES.
Every family should try it.
a@-For sale by all Grocers,
’

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;

YORK:

For 10 cts. per!oz.

Beet,

VEGETABLE,
FOR

N. Y.

4wé

._ Attention is ealled to the fact that many purchasers
ONS
are bein, ready favored uy Rev. L. L.
Melodeons, Organs and Pinew method of sending
anos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United

RAND,
NEW

2a Ask your Merchants to try them,

w
/

LEWIS

MURRAY

!

MELODEONS

«J. Burnham Davis, Charlestown, Mass,
‘“ James A. Howe, Olneyville, R. I.
i L. Dewey, East Troy, Pa.
Smb

Nicely.

That demand is now met by

To

This semi-monthly; published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

”

Fit

Street,
12w40

vé years.
.
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab
inet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows.) Al80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering &

and sold by dealers generally.

of

Bromfield

Co,

States, thereby freeing the purchaser from

CHERRY.

this

KNITTING MACHINE
Boston, Mass.

PIANOS ! ORGANS!

Wistar’s Balsam

resort to

Parties are making from

$3 to $56 per-day at their homes.
Our shew Book of
instructions is
plain’ and
eSplicit.
BICKFORD

Avré speedily and permanently cured by the use of
that old and reliable remedy,

By a timely

AND

Barry’s Block, ROCHESTER,

of 8 Copies (all

knits 20,000 stitches a minute, runs back and forward,

Lungs, and every affection

CONSUMPTION

FLOWER

TERMS FOR 1869,
Single Copies,$4, invariably in advance; 3 Copies,
$10; 5 Copies,$15. Any one sending us $24 for a club

FORD FAMILY KNITTER, the most re-.
liable invention for the household ever made. It

Croup, Liver Complamt, Bronchitis, Difficulty
of Breathing,
Asthma, Bleeding of the

OF WILD

John A.

McPherson,

$25.
KNITTING’ MACHINE.
ANTED |—Buyers and Sellers for the BICK=

:

OOUGHS, OOLDS, HOARSENESS.

and

to by Generals Grant,

ALLEN & SHAILER,

WASHBURN & CO.,
Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass.
__dteow?

Lungs

the Great Re-

during

357

re
199 Washington Street, Boston,
GENERAL NEW ENGLAND AGENTS,
2mosl

The above work eomprises 150 pages. Tastefully bound In cloth,
with two beautiful Colored Plates, — one steel,
— besidesone hundred other engravings.
Price 50 cents, post paid. Paper Cover,
one Colored Plate, one hundred ASHEO!
post paid, 25 cents.

of the Throat,

SEEDS,
THE

contribute regularly and the best writers in the country will constantly enrich this department.

THE

Logan, Ross, Force, Leggett and others,and is worthy
the at-ention of and reading by all. Sold only by
Subscription.
:
z
.

kind ever got up in this

WHOOPING

OF

GUIDE
TO

MRS, MARY E. DODGE,

WANTED

Scout and

as a Federal

Srtif

fact that Washburn's Cata-

INFLUENZA,

_ AND

DEALERS

self, is full of thrillbellion. This book,written by
ing and interesting incidents, and is instructive and
neing to both young aud old. Itis endorsed and

Soc., and Cor. Member of the Royal Hort. Soc. of England. ]
“Please accept my thanks for your ‘Guide.’
I think you
ought to call it ‘The Garden Companion.’ It is at once very
usefully and conveniently arranged; a sort of ready reference
book, very ornamentally got up; one of those few books I find
fitted for any table often wanted and always at hand.”
*
(From Andrew 8. Faller, Hort. Ed. of **N. Y. Sun."]

THROAT,

title,
None

A true story of the adventures of MR. C.L.Rue| GLES, common}, called “General Bunker,” while act-

Gar. Seeds worthy of cul
ion,
ing
over2,
rieties ;
to which is added all the novelties in Flowersand Vegetables for
1869; also 200 varieties
of the choicest French Hybrid Gladiolus.
[From J. Hobbins, M. D., Madison, Wis., Pres. Wis. State Hort.

SORE

CATALOGUE

CAN BE CURED.

AGENTS

THE twenty-third edition of this popular and useful work.
which has met with so great favor in the past, much enlarged
and improved; containing descriptive lists of all Flower and

Address

FREE!

M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO'S

« Great American Scout and Spy.”

Amateur Cultivator’s Guide
70 THE KITCHEN AND FLOWER GARDEN.

.

CATALOGUES

8t6

classes of persons in town and country.
It contains every week original articles by the best
For
the market.
1 American Writers each in his own department on
throughout the country, or MASURY & WHITON Y.
N.
ST.,
FULTON
111
rar
FARMING,
pe
Proprietorsof the Globe White Lead and Color
PDANTING,
;
Works, Manufacturersof White Lead, Zinc and
:
STOCK BREEDING,
Painters’ Fine Colors.
POULTRY RAISING,
N.‘B.—‘‘How Shall we Paint.” A popular treatise
'
3
MasW.
John
by
&c.,
Painting,
House
of
art
on the
wii
GARDENING,
Cloth.216 pages. $1,50. Also, Hints on House
ury.
Painting. Cloth. 84 Pages. 40 cents. Either of the PLANS OF COUNTRY HOMES,
84
RURAL ARCHITECTURE,
above sent free by mail on receipt of price.
ORNAMENTAL GARDENING,q
FRUIT GROWING,
FLOWER CULTURE, &C.
solic1Those having friends afflicted are earnestly
tesand
references
of
letter
circular
a
for
send
In
its
Literary
Department
it includes the choicest
to
ted
original reading for all members of the family; Adtimonials, which will convince the most skeptical of
.
Address
disease,
the
of
ventures by Sea and Land, Pure and Elevating Stothe curability
VAN BUREN LOCKROW,M. D..
ries, Sketches, Biographies, Poems, etc.
No. 36 Great Jones stret, New, York City.
MRS: STOWE;
<2 o
13t4
GRACE GREENWOOD
TO.CANVASS FOR

thing of the

half

about

PAINT

ALL

by

sale

dozen.

handsomest

comprising all the

only

:

immediately M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO., Ellwangor &

.
are reliable which do not bear these marks.
We would call attention also to our WARRANTED
LEAD;
WHITE
N
COMBINATIO
PURE
PERFECTLY
Which for economy and durability is the best in

on a
the price. The postage
tion to
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents— i Corpulent
Ladies
twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 ots. Have hitherto found difficulty in getting
This Register has a blank page for memoranda

tints,

and

York.

Published in January.
Every lover of flowers
wishing this new work, free of charge, should address

Paint our Houses?

copy-righted
full name, in addition to our
COLORS.”
“ RAILROAD PAINTS AND RAILROAD

. 44
,0¢
20
,02
20
,12

1,20

way and Futon streets, New

Sample Cards, with a descriptive pamphlet sent
free by mail. Be sure you get the genuine “RAILROAD” Colors, every package of which bears our

2,76
.29

Minutes of General Conference,
©
gingle,
, 7%
,20
Aa There is no discount oh the Minutes by

shall we

(considering the quantity required)
as much.

»29

do
do
o
dozen,” 9,60
Spore of Jesus, (Ques. Book,)single,
,156
0
do
dozed,
14

“ Thereis no use in denying tig

mail,

,17
1,72

STEEMED FRIEND.—We have a positive cure
for Consumption and all disorders of the Lungs
and Throat, it cured the inventor and hundreds of acquaintances; we will
give $1,000 for a case it will not
relieve, and will send a sample free to any" sufferer
who will address us, SAYRE, & CO., corner Broad-

GARDEN

colors suitable for exterior painting. In durability
and permanency of color they will be found saperior
in every respect to pure White Lead, while they cost

2,88

,02
28

36°
,0¢

The Book of Worship,

{Vessels and
Roofs, (it

Warranted in all cases 3s aboyve.—

includes forty shades

,29

,04

Wooden-ware

and

These paints require only to be thinned with Raw
Linseed Oil to make them ready for use. The list

240 12,00
,08,38
,60
3,48

26

dozen,
single,

beautiful

READY MADE, COLOES FOR PAINTING
»
EXTERIORS OF COUNTRY AND
CITY HOUSES

2,40
25

Jogag is The

will

9,60
,30
2,88

single,

0
.
Thoughts upon Thought,

country.

enlarged

1,00

dozen,
single,
dozen,

brown or

[4

18,62
1,40

48

the

two

end for Circular which gives full particulars. None
genuine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
Mineral Paint. Persons, can order the Paint and remit the money on receipt of the goods. ‘Address
6m3) DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pear]'St., New York.

13,2

,04

years; it is of a light

ears to come.

9,14
1,88

2,40

do Paper Covers, single,” ,16
0
.
dozen, 144

Life of Marks,

to Rev. J. M. BAY, EpIToR, Saco, Me.
All orders and remittances for the paper
And
save.
and
bless
he might elevate and
he is still the same condescending Saviour, should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

respect and affection of all who are laboring although exalted above all heavens.—S. S.
Visator.
:
for souls.
The Institute does not pretend to be a
Be not faithfulness, but believing.
“mere religious jollification. Itis not a pul:

sent by

wishing

’

1,
12,62

3,26
,20

dozen, 11,52

in use;

8, (one
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor O11
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
for
unsurpassed
and as a paint for any purpose is
body, durability, dastieity, and adhesiveness. Price
$6 per bbl. of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for

as

11,88

,16
1,9
,08
,96
,—

Paint

M. L. BRADLEY willbe happy to forward

his pamphlets of testimonials for 359, with di0
rections for usi
his famous
Fertilizers, free on applicaLime, and otheryr Bor
ad
8t.,
Boston,
yon
‘WM. L. BRADLEY, 24 Bro

pure Linseed Oil, will

Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats,
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shi

1,20

2,28

dozen, 15,36
single, 1,20

Christian Baptism,

our operations, thus necessitating larger
and different machines.
Persons wishing to purchase any one or
all of these, or to make inquiries concern-

Persons

9,60

are now manufacturing

Carriage and Car makers, Pails

Total.

20

¥FarmersSGardeners

Ii is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,

consumer.

Sacred

Postage.

1,00

dozen,

do

do

have increased the

and

Price.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Providence, R. IL, Gener46

al Wholesale Agents for the Eastern States.

12(3

& PINKHAM.

f

y

A

It contains no opium in any form. It is perfectly
harmless for the most delicate child. It is everywhere in good demand and gives good satisfaction. g
ts exof ite great v
The result of its use is proof
by all
enced
traordinary healing properties are ¢
who use it. Their Sostiingny will be found in a pamphlet, which can be had of the agents where the med8
cine is for sale. -°

chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the

I continue to make

single,

BALSAM.

LUNG

healthy state.

for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton |

last 10 or 15

also Postage on the same.

do

in Bofton—M. 8. Burr & Co., 6. C,,

coats well put on, mixed with

-

do Embossed Morocco, single, 1,100
- do
do
do
dozen, 10,56
do
32mo.
single,
86
do
do
dozen, 8,18
Butler’s Theology,
single, 1,60

companions also to begin the Christian
course ; to come out humbly yet boldly for
The Publican.
the Lord Jesus everywhere ; to work amon
—
W—
ing them, will please address the ‘subthe young, the poor, and the pik vive |
When
people
in
these
days
speak
of
a
L. R. BURLINGAME.
seriber.
Give them aright conception of the life of a
ublican, they ordinarily mean a man who
:
H.
N.
Dover,
disciple, as one of constant activity. Take
eeps a public-house—a taverr-keeper. But
them into your plans and confidence, that
is used in the New Testament in
the
wor
they may co-operate with you.
There it refers to a
F. Baptist Register for 1869.
atch over them.
It is too usual to re- avery different sense.
person
who
was
employed
to
collégt
the
ceive them into the-church and then allow
This work is offered for sale, cash on deRoms) conthem to'care for themselves, as though the taxes or tribute levied by the
querors
on
the
subjugated
Jewish
people.
livery, without the privilege: of returning,
doctrine of the certain perseverance of the
There were different classes or grades of
saints would suffice without the actual use
these publicans. The higher class was call- at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
of means! Their danger is not'so much ed ‘“chief publicans.” Of these was Zac-'
§
or $7,00 per hundred.
at first as when a few weeks or months, cheus (Luke 19:2). These chiefs among
have

PANTS

1

Our reasons for selling them
otherwise

by the dozen;

[46

OF
CURE
FOR THE
BEST REMEDY
CONSUMPTION and ALL DISEASES OF THE
Lunas: It causes the phlegm and matter to rise
without irritating those delicate organs, (the lungs,)
producing constipation of the bowels.—
and without
8 night
to the system,
It also gives strength
sweats, and changes all the morbid secretions t0 a

Yt

Agents

‘Mineral Paint Co.

for no more

vegetables,

Psalmody, 18me. in Sheep,

patent,—which will fold a paper
28 by 40 inches.
know these to be good machines, bewe have used them in this office and

Star, and

send

No.8, Howell St., Rochester,N. Y.

ALLEN’S

:

5 Best, Cheapest and most durable

of Freewill Baptist Books,

Single and

<
tion.
ForC,
S.
3. One NEwspAPer FOLDER,—

size of the

4139

+

and many other new

MACHINE, nearly new and in good condi-

We

‘Wholesale
wh

the raising of the seed of new and rare varieties a
specialty. I raise also, on my three seed farms, over
one hundred varieties of seed of all the standard
kinds, and import many choice kinds from England
and France.
Catalogues gratis to all. JAMES J. H, GREGORY:
6t7
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

:

are satisfactory.

send on

I. B. CLINE,

Oatarrh Remedy.

Goodwin & Co.
:
A-S0ld in Dover by LOTHROP

the Morning

v

DEMERITT’S

d for Circular.

Having been the original introducer of the HUBBARD SQUASH, MARBLEHEAD MAMMOTH CABBAGE,

CumrTiS & BAILEY'S ADDRESSING

proved them.

;

size, for:
large
oyer 30 varie!
convenient, send 10 cents, if not,
nh.
.
your name and you shall have the

including

D. J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors.
free at their office, 117 Hanover Sti, Boston,

Tested

»

” NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES.

cus-

dition.

.

Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations
we are entirely out of both of these works,

We now

PORTABLE

Co.,

around

is laid

pit; price $2.00.

sucha

boiler—all in good

&

THE
BOOK OF
WORSHIP.
We have a few copies of this work in Embossed
4
;
morocco with gilt edges ;-price $ 1-50.
Aldo a few in Turkey morocco full gilt for the pul-

HeNrY WARD BEECHER said, at the late
Prayer
National Christian. Convention:
meetings should be in small rooms, if

saith’s
about
We
cause

Snow

a

Jacob's age by two, and subtract five, you
will have my age.” As the stranger didn’t
know Jacob’s age he got little information.

2. One

F.

B= This pavement
Star building.

the same question to you which Pharaoh
put to Jacob, ¢ How old art thou?”
Dr.
McCosh’s answer
was: ‘If you divide

with eight-horse

-

Box 701 Dover, N. H,

was thus addressed by an inquisitive stranger: ‘“¥ou will not be offended if I put

five-horse

Gutters,

State, County and Town Rights for sale by

WHILE riding in the cars, soon after his
arrival in this country, President McCosh

1. One

Floors,

PATENTED SESTEMBER 1, 1868,

Go into the garden and ask the cherrytruly reached home. Some of their oid
comrades will drop away, as it is best they tree how it is possible that from a dry, dead gether.”
should, if unwilling to keep their company twig can spring a little, living eye, and
THE PASTOR of a church once gave out
on the new road.
See that they
are not from that eye can spring cherries? Go in* I love to steal awhile away.”
left without a compensating Christian fel- to the house and ask the matron how. it is the hymn,
commenced singing, but,
chorister
The
that
from
the
lifeless
egg
can
come
the
living
lowship. Itis pleasantto come from the
owing to some difficulty in recollecting the
bird
?
|
dark and the cold into'a lighted and wellI
And since God does such wonders with tune, could proceed no farther than,
warmed home: make the church such a
steal,” which he did three or four
home in its social and spiritual atmosphere. cherries and with eggs, canst thou not give love tosuccessively, when the clergyman in
There ought to be love-feasts on such occa- Him the glory of believing that if He suffers times
order to relieve him from the dilemma,
sions—not. of the technical, stereotyped the winter to come over thee, if ‘He suffers humorousl
y remarked that ‘it was very
thee
to
die
and
be
imprisoned
in
the
earth,
kind, but such as shall be spontaneous; fit
much to be regretted,” and added, « Let us
thee,
also,
when
his
summer
comes,
will
He
expressions of Roly love and joy.
pray = ”
Pe as thom
hey do not know much being forth again and awaken from the
is yet. Babes begin life. with few intui- dea
The Word of God is a light which shines
tive ideas, and with no experience.
Con: For Sale.
verts may
be intelligent in the general in darkness, brighter than the sun at
sense,and even well educated in religious mid-day. For in death not only is the light
shed, but even
doctrine, and yet be quite ignorant of prac- of this material sun extin
have for sale at this office :
ries of religion
be in
a new
world,
on a hundred

FOR

Coal Sheds, &c.

A scattered audithe assemblage is small..
enceis not receptive, and there is great
They should sit topowerin contiguity.

—

have

dollar.

NORTH COHASSET, Dec. 2, 1868.
:
Messrs. D. J. DEMERITT & CO.y—
Gents,—For the last ten years I have been a great
sufferer from Catarrh, got no help until I used your
remedy for that disease. When I commenced us
it, I wae partially deaf and had lost allsense of smell.
I can now hear as well as ever I could, and my sense
of smell is completely restored to me. I consider it
the best remedy in the world for the Cutarrh, and as
such earnestly récommend it to all,
;
ISAAC H. LAMBERT,
This testimonial is a sample of what we daily
give immediate and perto
it
warrant
We
receive.
manent relief as can be attested by thousands who
Price $1.26a
Druggists.
all
by
have used it. Sold
package.
PG

Street Crossings,

Warehouse

AN ExcuLisH preacher, finding quite a
number of his congregation asleep, stopped

silence, children.

Walks,

and Iuopuesnies, Which alone is worth one
”
Iam now offering 40 thousand

Gra) pes

“Everybody should Have it~

North American

og

Shop Floors, Carriage Ways,

noise you will wake all the.old folks becountry with samples of their goods; a low.” It is unnecessaryto add that a number of naps were cut short at the expense
business, one might judge, not so favorable
to religious habits as some others might be." of the poor children.

will be a brief gpeech, but it will do you
both good : he will feel the stronger for it,
and will be tenderly drawn towards you,
and you will find your heart warming up
pleasantly whenever he comes .within the
range of vision.
Young
converts need a
welcome, that they may feel that they
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tom, ¢* I suppose the Presbyterian minister
will preach on dogmatical theology.”

The young stranger was in the employment of a city firm, traveling round the

see these con-

outstretched hand and smiling countenance,
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a
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proper atengion, to strangers.”

man;

’

Dr. D. Rice, says:

in a shrill, whis«1 see ‘you are a master "his ~discourse sharply, and
the gentleman.
.
of your situation, young man.” ‘A pleas- pering tone addressed himself to & number
of noisy children in the gallery: ¢ Silence,
ant talk followed.

and, as you look him lovingly in the eye,
say, ‘It makes me very happy to hear that
you have chosen the good part. Iwantto
you

Situation.”

the

|.

may sometimes fail to re
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containing
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Seeds and P' pion Ibis a
pr
Sh
ly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engravs and two heautiful colored plates; one of Which
‘will
be, the celebrated

Orders are solicit-

.

of

* whenever I go to a new place, I always
try to find some of God’s people.”
“If you find them, they find you, and

feet,

home, and

uniformity

and gave him a cordial welcome. °
“1 thank you,” said the young

verte? Then tell them so: say it in meeting, and say it to them personally. Don’t
forget: this, as you enter the vestibule of
the church, and see one of them standing
there, and looking somewhat shy and lonely. Don't walk straight past him with a
cast-iron face.
The Master would not do
so, were he there. Walk up to him with

welcome

cation.

. LANDSEER once painted a celebrated picA gentleman saw a stranger in their little .tare.called ¢¢ The Free Church.” It repreprayer-meeting rosy with youth and health. sented a congregation of Scottish shepherds
He stopped, took the young man by the hand, with their dogs, seated each by his master

the best robe on his back.
Then he told
the family to welcome him, by killing the
fatted calf and make merry in a great
feast. That is an example to be imitated
now, when prodigals

of His
nt

the first thing the father did to the prodigal,
on the latter's return from the ‘‘far country.” He ran outto meet his poor, guilty,
emaciated, ragged but penitent son. ie
put a ring

Geography—the
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that his students

Is there no danger that our students

for the ministry

begins

Sail
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even upon the most sacred themes, be too
scholastie; more intellectual
Lessons—the instruction of Bible classes— exclusively
the treatment of the Infant Department— than devotional? Are our professors rethe uses of Illustration—the Relations of ported as shedding tears during their lecthe Sunday-school—the
Mission Work tures? If we recollect right, Th oluck was
among the Destitate—the ‘Preparation of accustomed to take daily walks with his
the Teacher~the Teacher's Reward—these students, with oneto-day and another toare some of the topics that invité prayerful morrow, for the purpose of faithful conversation upon personal religion ; and Dr. Chalstudy and intelligent discussion.
. The Institute is at once the expression of mers, during his theological professorship,
a necessity and an effort to meet that neces- took special pains to eultivate piety among
sity. If its exercises donot impart instruc- the young candidates for the sacred office.
tion to the ignorant and quicken the pulse This point cannot be too carefully guarded.
of the sluggish, it is an impudent pretender A failure here isa sad one. If our young
to a dignity and power for which it has no men do not come from the seminaries, not
more intellectual but more devotionrightfu claim. If it does possess both brain only
and heart to make others wiser and better, al and devoted, they have met with or made
a failure to improve its obvious advantages | & reat mistake. A tearful tender piety is
*
must rest with those whom it seeks to bene- what the world needs.
fit. Letitherebe a vigorous employment of
Varieties.
thought and lead-pencil, by all who attend
these gatherings and the blessings of the
ts
Institute will be carried into the SundayNor UNWORTHY of remembrance is the
school life.—Rev. R. Lowry.
following brevity from an exchange: ‘* Every church that would prosper must show
of Sacred

t to

love.”

volume

ed.

his early theological lectures at..Halle; he

read his notes weeping

. The

frst number in April.

!
:
:
inte gently and practically presented. The ciled to God?
We know that good and able professors
use of the Blackboard—the province of
Question-Books—the employment of Music are earnestly engaged in training up the
—the material of the Library—the teaching rising ministry. Butmay not the exercises,

All the village lie asleep, *{ =
Never agrain to sow or reap;

Looks
d longs
And
nd Bioweeping
te Dhar
and s Hein ,there:

livery.

in

the recitation rooms -of such men. A correspondent of the Examiner remarks:

organization is to be disjointed and re-articTulated:
=
of
Sunday-school dre to be reproduced and
vitalized. The failures in government or

1869.

The postage is payable at the office of de-

shall be. possessed by a thorough love for

The multi-

form question® that rise up in the desk and
the class are hereto be met and illuminated.
The whole skeleton of the Sunday-school

Over the river under the hill,
Another
lieth still;
There Lseein the woking Sant,
winkling
stars of household light,

'

work.

those whose
:

Gib

© Bdberfisement,

cents each,—payable in all cases in adle
vance.
;
:
Postage. —The postage on a single ¢o,
We have knowledge of theological professors ‘whose conscientious purpose - that bf the Myrtl ; under the new law, is 24
their students shall be thoroughly grounded cents %& year; and no more on 8 copies,
in Hebrew is none the less because of the or any number between one aid 8, when
unspeakably greater desire that their souls sent to one address, than on a single one.

tend to furnish occasion for Duerile plati-

x

white and still;

And mountain

a

A: Tearful Piety.

it for mummied sermons, nor a platform
or eloquent generalities, It does not in-

Villages.”

Over the river on the hill,
Lieth a village

he
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strong,

and patience steady,

the sun is hidden,

and

the burdens

are heavy, and the way is difficult, and the
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"remittances
of money, &c.; should be addressed to

day, stands

out

with

glowing

distinctness

to-day.
:
Now and then one meets a nature that
yearns much and hopes little. There is much
‘conscience, but a great lack of gladness.
Duty is held sacred, but its tasks are seldom
transformed into privileges. - The soul is,
reverent, but not jubilant. It bows low in

men;

afterwards

he

threatened the persons

with

pitted

Events of the Week.

himself

He indirectly

been amazed
heard.

the gallows,

- CONGRESS.

and the National Legislature withlexpulsion.

vr

labor

vo

at what

Although

Mr.

elsewhere,

union

has gone to

fort)

a

As usual, this body has bon largely oc- to be continued, and we trust with

often as he reealled it, reissured
his heart,

He pelted the one with epithets;

Divine Providence, and how God has declared it to be his purpose to ‘‘be inquired
sll | of by the house of Israel, to do it for them,”

we have seen and
Durant

Tayora-

to feel the pressure of urgent motive in

this direction.

i

:

he sought cupied with
Es
talking, making motions and ble results.
We hope, then, not only that on the Saband coerce the other with vetoes calling the roll, all
their pastors, bath before the day of his inauguration, the
with
churches,
two
Our
«
of
which
means
that
and protests. He could not be silenced;
behave heartily cooperated in this work, and new President will
scene, of the transfiguration as something he would not be convinced. He petted but little of importance has been done. We: they share largely in its fruits;
+3
¢ prayer, but that. as many of
the churches as may find themselves able
which settled his conviction, once for all; haughty rebels; he persecuted suffering may say, however, that there is at the time due
to add that there had been an increas- will hold a special prayer-meeting on that
of our writing a fair prospeot that the Con
that he.was not following *‘cunningly de- patriots. He sneered at the loyalty
of the -Stitutional
the
to
previous
churches
both
in
interest
ed
day, devoted to the special invocation
of
"Amendment will receive the
vised fables.” That wondrous vision, as| | negroes whom he had volunteered to lead |

effort fruitless, and God seems afar off.
“| Peter refers, in one of his epistles, to the

to scare

into freedom;

sanction of both Houses, The subject has
he smiled upon the treason ' rbeen-refe
rred—
committee to~—a
of coiifer

and quickened his torpid affections, and of the southern aristocrats whose crime he
ence, the form of the Amendment agreed
had pledged &imself to make odious.
He

roused his flagging zeal.
Like the old
Sa ————— reat Sr
re son See gg Rat
er
prophet,he went in the strength of that meat
‘| through many days of spiritual fasting, and
WFavored Hours.
found that remembered glory leading him
rn
Most Christians have their bright and onlike a pillar on when his journey lay
cheering seasons, which come ir to lift the through the wilderness and the sky was
heart and light the path. There are some searched in vain'for a star. Our favored
who walk mostly in sunshine and rarely in hours are properly used when we make
shadow,and whose natural speech is a hymn them take the place of present vision, and
of praise. It may bein part due to ahappy let them stand as proofs of “the substance
temperament, or a trustful spirit, or a help- of thingsnot seen,” and hearin them prophful lot:
It may be still more the natural ecies of a better day breaking out of the
fruit ‘of a-deép and genuine spiritual life that silence like the tones of a silver bell.
brings the soul into closer fellowship with | 4. These privileged hours assure us
God than the great mass of Christ's people that the world of glory is all about us, even
know. But even when the experiences of when we are blind to its splendor; that the
conflict and doubt and dullness and fear are spiritual senses only need to be quickened
now and then suffered, if there is the dutifal in order to our apprehension of God in his
and submissive spirit, the sun rises more or glory; ‘and they hint at the preciousness of
less frequently upon the darkness of the soul, that waiting experience when the veil is
so that what was in the mist only yester- removed, and our mortal dullness gives

"the Agent.

ual

aid in keeping faith alive, and hope active, squarely against Congress.

3, 1869.

commen cement of Mr. Durant’s labors.

God's loving

——LeNr.

of the United States, may hereafter

The 'Lenten season,

or the

forty days of fast, through which our Epis-

upon, and the report of the committee acinsisted that the people were with him, and .cepted
copal and Catholic friends are now passing,
on the
promised to abide by their verdict; and will probably part of the House, and it is supposed to have had its origin
about
be accepted by the Senate.

when he could no longer pretend to doubt,
and his dull ears were tingling with their
rebuke, he feil back upon his ‘inherent obstinacy and went on as before. The impeachment trial somewhat sobered him.
The grave of political infamy yawned so
close to his feet that he shuddered and took
a little counsel of discretion. He quarreled
with his advisers when they gave an opinion adverse to his own, and sought to crush
theni when they refused to help forward his
plots. He maneuvered fof a second term
of office, and had only hatred for the men
‘whom the people were ready to honor and
trust. He has used his vast power to thwart
the work of feconstructing the government

The, Amendment is -in substantially
same form as it originally passed
House,

confining

the
the

the measure to a .guar-

antee against “any restriction of the suffrage on account of race, color or previous

condition of servitude.

So all the trouble

and confusion which there has been in regard to the subject has been svorse than
useless. The House has also taken ah important step in passing Mr. Schenck’s bill,
the object of which is (o strengthen the
public credit. It asserts that the public
debt of the United States is payable and

will be paid in gold or its equivalent, and
that contracts henceforth

made

payable

in

Al D. 250, and

must rest

wholly on human

foundations. Many who observe 'it usualTy experience a very sudden transition in
their

manner

of j life.

The festivities of

| the end of his administration with great in-

ward

satisfaction,

|

GEN. GRANT'S CABINET

but with quiet dignity.

While we

be ten-

derly and faithfully remembered habitually

at all family altars, and in every closet .
whither faithful souls daily retire to shut

the door to pray to Him which seeth in secret, but rewardeth openly.

POPULAR IRREVERENCE.

The

Watchman and. Reflector expresses

much truth in saying:

:

q

. One of We fis growing evils of the tay
It is met on ev
andabsurdities connected with them, having is popular irreverence.
passed, for the space of forty days, com- hand, and even invades the pulpit, and the
Christmas and New

Year's,

and the follies

mencing with. the 10th of Feb., the .pomps
and vanities of the world, including dancing
and theater-going} are presumed to be relinquished, and the formal ‘observances of.
religion are the general order of things.
With

the

more.

devout,

even

from meats is added to the other
tions of the flesh.:

And

abstinence

mortifica-

to what good

pur-

The pose is all this? A contemporary puts the
in the only practicable way, from first to coin shall be duly enforced by law.
fact
that
the
bill
aims
at
specie
payment
is case very forcibly thus:
| last; and though he has wrought much
Against the mere spending of forty days
The concurrence of the
place. to the keen apprehension that enables mischief, and put much good beyond reach, most gratifying.
annually in special religious devotion, acSenate
is
confidently
expected.
Whatever
us to see, not through a glass darkly, but yet he has been mastered in the conflict,
companied by abstinence from flesh as food,
face to face,and to kngw,not in part merely, and is now to go out finally from the Ex- is done by the present Congress in reference nothing of course can be said. Would that
but even as we are known.
ecutive sphere which he has so sadly lowered. to this and. other matters must be done many might be induced to spend, not forty
~daysonly, but the whole twelvemonth in
The people will witness his departure and quickly. At present the formation of
acts of piety ! The objection-to Lent, as

Disorder in Discipline.

wisdom to his aid.

such, aside from the superstitious rites

con-

most sacred subjects are often treated with
a flippancy of manner that is Yory revolting to every idea of propriety.
In the at-

tempt to throw off a stiff formality, wé are
swinging to the other extreme,

and hardly

recognize any distinction between the sacred and secular. It has been said that
‘the spirit of irreverence seems to be a natural growth of the crowded haunts of civilization ;” we hope

it is not

true, but

cer-

tainly the remark
has force. There is an
underlying principle ; resistance to authority and neglect of it will account for much
of the prevailing evil; a dislike of restraint

is apparent in

the child, the pupil and the

citizen, and naturally involves our relations
to God, and too often, from a mistaken regard to this feeling in its milder developments, those who preach and pray assume
an air of irreverence, of gareless familiarity
with sacred things which is sad to wit-

is the all-absorbing theme among politi- nected with it in the Romish church and
ness.
>
its imitators, is that by its peculiar characHeat begets haste ; and when a single man They will pity while they blame, leave cians. The declarations which he made in ter
it
fosters
the
idea,
above
referred to,
THEATER-GOING.
its subpission, but it seldom soars in its or a body of men is bent on inflicting sum- time to cover his misdeeds with the mantle his recent speech seem tohave done little that the year’s religion may
be done up, or
confidence. It prays with the publican’s mary punishmefit for a doubtful offense, it of forgetfulness, and hope, if they can, or nothing in allaying curiosity, but we are its irreligion atoned for, by strict outward | The Examiner and Chronicle deals with
” words and spirit, but there is little within is natural to look for both severity and that he may be henceforth a "wiser as well gratified to observe that he maintains his us. conformity to the Lenten requirements. theater going and expresses its opposition
unt the solemn to the practice thus :
to interpret and réproduce the exultation of blundering.- The redent act of the Fifth as a better-tempered man. For the rest, ual reticence and firmness. Itappears, how- And taking into the
altogether confined ™ to
the apostle who even glories
in his infirmity. Avenue Baptist church in New York, in ex- ‘they will offer simply—sjlence!
ever, that he has declared it to be his pur- mockeries—not
Is is not merely ‘a form of religious sentiRomanism—associated with it, the obsery- ment or an austere type of morality that is
‘The Congress which ends its work with pose‘o retain Gen. Schofield at the head of ance
Cowper was such a man. Pure, conscien- cluding Rev. Crammond Kennedy on acof the season must. be regarded as opposed to the theater, but all elevated cultious, devout, having a marvelous insight count. of his Free. Communion sentiments, the outgoing administration wil! leavea the War Department for a short time, after conducive rather to superstition, to
a re- ture tends to withdraw men from sympathy
into spiritual things, putting some of the seems to have been a striking example of | very different record. It has not ‘heen a which his place will be supplied bya civil- ligion of forms and times, than to true, last- Pwith it. It fs at best a coarse and bungling
deepest experiences of the heart into hymns headlong condemnation.
All the usual model Congress. It hassometimes appear- ian. He hus also told a delegation of Penn- ing piety.
instrument of artistic expression.
No
which all protestant Christendom unites in forms of procedure in cases of discipline ed timid and temporizing ; sometimes rash sylvanians that he intends to appoint a citamount or splendor of accessories can avail
singing when it would voice its secret life, appear to have been set aside, that the and daring. It has missed some splendid izen of that state toa place in his cabinet, ——OPPOSITION TO THE BIBLE IN SPAIN. to satisfy, much less to stimulate the effort
he was almost constantly haunted with fears, work of excommunication might be both opportunities, and lent itselfto some doubt- but that the individual selected and the As might have been expected, the efforts of imagination to figure to tle mind the
more striking scenes and characters of such a
and went through the world mourning af-- swift and sure. In a late issue of the ful schemes. But it has, in the. main, gone country will be equally surprised at the an- made to introduce the Protestant Bible into poet
as Shakspeare. The counterfeit passion
ter God as an orphan ¢hild might grieve Independent Mr. Kennedy makes a lengthy nobly forward in the way of progress. It nouncement of his name. ' The opinion is Spain are meeting with desperate resist- of an actor is play beside what we feel, as we
because it had .no mother. Yet even he now statement over his own signature, in which has stood firmly by right principles and by expressed that George H. Stuart,of the Chris- ance onthe part of Romanists.
It is stat- read, of the blended passion and imagination
and then came out from the shadow of the he sets forth the facts in a very unequivocal its own” avowals and pledges. It has re- tian Commission, is the individual referred ed, for instance, that several ladies of rank of the poet. The contemptible machinery
sisted blandishment and threat.
It has to. But itis useless to say more, In a few Jecently waited on Marshal Serrano, as by which they mimic the storm he goes out
eclipse and rejoiced, as nature smiles when
way. He says:
in, Lamb strikingly remarks, is not more
head
steadily
refusedfo
betray
any
great
trust. days the great mystery will be solved.
of
the splendor succeeds the summer thunderthe
Provisional
Government,
1. No.mémber of¢ the Fifth-avenue B
inadequate to
depict the war of elements
and presented him with a petition signed by than the tones and gestures of an actor to
storm. At such a time he could thus write tist church” ever waited upon me to ascer- It has exalted justice and served liberty.
IN CUBA
a
fifteen thousand women, demanding ‘the represent to us Lear. And it is as truedof other
of God whose concealment had long heen tain what ¢* doctrines” I was ¢ holding and It has recognized the dawn of a new era in the state of affairsis for the most
part unpromulgating”
abrogation of the recent order in relation characters and other plays. We do not
his grief’;
:
;
our life as a nation, and sought to meet the changed.
Some government successes are
2. I had no notification that I was to be
toreligious freedom, and breathing defiance say that all cultivated men and women do
demands which were made upon it. If it reported. In the Central
“Behind a frowning providence
| tried for heresy by the church.
Department the
j
nas
not
and
led
He hides a smiling face.”
threatenings. They demand the rein- or will shun the theater. But we are sure
public
sentiment, it has been insurrection
|
8. Asa consequence, I had no opportuthat such of them as attend it avill not comis almost wholly unchecked,
apostolical mend it as especially an elevating inte]lectItis a’ gracious favor whea, these. clear | nity of making any explanation or defense | quick to hear its voice, ready to register its plantations are deserted, business is aban- statement of the old Roman
| before my fellow-members.
| edicts and march abreast with its forces. It
faith as the national established religion. ual gratification. It isto them merely an
views of spiritual things are granted,—
{ doned, and general disorder prevails. /
4. And, perhaps strangest and worst of |
Such a demonstration well indicates the amusement—and in the promiscuous mob of ~
when we climb to the summit of the mount all, I have had no official notice of my ex-| has disciplined dislgyglty. with a firm but
v
strength of the determination to embarrass amusement-seekers they are sure to be in
steady hand. It has framed noble ideas in:
of transfiguration and see the glory of God, | communication. minority, Hence the theater steadily
the
government in the eourse “which it is the
Current Topics.
We donot know whatthere is to be said | tO Plainstatutes. It has given fresh guarand feel that the spiritual world is kernel |
gravitates downward,
;
;
pursuing; and it is to be hoped that the
The objection against theatrical enteravid substance, while the material world is on the other side. If there is any better as- | antees to the weak and imperiled, and takfriends of progress will rally to its support. tainments on moral and religious grounds
We have already
only husk and shadow. How near God | pect of the case than is here presented, we { en half the terror from the anxious heart of —RevivaL IN DovER.
|
1
.
Sed
|
alluded to the revival in this city under the We are glad to know that the friends of are easily aml flippantly brushed away by
2
x
a
]
'i
rivilizaseems to the soul then!
How Heaven | shall3 be glad to Knowit.
If this statement |the-negro.
It has left American civiliza
the cry of Puritanism, asceticism, and the
broods over the spirit to give it warmth
conveys a fair and adequate * view of the {tion something better than it found it,— labors of Mr. Durant, but we have said missions, both in this country and abroad, like. But even if such objections could be
are
doing
much to occupy the important
and life!
How full of meaning and pre- procédure] there is no room for question | measurably better in fact,.a great deal bet- nothing definitely of the extent and char
fairly and reasonably averted, the theater
It has had more than the acter of the work. The time has now come field opened by the Spanish revolution.
must still be regarded as unfavorable to the
ciousness is prayer! How the Bible glows that the plainest and simpiest principles of | ter in promise.
elevation and refinement of character. It
on every page! How sacred a presence independent "church government and com- {average of ability in its members, and, when a few wprds respecting these things
——A
NUT-SHELL ARGUMENT.
An ex- has been vaunted as a school of morals, but
and how wonderful an inspirer is the Spirit ! mon equity were setat naught. Seriptural { with all its follies and failures, it has main- may not be out of place.
has ofténer proved a school of scandal.
A
In response to the invitation of the dif- change meets the argument in favor of the
or- | tained a moral tone far higher than many
How labor for and with Christ rises into directions - and Baptist usage and
majority of its patrons are persons who cerIf there are some pas- ferent evangelical churches and the Young sleep of the dead between death and the tainly need moral culture, but those who
privilege and glory!
How we blush to dicary fairness were alike thrust out of | of its predecessors.
think we have called every petty perplexity doors when Mr. Kennedy was struck at | sages in its history that will kindle a blush Men’s Christian. Association, Mr. Durant resurréetion thus.—* If all men sleep at have longest frequented it are perhaps the
It
meetings - on death, then the man Christ Jesus was un- least likelyto be prized as its trophies.
across, and quarreled over the smallést with the idea of striking down the Chris- | on the cheek of the reader, there are many commenced to hold union
rejoices
in
a
rgyival
now
;
it
will
not
be
long
conscious
between
Wednesday
his
death
,
“and
Feb.
resurrec3.
|
more
that
will
awaken
both
gratitude
and
They
were
tian
liberality
which
he
quietly
illustrates
held for
burdens as though there were injustice in
before we hear again of its degeneracy.
the providence that allowed them to press in his practice and courteously defends in pride. It will be long remembered for the the most part in the Belknap (Congrega- tion. If unconscions then, how could he
take
his
life
again,
tional)
as’
church,
he
declares
the
Washingto
he has
n St. (F. BapERAS OF LIFE,
the shoulders or the heart! How we gird his book.
significant things it has done, and frequentup our loins for service, and sing as we
It is bad policy for the church and an ly quoted in view of the precedents it has tist) vestry, and finally in the City Hall power to do, and did so? Perhaps our _ Rev.J.F. W. Ware recently preached a
march on toward a triumph and a crown! ‘impeachment of the denomination. “We re- setand the weighty words ithas uttered. We They have been held nearly every after- ‘materialistic friends would do well to ex- sermon at ‘the Cooper Institute, N. Y., from
How blessed seems “Christian ‘fellowship ! gret it on this account. But it will chiefly may well bow in homage before it as it] noon and evening until Sunday, Feb. 20th, pend some of their ingenuity in answering the text, ‘‘ Show me the path of life.”
How ‘the. heart yearns over the sinful and operate to render restricted communion passes on its, way to hear the verdict ot when Mr. Durant closed his labors. . Dur- it.
From the report of the Christian Register,
a
those that ave astray, and with what a new more unlovely in the eyes of. the public mankind and take its place in the temple ing this period, he was absent from the
we make the following extract :
:
unction and confidence we pray and plead than it has heretofore been, and strengthen of history.
NEw HAMPTON INSTITUTION. The friends
Te place two or three times, the longest of
Dreams of tosmorrow frequently beguile
that they may come to penitence and for- both the convietionsand the protests against
The silent Captain passes into the Exec- which was from Wednesday evening to of this Institution will be pleased with’ the us from the duties of to-day, but visions of
giveness and the way of life! How the tri- it which are every day multiplying. If Mr. utive mansion, not now as a guest, but as Saturday afternoon, but there was little or testimony of Rev. W. H. Bixby, a returned what we would be ought always to give
laceto thoughts of what
we should be.
als from which we have shrunk are glori- "Kennedy was in manifest error, there was the Chief Magistrateof the people whom no suspension of the meetings while he missionary from Burmah, in its behalf.
uild in youtha high ideal, remembering
fied as so many needed elements of disci- a regson for trying to convert him before he has nobly served elsewhere. The sphinx- was away.
Having made a recent visit there, he says: that
it was no gray-haired saint, but a young
Mr. Durant began his efforts with Chrispline!
How blessed seem. the . sainted rising up fo cast him out. If he was an like lips must open at last, and answer the
It is pleasantly
located in a quiet rural man, in all the vigor of his early life, who
tians,
urging
town
them
of
to
New
attend
Hampshi
to
the work of
re, remarkable for so grappled with sin, and showed such love
ones beyond the river, whose departure offender, he had a right to a trial in which eager and anxious questioning of thirty
we had selfishly mourned! And how small he could make his defense before his ac- millions of American citizens. We shall self-examiration, to seek a renewed and its natural scenery, heathfulness, and mor- as
e him the Saviour of the world.
ality ; just such a place as Christian parents Next comes the era of routine, the dull,
a terror and how great a glory does it now .cusers. If he was formally disfellowshiped soon know his opinions, his theories, his more thorough consecration, and to be more would
chqose as a home for
sons gnd mechanical round of middle life, with its
appear to lay down the body of flesh with by his brethren, he was entitled to know plans, his purposes. There: is not much diligent and active in the service of the daughters during the critical their
formative pe- toils and cares, and petty joys—the hyphen
the weapons of warfare, and go up to take that fact without being compelled to learn room for doubt respecting them now. His Master. The doctrine, that for one to be h riod of youth.
It has an efficient and faith- of sleep between the days, and the hyphen
at ‘once the immortal nature and the victors it from the columns of a newspaper, which acts have had a tongue, and men have been Christian, he must do something, was ful board of teachers, thoroughly qualified of Sunday between
the weeks, joining,
palm-vranch!
rather
told the public that the sentence had been coming nearer and nearer to an agreement strongly enforced. It did not matter so for their work and thoroughly in earnest; rather than separating, continuing
determined to make the school
The
Such hours as these are welcome, and pronounced,and thatit was just, in the same in interpreting this dialect of deeds. He much what one had been or done in the superior, to any similar institu equal, if not than breaking the unendin
tion in New
of routine is on us
all, making us
they bear a blessing in their hand. They sentence. We trust, especially for their has the confidence of his countrymen,—not past, but the all-important question was, Fugiand.: We believe they will succeed. palsy
not 80 much mep as trades, not so much
. may come more frequently to some than to own sake, that our brethren are not going’ so much because they regard him a great what he is and what he is doing now. Indeed they have already achieved a high souls as occupations. Only two great forces
others, and-they may be marked in differ- to add tyranny to exclusiveness.
this living death—inspirastatesman like Bismark, as because they be- This course of procedure had its effect, and degree of success. They need one more can save us from:
building—a
boarding-house.
It is to be tion and aspiration,
God stooping to the soul,
ent cases with greater or less splendor.
lieve him a patriotic citizen like Washington, not a few false hopes were destroyed, and hoped the friends
of the Institution will and the soul lifting itself to
. Alas for
But there are fer among real believers
|an honest man like Lincoln; and full of god many were led to commence the Christian soon furnish means to supply this defi- the sodden debauchee, the busy moneyAn
End
and
a
Beginning.
life
with
greater
earnestnes
s.
The
appeals
who will wholly fail to recognize this deciency.
/3a
sense'and quiet resolution like his own
getter, the careless slave of the world, whose
were then made more directly to sinners.
Ay
scription as one having more or less that
manhood has become a clod that even the
former self. He is no dreamer or egotist.
The
present
administration
is
passing
At first the meetings, in consequence of the
inspiration of Heaven cannot pierce! And
answers to phages of their own experience.
He
is
ready
to
learn,
and
every
new
lessson
Spirit
of
the
Press.
all honorto those who, neglecting no Single
It is sad indeed if any of us are wholly ig- hieouigh the last days of its life. On the which he acquires is at once putto practical storm, were comparatively small, but they
| ——
:
duty laid upon them, have yet risen on
the
norant of what this spécial illumination is. fourth of this month, asingle day after our use. He will surround himself with ad- gradually increased in numbers and interPRAYER FOR THE PRESIDENT,
wings of aspiration above the narrow eir‘What uses should be made of these favored date of publication, Andrew Johnson takes visers of character and ability, and shake est. The fivst,or almost the first, special
a final leave of the White House.
‘The Congregationalist and Recorderof cle of their daily cares and blessed the
interest manifested on the part of the unhours and cleaver visions?
:
We have lived with him through four off every man who seeks personal gain by converted was on
last week has an article on the duty of world with noble thoughts and lives. And
the next Sabbath after
then comes age, the period of retrospect,
1. One should study at such a season, strange, exciting, stormy years. The coun- | means of flattery. The people give him
“Prayer for the new President.” We give the
calm review, let us hope and pray, of a
Then a score or
and learn, if possible, on what conditions try has never before been so sorely tried with their confidence and sympathy in advance; the meetings commenced.
the opening and concluding portions of the well fought and victorious field, This di.such richer experiences depend, so that a President nor with so good a reasgn. He the new Congress will be ready to accept more, principally children, came forward article, as follows :
vision of life may be a whim and a fantasy,
they may be made more the rule ‘and less was nominated for the second office in the him as a leader; and so the new, adminis- for prayers. The number of the anxious
but wisdom at least bids us puss from an-°
No
incident
in
the
life
of
President
Linthe exception.
No one should be content giftof the people with some misgiving .but tration will at once be able to command continued to increase during the week, th { coln is beld in more tender remembrance ticipation with a deep religious purpose and
with an occasional flash of splendor when more faith. He was elected with empha- unity as a means to success; We may proportion of adults became larger, ad than his unaffected asking of the prayers of reach the retrospect ot age with a rich religious experience.
it is possible to have the steady shining of sis and enthusiasm. He reeled into his of- well look to it with hope, welcome it to its’ the sense of sin and guilt was manifestly God's people, when he was leaving home to
enter upon the duties of the Presideney.
deeper
and
more
heart-felt.
For
several
the sun.
A NEW
CHURCH.
.
ficial chair to the disgust and consternation seat with congratulations, and ask God's evenings, even
We
during the week, the City Grant,have reason to believe that General f\ The Independent announces
“ A
New
2. One should settle the plans of life and of all high-minded men. He succeeded to wisdom and guidance for it with both ferwere
the
way
tobe
open,
in
any
Bail was filled to overflowing, and at each easy,
natural and unobjestionable way, for Church in Embryo” Tom
make out the programme of service when the office of our murdered Chief a month vor and faith,
of the last two services, held on the after- him to do so, would find it in his
heart to
Whispers ‘are
the vision is thus clarified and the observer later, amid a grief that was intensified by
The night has been long and heavy upon noon
and evening ‘of Sabbath, Feb. 21, it ake a similar request. He knows well church organiz again afloat that a new
ation is likely to grow out of
is allowed a standing-place on such a spirit- the distrust and shame that he had begotten. us, and the shadows will linger still; but is
e
appallin
g
perplexities of the position to the widening breach
estimated that fourteen hundred people
between the two oppoual mountain-top. The view. of God and His first few brave words, and the spasm we trust the morning is really breaking, and heard Mr.
which
the choice of the people, under God, site parties
Durant preach, while many, unathe Episcopal communion.
has called him; he is-at once too modest We give the inreadier
duty is then likelyto be distinct, and the of moral energy that followed them, stirred that the new government is to aid in bring- bleto
credit tothe
from
method of life chosen at such an hour is up some hope, prompted the people to gen- ing in a nobler national character and a goaway.gain admission, were compelled to and too well acquainted with himself, not the fact that the movement, so farrumor
as known,
At the last four evening'services to feel that only by both guidance and
~surerto be one worthy of ourselves and erosity in judgment, and aroused a measure richer national life. It begins its work in held
is confined to a few resolute spirits, who
in the City Hall, itis estimated that strength from above, can he reasonably ex- have ceased
to
satisfyingto God, The navigator isk his of confidence that we might have a tolerable hope. Heaven grant it may end it in satis- from
pect
to be successful in the arduous labors, Who have longlook for leadership. to those
one hundred and fifty to two hundred
been prominent as Low
obseryations when the sun is ont; and the Président after all. ‘But the illusion could faction. .
and fifty persons: went to the anxious seats. and under the crushing, and so often des Churchmen, and who have by ample (we
moralizi
ng
helimsman's orders at midnight, ayhen there not last. The native willfulness, egotism
concomi
tants
of
the
first office will not say happy) experience, become
The number was the largest on the last in point
respons bility in the world, in pretty well
is no starin view, are drawn from the cal- and vindictiveness of the man could not
weaned from any strong attachReports. The reports of the Benevolent evening, when the interest was the great- thése timesof of
peculiar, and peculiarly com- ment to the Fpiscopate.
culations
at noon when the king of long lie latent. His low tastes came to the Societies, together with the Minutes of est,
That the Tyogs,
plicated, difficulties.
Dyers, and
Vintons, and Schencks,
so the surface. He gravitated by instinctto the the General Conference, are now out of Respecting the number who have been
And aside from all personal desire which and,
in the zenith.. And
day was flaming
have nothing to do with any plan for
Christian should construct his scheme of brazen and violent men who waited for a press and ready for distribution. A copy | permanently quickened by these meetings, he may have, but of which he cannot well will
make public expression to them, with the separation is certainly evident. It is not
life when his
rs areat their highest helper, andto the policy which the patriot- of the Report of each Society, or of the it is now impossible to speak
moreover, that ‘a singld bishop will.
definitely.
upon Gud’s people, they have only clear,"
ism of the country had resolved to put Minutes, will be forwarded to any person It remains for the fruits to be gatheved. toclaims
favor the new enterprise. At the same
remember how earnestly Paul exhorts time, itis
Perfectly plain that
:
:
M
is clear and the voice down.
sending two cents to this office; or a copy Among those who have professed
of
to pass Christians to pray for rulers,” and to con- the alleged abuses in the Episcopa alreform
Charch
Then came the conflict. ' Latent and con- of all the Reports and the Minutes, bound from death unto life, are rome
siderth
ow
vast
is
the
import
to
this
nation
of our most
grow out of its
and the world of a successful conduct of is utterly hopeless.
cealed af. first, it soon became active and together, will be forwarded on the receipt reliable citizens, as well as the young.
orgarfic life.” So far as clerical numbers
The the next
administ
ration,
open. He at. first Jusied with individ- of ten cents,
how absolutely
.| most that we can now say ie, that we have that
influence are concerned, it is drifted
must depend upon the orderings of and
i
:
further andfurther from its Protestant
.
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No.

No. in

Testament,45 ; No. in arithmetic,40 ; No. in

in . geography, 16;

No. who

write,

34;

S. school scholars, 60; No. in night school,

7; received for tuition $22,00.
Cameo. P. C. Tolford, and H. H. Keyes,
teachers. No. of scholars, 127 ; average attendance, 102; No. over 18 years of age,11;
No. in Testament,68 ; No. in arithmetic,70;

and is only a few

the church.

There was a debt upon

$191,74,

and now numbers 127. It is a source of encouragement to potice the number that are
advanced in their studies; and the friends

copy

ly

donations have accomplished a great good.

including

its

visited the

F. W.

E.G. C.

‘r

meeting

be held

the

‘week

ERIE

the

Baptist

church .in-

which

until Jan. 26th.
:
Twenty-three were added to the church,
seventeen have put on. Christ by baptism,

and others will go forward in this ordinance
next month.

The church has been greatly

blessed with a spirit ef consecration, and a
deep religious interest prevails in the comJ. F. Tur1s.
. munity.

LEWISTON, ME.

The Horton St. F. Bap: |

tist church, of this city, received

fifteen per-

sons to its membership last Sgbbath.
a few months past there
and healthy religious i
and

society.

Quite

a

For

hum

revived and quickened in heart and Chris-

tian activity; while a few have found
peace in believing in Christ.” The Sabbath
school continues to gain in interest and
strength, numbering now 140.
numbers

seventy-two,

and devoted Christians.

The church

well united,

It will

active

apply for

admission to the Bowdoin Q. M. at its next
gession.

congregations aver-

Our Sunday

age about 850, with a gradual increase and
excellent attention.

.

The pastor and friends of this new enter-

prise feel much

encouraged.

We

hope to

be aided still by the earnest prayers of God's

people, that this new church may especially
develop the life, ‘doctrines and principles

of a genuine Christian church,

J. 8.B.

TAUNTON, Mass. Since the week of prayer, wé Have continued our meetings, afternoons and evenings, for four weeks, and

of God prospering, but nearly every church
is enjoying & season
in
jog.the city

And

especially

of refresh-

:

is this the case with the
’

with acceptance.

with the

this

June

*The

Religious

re-

A very quiet

four months’ residence in this place.

:

Rev. E. Harding.
say to the numerous

of Rev.

friends

Ephraim Harding, of Hancock, Me., that he has
been very sick wlth erysipelas, and doubtless
will not be able to resume his ministerial labors

He solicits an interest in
for some time to come.
the prayers of God’s children.
E. H. BUTTS.’

M.,N. H.—Held its last session

W. Baptist church at Alton Corner,
This was in interesting session, A

large amount of busthess was quickly despatched.

A plan of systematic beneficence was adopted and
recommended to the churches,” The preaching
During the meeting
was timely and spiritual.

of Wednesday evening souls came forward with
the inquiry * What shall I do to be saved?” We
were favored with the presence and labor of C.
0. Libby, T. Kenniston and E. C. Heath from
Collection

for

Foreign Missions,

$12.73. Upon the acceptance of the resignation
of Rev. A. D. Smith, who has been clerk jof the
9 M. for several
tion was passed :

years,

the following

That we as a Q. M.

resolu-

appreciate the

faithful and .excellent manner in which Bro.
A. D. Smith has served us as Clerk; and that we

commend him to the grace. of God, Praying that
may labor he may ever enjoy much
wherever he
of his Heavenly,
Prospierity.

Father’s
"

presence

Union, 127.
Rev. H. B. Snjith, D. D., of the N. Y. Union
Theological Seminary, has been relieved from
his labors for six months on account of ill health,

ani

to retain a

His ill-

ness is the result of overwork, and he needs only
rest and change of scene, with the blessing of
God, to secure his restoration,
Rev. Charles G. Ames, now in California, who
finds that, his health requires a change, has writ-

ten to the Progressive Friends in Longwood, Pa.,

great

be sent immediately to the. respective Mission

treasuries,
°
8. That each chureh be left to its own discretion how to raise its portion, by quarterly con<

tributions, circulating the cards through the con-

gregation,or any other method it may deem most

deny the story, so often told, that he once come
menced a sermon in his pulpit with the exclama~

it is d=——d hot.”

How any man

with

a

thimble-full of brains, and knowing Mr. Beecher,

could ever for a moment believe such

a story is

to us a mystery ; but we presume that persons so
Jacking in good sense will continue to believe it,
in the face of Mr. Beecher’s positive denial.

The Seventh-day Baptists have 75 churches in
the United States. Of these the oldest is that

in Newport, founded in 1671.
members in Hopkinton, R. I.;

They have 499

415 in Westerly,

R. I; 824 in Shiloh, N. J.; 430 in Brookfield,

N.

where they have a flour.

Y.; 620 in Alfred,N. Y;

; and
y 872 in Albion, Mich,
4shing universit

The

total membership of all their churches is’ 7,129.
They have a feebly-supported foreign mission in
Shanghai, and propose to raise next, year $2,600
for missionary purposes, most of which goes to
church-extension at home.

a

Tyng, Jr.), 605. Outside of New York, the largest communion is 8t. Mark's, Frankford, Penngylvania, Rev. D. 8. Miller,Rector, 891 communicanta; Bt. Andrew's, Philadelphia, has 786; and

I]

Married
Mr. George

Oct. 18, by Rev. M. Merrill,

In Madison,

-HartWw. Emerson, of Madison, and Miss Mira
ford, of Smithfield; Nov. 25, by the same, Mr. William
M. Mitchell and Miss Ktta A. Jones, both of Nor:
:
:
ridgewock.
In Oakfield, Wis., Oct. 4, by J. W. Drew, Mn. Jere-

miah W. Messer, of Leroy, and Miss Irene E. Allen,

Dec. 3, 3, by by. Rev. . C.C. Ray, assist . Y., Dec.
.XY,
(4)
n
ofed rome
b; Rov, SB. Andrews
ws, Rev. IRVIN a B. Sur
.

of Mid
Miss AMELIA R. MILLER, both
and
v. S. B. Andrews, Mr.
In Dale, N.Y. July 4, 08
both of
s Alice Loo
hdries 1. Taber and
e!

.

In New
Mr, John

a

i

¥

Gloucester, Nov.25, by Rev. W. R. Cross,
Staples, of Raymond, and Miss Ellen M.

.

the same, Mr. A. ¥. Foss

4

:

Lizzie T. Gilbert, of La Salle.

In Great Falls, Sept. 6, by Rev. A. Lovejoy, Mr.
SaWilliam H, Andrews, of Somersworth, and
rah L. Colby, of Buxport; by the same Oct. 9, Mr.
John R- Corson ‘and Miss A. Amelia Chase, both of

The presence of friends of

Mis-

Notice.

William

Nov. 25, Mr.

East Rochester;

of

Moody,

F.

Tam-

Somersworth, and Miss Lizzie A. Huntress, of

worth; Nov. 26, Mr. John E. Harmon,of Portsmouth,
and Miss Mary A. Dixon, of Somersworth; Dec. 3,

Mr. Alonzo Guptill and Miss Olive Ann Lord, both
of North Berwick."
In Lincoln, Sept. 19, by Rev. C. J. Mott,Mr. Alfred
Merrill and Miss Jennie M. Meader, both of Lincoln: :

Notices.

Special

RAILROAD.

MAINE

AND

BOSTON

June 22. 1868.
Summer Arrangements.
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10,10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40°P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A, M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10.56 A. M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M.
Leave Boston for Dbver at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,, 3, 5 P. M.
and on Monday, Wédnesday, andFriday at 6 P. M.
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

and’ Universalist.

17.

18.

The Antiquity of Man.

E.G.

Chaddock.

Religious Culture essential to Freedom.

The Established churches in London must be
in great feebleness of numbers, for a Times cor22. Intemmediate state of the Dead. B. Phelon.
respondent has been visiting them, and reports |* 23. Life and Times of Cotton Mather. J. Burn‘In ham Davis.
is observations out of thirty-five churches.
v
two the congregation consisted\of five persons «24, How to secure a more General Study of God’s
Word,
W.M. Jenkins.
each, in three others the attendance was under
25, The Future of the Freedmen. G.E. Hopkins.
ten each, in six others from ten to twenty, in ten we Zeal as an element of success in Preaching. J.
aker.
others I found from twenty to forty, and in the
27. Comparison of the present with the early Free
remainder the worshipers were from forty to Baptist Pulpit. J. Mariner.
28,

ninety; in only one church did I find 100, but in
church

was

filled.

In

The Social Evil.

N.L. Rowell.
J. A. HOWE,
W. H. BOWEN,

above

the

M. PHILLIPS.

in the world, fell between the pier and

was

Nothing was recovered but a shirt.—
smashed.
Mr. Stuart tells how he stood on the pier, and
wept like achild. On the first of September’, 1831,
he landed in New York with nothing in the world

Arrang.

the best known

and

most

zens in the United States.

highly esteemed citi-

.

day School Convention willbe
mencing at 9 o'clock, A.M.

held on Sunday, com-

T. P.MouLTON,

Clerk.

Chenango QM. will hold its next session with
the church at Norwich, commencing Saturday, April
3, at 10 o’clock, A. M.

-

Du. J.

WHITING, Clerk.

Root River Q. M. will hold its next segsion with
the Freesoil church, commencing March 5, at 2

ment—to strike out the tenth article, That article declares the right of Presbyteries to examine
ministers accrediteddby other Presbyteries before
Their recommendation is supadmitting them.
ported and accompanied by these (among other)
remarks:

We cannot but trust that our Old School brethadditional omission, since it
thisede
ren will conc
is but the application of-the same principle to the
polity of the Church which they have appliedto

The next larg-

ele as it now stands; and also that the interpreta.
“tion of their own language by the Joint Commit.

“tee in the preamble and conclusion of the Report,
May, 1868, is to be accepted as the trie interpres
tation,
/

J

Farmington Q. »
will hold its next session
the church in Weld, March 10, 11. Ministers
Oonference on the 9th. at 3 o’clock, P. M. Churches

which have not paid the 3 cent tax are requested to
do so.

G. W. GouLp,
fie

et

Clerk.

ee

Belknap Q.M, Minister's Conference will hold
its next session with the church at Canterbury, commencing May, 24, at 7 o’clock, P. M.
The order of ex-

ercises, after half an hour of prayer, will be as folows:
1. Topic. Relation of Young Men’s Christian Associations ta the Churches.

J. M. Durgin.

2. The best methods of promoting Revivals of Religion. J.C. Osgood.
3. Essay on the Divinity of Christ, E.P. Ladd.
4, Sermon.
Subject: The Office of the Comforter,
text, John 16: 7, 11
G. M. Park.
5. Sermon on the text, John 21: 15, “Lovest thou

me more-than these?” J, B. Higgins,
6. Exposition on Rom, 7: 24.
"Hosea Quinhy.
7.

Sermon.

8.

Natureof Regeneration.

Sermon,

A.D.Smith.

The kingdom of heaven.

derson.

M.C, Hen<

v

9. Sketch of a sermon by each of the other minis.
ters in the Q. M.
Next session of the Q. M. with the church

terbury, May 25-27.

GEO.

M, PARK,

at Can.

Clerk.

Pam

Letters

Received.

Peckham~8 H Richardson—1I
Mrs Staoy—H stowe— Mrs Mar

N K Sargent—W sawyer—W

CO Sumner—D

M Stuart—

T Sawyer—E Iy Tarbell—=8 K Van Duzer! D
Sholes—1
Van Dorn—Mrs Emma Watson—D Wagerman—J) D Waldron—Mrs N Woodward—J Whittemore--J Wilson—Ym

Willett—R Whitney=G Wagner—0O R Faller.
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Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few

weeks,

by a

very

simple

remedy, after

having suffered several years with a severe lung affection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means
of cure.

>

:

To all who desire it, he will send a copy ef the prescription nged (free of charge), with the directions for
preparing and using the same; which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI18, ete. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread
information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try bis remedy, as it will
cost him nothing, and may prove a blessing.
Parties wishing the prescription,
will please address
EDWARD

A. WILSON,

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

13t6

" ‘Adbertisements.
AGENTS WANTED--$10 A DAY.
TWO $I0- MAPS FOR S$.

,

LLOYD'S
PATENT REVOLVING DOUBLE

, CHAS. W. CRraAlN, Clerk.

Otsego @Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church at Burlington Flatts, commencing Friday,
April, 23, at 6 o’clock,P. M.
D. M. MILLER, Clerk.
P. S.—All churches who do not send in their annual
Felons for the Register at the next session, will be
left out.
PRR

The Reunion Committee of the New Schifol Asgembly, in view of the fact that most of the Old
School ~Presbyteries have voted ‘against the Basis ot Union submitted to them, and in favor of a
union on the basis of ‘the Standards pure and
simple,” and apprehending that; as the case now
stands, the reunion canno® be accomplished at the
meeting of the next General Assemblies, have
recommended to their Presbyteries to concur in
the proposed amended basis, with another amena-

MM HE

iF

Consumptives.

REV.
Union Q. M. (C. E.) will hold its next session with
the Compton F, Baptist church, March 13, 14. Sun

o’clock, P, M.

George H. Stuart was born in Ireland. At the
age of fifteen he left Belfast a poor lad. At Liverpool; his little box, contajning all he possessed

Com.
of

§

To

D.A.

Morehouse.
19. The necessity of Revivals of Religion.
.G. W.
Richardson.
or
20, Toor. the Levitical Sacrifices Vicarious?
C.
ber.
lements
of
Power
in
Romanism.
J.
A.
Mc21.
Kenzie.

its doctrine; and, while it will serve to harmoA Friend—Mrs O H Adkinson—A O D Augir-T Berry—
H 8 Ball—Z A Ranker—Anna Bowen-J 8 Burgess—B FP
nize differing preferences among us, as theirs Burgess
&8Son—E A Benchley—C A Barber—J Brockway
dées among them, will be equally with theirs —
M-Bates—8 P Baxter—CO G
Bean—C E Blake—~N W BixThere are among the Episcopalians some large
1
B
Coleman—Luey
T Cofin—J Chaney—T B Curtis
expressive of the same “mutual confidence.” W H Cutler—M F Champlin—Z
Davis—P Derby—G Dachurches. In New York, exclusive of Trinity
vw + + + + + «It must however be well un- mon—C H Divers—K J Dorie~PS Doolittle—J B Elder—J
Edgecomb—H Fulton
#ullontou—E Fuller—W H Fonparish, which includes Trinity church and chapel,
“derstood, that, by agreeing to the omissions in erden—J H French—E T Gates—C F Harriman—C A
St. Pauls and ‘St. John’s, and numbers 2,017
question, the Presbyteries do not relinquish nor Hainés—W Harmon—A F Hutchinson—E H Hart—H F
Higgins—C Jenkins—T Kinney—E Knowlton—I L Kilcommunicants, the largest is 8t. George’s, Rev.
the right to all reasonable liberty in the bourne—A Kelly—H 8 Kimball—G King—J B Kennedy—
deny
Dr. Tyng’s, which, with its missions, numbers
Moulton=A A
ns
the
of
interpretatio
the
and
views,
of
statement
Mead—H Moore—B McKoop—L H Messer—C J Mott—D
1,600, Next to these are St. Bartholomew's,
O O
Standards.as generally expressed in the First Arti- A Maddox—A Millgr—J B Nwil—W'L Noyest-J
numbering 700; and the Holy Trinjty (Rev. 8. IL
—H C Packard—I* Parcher—A ¢ Peaslle=d O Platts—C B

“Eitanuel church, Baltimore, 750.

80,50

:
G. H. BALL, Collector.

——

but the clothes upon his back. Now he is one
of | with

of land to work on, he will live among them and,
when moved, break te them the bread of life.
Rev. H, W. Beecher has taken occasion to
tion,

‘

53,50

:

sions is requested, as important business will come
up for consideration.
G. H. BALL, Sec’y.

water.

that if they will provide a house, and a few acres

«Quarterly Meetings.

9, at 7 o'clock, P. M.

Another of the lecturers who sow the popular
minds with their infidelity, is a Mr. Denton,once
a Methodist, who tells his audience that human
skulls have been found that are much older than
Adam, and long precede the Mosaic account of
How does he know how long ago that
Creation.
dates back? The Lyceum is too largely in the
As an offset, we advise
hands of such empirics.
Proall such bodies to get men of real science.
fessor Cooke has an excellent lecture on a drop of

72 students, Princeton, 103, and

apdregritémplates a voyage to Europe.

This

numbers I have not included the charity children.

General.

Alleghany has

7,00

Buffalo, N. Y.

Notices 2nd. Appoinmes.

Not all sustain stated preaching, but keep up an
organization, and so perpetuate a division which
must end before yeligion can prosper.

that case the

The R omanists claim in Pennsylvania~a population of 488,000, with 5 colleges,36 female seminaries, 26 select schools, ‘115 parochial schools,
9 asylums, 348 churches, and 852 priests.
Of the Presbyterian Theological Seminaries,

Rev. A. P, Tracy and wife tender their thanks

oo

Wm Chadwick

Rolfe, of Poland; Nov. 26,by

with which he advocated

Baptist, Methodist, Unitarian

yet thorough work ofgrace, reaching especially
-a large number of adults, is in progress in Plantsville, Ct.

to their friends at Exeter, Me., for a donation,

expedient,

Clerk.

ports about 1200 accessions to the United -Brethren in a single week.
As fruits of the great
work of God in Salem, N. J., 156 recently received the right hand of fellowship—140 of the number had been baptized since the previous comA great and precious revival is
munion.
now in progress in the Baptist church in Hartford, Washington county, N. Y.
A revival
has been in progress in Ellington since the week
of prayer.
There has been very
little excitement, but all classes are reached, and about forty,

. Rev. J. H. Mason extends thanks to the citizens of Springvale, Me., for a liberal donation,
on the eve of Feb. 2, amounting to $84.

7,00

+

The R. I. Free Baptist Ministers’ Association will
The Advance deprecates the way in which some
hold its next session with the church at Olneyville,
of the advocates of woman suffrage ridicule those commencing March 9, at 10 o'clock,A. M., and continThe Programme of
through the 9th, 10th, ith.
who oppose it. To compare it with, the advoca- ue
Assignments will be as follows:
cy of the anti-slavery reform is absurd: it is mere
1.” Plan of Sermon on Romans 10, 3; by each
;
:
baby-work by the side of that. In truth there is member.
2. Evening Sermons by E. G. Chaddock, E.B.
|g
OMAT’'3 PERSIAN WASH is the only reliable
no cheaper ‘way for a clergyman, lecturer or edi- Fairfield, D A. Morehouse.
3. Sketches of Sermons on Rom. 9,18, by W. A.
and safe remedy for removing Moth and Frecktor to gain a pleasing though superficial popularity
Patt; on Matt. 11, 23, by C. P. Walker;
on James 5,
les.
than by becoming a busy advocate of woman’s | 20, by J. H. Tobey.
Sold by all Druggists ‘at $1 per botile,
pio
4." Recent Assaults on Christianity. W. H. Bowen.
suffrage.
§t7
B.F.RACKLEY, Proprietor, Dover, N., H.
5. Valor of Family Religion.
W. Pierce.
visit8. The Relation of Personal Christian Experience
|
Ex-President Roberts, of Liberia, is now
:
In to Doctrinal Belief. M. Phillips.
ing the scenes of his childhood in Virginia.
How to Get Patents.
7. What Wine shall we use on the Communion
Yor opinion no charge.
Send sketch and descripan address at Petersburg, on the 9th inst., he re- Table. J. Rich.
ago,
tion.
Kor
application send model, not over one foot
years
8.
The
Nature
and
Functions
of
Conscience.
G.
forty-three
just
day
that
marked that on
in
size,
and
$16
first
Government
and Stamp fees.—
W.
Wallace.
standing,
then
in the very spot on which he was
Specifications, drawings, caveats; assignments pre9. Method in Study.
.J. A Howe.
r
Also, interfer
10. How can a beiter observance of the Lord’s . pared; rejected claims prosecuted.
he had made a public profession of religion; and
ances, extension of patents, and appeals.
Patents,
Day be secured?
O. H. True.
that on the 9th of February, forty years ago, he
taken out in all European countries. - Illustrated
11. Seriptural Teaching compared
with Human
Liberia.
for
Roads
pamphlets,
110
pages,
sent
free,
Address
MUNN
&
Hampton
from
Legislation on the subject of Divorce.
C. S. Perhad sailed
CO., No. 37 PARK
RoW, N.Y
;
3m36
STEN
:
.
¢
12. The value of Young Men’s Christian AssociaThe good people of Berngrdston, Mass., should
tions, to the cause of Christ.
A. R. Bradbury.
pray for a baptism of the spirit of union, which
13. How does the present system of Pew-renting
COLGATE & CO'S
In
churches.
he
aces the success of the.Gospel in the community ?—
is now so strongly pervading.t
.
Hyatt.
¥
:
Aromatic
Vegetable
Soap,
combined
this little village, says the Congregationalist,
14.” Divine Wisdom in the selection of Palestine as
with Glycerine, is recommended for Lav
where there might be one strong prosperous con- the land of Revelation. KE. B. Fairfield.
dies end Enfants.
1y15
15. Scriptural Basis of Church
Membership.
R.
gregation, there are five weak and dependent
Woodworth.
are
there
nal,
Congregatio
Besides the
ones.
16. Martin Luther. C. E. Handy.

inter-

Telescope of a recent date

Sao

ev O Blake

-could have been preserved to a green old age.

difference of view of course destroys the Bible;
for what is it before these modern lights of
truth?

its last session

50
8,00
1,00
1,00
HO

530,06

:

Treasurer.

A

;

his views, but he finds, after a lapse of twenty
years, the public sentiment in full harmony with
his early teachings.
;
Rev. Mr. Alger, atthe Cooper Institute last
Sunday, week said that ‘‘death was not, as is sup-

death by sin.’

1,00
50

4

and Miss Josie H. Jordan,
both of New Gloucester.
In Boston, Dec.6, by Rev. N. L. Rowell, Mr. WalA STARTLING TRUTH! Thousands die annually
ter
L,
Litchfield
and
Mrs
Jane
B. Wilsom§
both of
from neglected coughs and colds, which soon ripkn Boston; Dec. 14, Nor. Joseph A. Flood
of
Exeter, N.
into consumption, or other equally fatal diseases of H., and Mise Mary Wadley of Kensington, N. H..
In La Salle, Ill., Nov. 16, by Rev. Mr. Parsons,
the lungs: when by the timely use of a single bottle
Mr. Granville C. Foss, of Topeka, Kansas, and Miss
of Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of, Wild Cherry, their lives

cantile Library Association, and his theme then

tered into the world and

i

Ephraim Dennis

Halls.

was ‘‘ Amusements,” the same subject he so successfully treated recently, before the same instiHis first address. created a great sensatution.

61,41
1,00

a
Lom

Wy
(shy

Storer College.

Imitations of Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer are bging thrust upon the market in great
numbers
be deceived by them, but demand

mem-

The Transcript says the first lecture ever delivered in Boston by the: Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher, was in 1849, by invitation of the Mer-

the Christmas tree, Dec. 24, of a

Jan. 21st, amounting to $138, mostly cash, and
for many other presents received during their

obtained, how

zelte.

about’ 9,000 hearers scattered over sev-

tion for the boldness

once

7,00
630

J
;
per HB Holmes

D M Stuart

beautiful head of luxuriant Sidineg, B hair, has been
set at rest, by the introduction of “Barrett's Vegetable Hair Restorative” into gi neral use. This admirable preparation needs only to be cried to be never
denied a place in the toilet.—Cincinnatti Daily Ga-~

eral widely divided islands.

Revivgls.

valuable overcoat, furs, and other articles.

Resolved,

pers and

and

Phils

x
:
M Bald~

Dover, N.H,,

BARRETT’S VEGETABLE HAIR RESTORATIVE. |
The amount of attention bestowed upon the human Fr
hair is something marvelous to contemplate. Poets
have made it the burden of many a sweet refrain,
and blooming maidens of many anxious thoughts and
sleepless nights. At last, however, the question of
how to obtain,

Day.

:

D

0,0. LIBBY,

FoLKS,” Messrs,

is now unknown.

Two mission-

aries have under their charge 4,260 church

Q. M., N. Y.—Held its Feb. session with

are believed to be converted.

bodies.

will

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Rev. J. Wilson and wife would gratefully acknowledge the receipt of a donation, given at
their house, Jan. 14th, amounting to $64; also for

other

term

ing to half the entire population.

Bloomfield church.
W. PARKER, Clerk.

G. M.PrEscorT,

10.

BELKNAP 3

In the Fiji Islands of the Pacific oceaii, there

a number of minis-

The

Mr. Smith is now in London.

are 18,000 church members and 90,000 attendants
on public worship ; a number, it is said, approach-

est of this session. Contribution for Missions,
$50,068.
Passed
the
following
resolutions:
Whereas it 1s confidently expected that an Institution of learning will be established and endowed within the limits of this Q. M., at Lyndon,
and whereas this Q. M. must of necessity be first
to give-it a helping hand, and will naturally receive its benefits ‘the most largely,
therefore
Resolved, That we as a Q. M. and as churches
composing
the Q. M. will take such a position
_relative to this institution, as shall challenge the
sympathy and coopefation of others more remote.
this in the way of expressing sympa| thy: Willin doearnest
prayer for divine aid; in such
liberal contributions as shall clothe it with honor and power and consequent efliciency; and in
encouraging the patronage of all students within a reasonable distance of the institution.

The following plan of systematic beneficence
was adopted :
Resolved, That we recommend to all the
they are still continued with great interest
.Murches of our Q. M. to enter at onee upon a
and success, Husbands and wives, and regular plan for raising funds to carry on our beoperations.
husbands whose wives have long been nevolent
2, That owing to our pressing needs. at home
in the fold, have beon the happy re- and the perishing condition of the heathen abroad,
duty to raise the present
cipients of the grace of God, Some 20 or it is our mostQ. sacred
M., a sum’ of not les than fifty
year, in this
are
They
Christ.
to
divided equally between
be
to
brought
30 have been
cents a member,
Missions, which sum we
mostly adults, and the good work is still is our Home and to Foreign
raise, to be paid quarterly to the
will attempt
PrOGEOBS, | i
Wl
AEH
:
treasurer of the Q, M., and from whom ft shall

.Not only in our church is the good work

We had

from the Lisbon Q. M., added much tothe

for the donation of $60, left at the parsonage. Dec.

with the F.
Jan. 26—28.

man to be érdained as a Baptist minister—all of
which will gause no great astonishment in these

with the church at So. Wheelock. The occasion
was one of deep interest. Business meetings
were harmonious.
Socidl meetings were impressive. “The word preached was instructive and
faithful in its presentation. A Sabbath school
exercise is connected with each session.- The
children’s meeting was enjoyed by all. Rev. C.
O. Libby, of Dover, Rev. L. L. Harmon, of
Portsmouth, and Rev. G. H. Pinkham, Cor. Del.

Rev. H. Brown and wife tender sincere thanks

I would

church of another denomination; and they are
unanimousin the conclusion. that he is not the

The most of the church-

WHEELOCK Q: M., V1.~—Held

to the brethren-and friends of the Turner church,

presents from

and the

H, 8S. KIMBALL, Clerk.

Others still inquire the way.
L, SHONKWILER.

continued

Independent

he is ““ too liberal by half;” that, some months
since, he tried in vain to gain membership in a

fami-

pend.

wr
od
Ae
"
ih
A
Me, per F'W Towne
ho
boi
a
4
"
*
"
ty
he.

"
Mrs Shepherd
i
Miss Gile
A Friend,So Parsonstield,
James Burnham = *
* °
Geo W Thompson
*
Edward Moulton

WEARE Q.M., N. H.—Held its last session
with the Manchester church. It proved an intéresting and profitable season.
Rev. L. BrackNotice.
ett and G. S. Hill of the New Durham Q. M., the
E.
T.
Gates
of
Grand
Detour, Ill, writes that he
former as corresponding messenger, were preshas a scholarship for free admission to Hillsdale Colposed, the result of ‘Adam’s sin.”
ent, and added much to the interest of the seslege, which he wishes to give to some poor but desion by their counsel and effective preaching.
The Bible, unfortunately for itself, differs from serving student who may. wish to attend school there.
The presence of Revs. J. Fullonton, N. Brooks
«
distinguished divine, as it expressly declared |
this
and others of the;Reckingham Q. M. was highly
|
punhis
be
to
was
this
that
sinned,
Adam
before
Notice.
gratifying,
Rev: N. Jones was chosen corresponding messenger to the New Durham Q. M.
ishment, and also as expressly states in the
The Board of Trustees of the New York Home and
ensin
man
one
Next session at Sutton.
:
3
by
Foreign Mission Society, will meet at Fairport, March
“ "Epistle to the Romans, ‘““that

presents.

Ixp. . Providence

of prayer,”

Grenville

bereaved

The Examiner says that the committee of nine

XY,

f
Montville Q M, Me
R opie Roel ester NY,

azine to the notice of all our readers and be the
means of introducing it into all the families whereit

on ordaining Matthew Hale Smith as pastor of
Laight St. Baptist Chtirch in New York,find that

the Springville church, on the 13th and 14th inst.
The session was one of more thar usual interest.
The preaching was plain, practical, and spiritual.
The prayers and exhortations of the brethren
and sisters were warm, fervent, and full of energy and hope.. We were favored with the presence and labor of Bro. D. W. Mc Koon, of Ashford, of Bro. S. W. Durfee, of Pike. and of Bro.
M. H, Abbey. Next session with the E. Concord
church, June 12th and 13th.
H. A. B.

5

‘ church at this place has been blessed with a
gracious outpouring of the Spirit. I commenced labor with this church in Nov. last,
and thoughit had enjoyed but little pastoral
labor for more than a year, I found many of
the members earnestly working for Christ.
We commenced a series of meetings with

to the

es report revivals.

place with mercy and salvation. For about
three months past we have been holding
——————
Nortawoon, N. H: The Lord is gra- conference and evening meetings with spegciously reviving his work in this place. ial reference to the revival of the church
During some six or eight weeks, we have ‘and the salvation of sinners. During the
been holding meetingsin different parts of last six months we have erected a neat
the church. The brethren and sisters have and commodious house of worship. Durbeen greatly revived and’a ‘number of pre- ing this time we have been favored
cious seuls profess to have found the Saviour. with the faithful labors of Elders J. ShonkThe work is still progressing with increas- wiler and I. Fullerton. The Lord has blessing power. .
J. RAND.
&d the prayers and united efforts of his servants, and has made himself known among
LAWRENCE, Mass. The religious interest us in the wonders of his grace and power.
in our church in this plaee is very good.
The church has been greatly revived,
Twenty or more have recently decided to those that had been backsliders have beéh
seek Christ. There are prospects that we reclaimed, and from 15 to 20 converted.

may have
a very interesting work of grace.

and

of these resolutions to the

last, to postpone the meeting in this collntry

till some future time.

ters trom other Q. M’s who preached during the

rods from

Christmas

day

:

It was a good meeting.

&c.

"* Wamienr's Cerner,

submission

:

The Publishers of “Our YOUNG

in Ergland,

Alliance

of the

N

win

their willGermany and Holland, that the representatives | Fields, 0sgood & Co. of Boston, announce
ingness to send four numbers of their Magazine, from
of those countries could not attend the meeting in
to April of this yéar, as specimeris, to perthe United States so earlyas 1869, and the com- January
sons who will send them their address. We trust this
mittee at New York accordingly voted, on Fri- very liberal offer will bring this really valuable Mag-

5s

WASHINGTON Q. M.,; Pa.—Held its last session
in Wayne on the ground of the old Wayne church.

~ +" prospect for great usefulness was never
better. - Bro. Tolford, writes :—*I have just |.‘was brought to my door, and other favors
finished paying for the lots, and wé have were shown me.
Would to God that more of our churches
now a deed ofthem. I had to borrow some
money, and we very much need $200,00; as were awake to the wants of their pastors,
that will pay all our debts. Our schools and would look out more for their temporal
I would say that I have had the
continue to increase; our rooms are full. interests.
Miss Carroll came to the school-room this cobperation of- three good deacons, who
P.M. for the first time. Please persuade have ever been looking after my wants,
our friends tohelp us pay our debts. It whom may God bless with the whole membership.
J. D. WALDRON,
would do us so much good. Do help us.”
A. H. Cuase, Cor. Sec'y.
MapisoN;: O.
The Lord has recently

>

from the Branches

worth,

De Kall Genter, IIL, for J L

Mrs R Chapman didnt
ttsford, NY 1
Mrs Root,

of enterprise.

a large extent, when word came across the water

has

parts.

man, although unconverted, though he has
since given his heart to God, contributed
some fifteen cords of wood, if the brethren
would help in getting it out of the woods,
which they did with cheerful hearts and radiant faces. = After this a sawing machine

The mission has never been doing a higher

Revivals,

his all-wise providence

orning Star for publication.
Next session to be held with the church at
Crystal,
commencing on the third Friday in
April, at 2 o'clock, P. ‘M.’ Opening sermon by
Rev. N. Stedman.
H. M. DEYOE, Clerk.

One feature worthy of note was that one

that sustiin the mission, may feel that their

and

‘

M.

92. That we as a Q. M. deeply sympathize
with sister Durfee and her: afilicted family, and

been opened for every worthy object.
I would hereby gratefully acknowledge
the receipt of a donation amounting to

continues to increase,

at present,

gospel.

ter, their hearts with their purses have ever

in: Villa. Ridge has 31 over 18 years of age.

it is doing

mis-

unanimously
|

Resolved. That we bow in humble

house which has been cancelled; and besides giving a good support to their minis-

The above is the report of four schools in
January. It will be noticed that the school

work than

in

for this people.

this village,

8. school scholars, 60;

school in Cairo

God

were

Bro.,Rev. G. G. Durfee, therefore

It is located in the most pleasant part of

received for tuition, $3,85.

‘The

resolutions

removed by death, from this Q. M., our esteemed

There was no par-

Sinclair, who labored hard

No. in geography, 11; No. in grammar, 11;
No. who write, 25;

ereas,

and it has been one continued
work of grace
until the present time. If still goes on, not
only among the young, but also among
the middle-aged and aged.
Nearly one
half of the converts are heads of families.
Ninety-three havé united with the church,
and between twenty and thirly more will
unite at the first opportunity. .
The society had secured a parsonage, the
year previous to my coming here, with the
assistance of their former pastor, Rev. J. L.

teach-

over 18 years of age, 31;

8. C. Davis was appointed

Eionary to labor within the bounds of this Q.

The
following
Bdopieds

tender to them our prayers that this loss may be
sanctified to’their. spiritual good.
3. That the clerk of this conference present a

No. of scholars,78 ; average attendance,

60; No.

one of interest.

re

1lips’s school of hans’
Ch and cong Lake Pleasant, Pa, per

17 For saleat this Office a whole set of
Tt is finally decided not to hold the meeting of
Freewill Baptist Quarterlies, ‘bound
the
next-sumYork
New
at
the Evangelical Alliance
’
mer. Arrangements had already been made, to and in good condition.

wrestled with God, unwillingjto let him go
until he did bless them. The blessing came,

$14,00.

Mrs. M. J. Craig,

glad to see these tokens

to the will of God, and pray that the loss sustained by this Q. M. may cause renewed zeal on the
part of those that are yet spared to preach the

who study geography, 35; No. who study
grammar, 6 ; No. who write, 30; S. School

ViLLA RIDGE.

Mich.~Held its

ticular interest at that time. Only a few
came to the prayer meeting, but that few
lingered at the altar, pleading and clinging
to the promises of God ; and like one of old,

No. in

No. in arithmetic, 40;

Q. M.,

©
oat.

¥

:

°

awful lesson!

Foreign Missions,

A Friend, Actor Me

Estate

out ofa thousand Christians converted over sixty
What an
years old! What a lesson on delay!

ites

:

i

to this placeto labor.

er. No. of scholars, 65, average attendance,

received for, tuition,

the

& IONIA

January session with the Ronald church. But
few delegates were present, yet the season was

Two years have passed since I was called

read in Testament, 32 ; No. who study
arithmetic, 15 ; No, who write,19 ; received
for tuition, $19,45.
:
:
‘Mounp City. Mo.
E. A. Tuttle, teach-

schelars; 55;

with

should add something.

over 18 years of age, 7; No. of those who

Testament, 45;

in connection

No. “‘week of prayer,” and itis proper that I

of scholars,
44 ; average attendance, 34 1-2;

of age, 10;

meeting

G. M. Park, Clerk.

tf

g

"

@

os Ho Ohio
RevB F PA
,D R Whittemore, Providence, R I

a

tracted

;

MONTCALM

who had been laboring with ms in a pro-

'SCHOOL STATISTICS.
CARBONDALE, Mr. W. Joy, teacher.

No. over 18 years

of

the religious interest here by L. Sargent,

Report of Cairo Mission.

50;
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EXPRESS,
’

MAPS
Of America

and

Europe,

America

and

the

BE

of the Star I observed a short account

with the statement
that it has added to its editorial staff Gen. A. B. Nettleton, with special referemfee to its commercial department. We are

the church in any case may direct.

In a recent number

width of

©

United States of America.
Colored—in 4000 Counties.

prot

pase

GREAT MAPS, now just completod,show

*_ eyery place of importance, all Railroadsto date,
and the latest. alterations in the various Euro
States. These Maps are needed in every fri
po]
Family in the land—they occupy the space of one
Map, and by means of the Reverser, either side can
be thrown front, and any part brought level to the
eye. County Rights and large discount given to good
jagenis. Apply for Circulars, Terms, and Sample
aps, to

SHAW
& SANFORD,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW ENGLAND.
22 SCHOOL STREET, BOSTON. [119
WILTON

Th

SPRING
mences

SEMINARY.

TERM

March

$7,00; Boarding,

of Wilton

10.

$2,70 and

Tuition

$3,00.

boarding.
419

Semms
and

comentals,
for seli-

Iw

Rooms

0. E. BAKER, Supt.

A-GREAT

SALE

OF

CARPETING-—In

conse-

quence of the removal of the block we occupy, by
order of the city government, to wid n Hanover
Street, and

no

other

premises

being

available, we

shall sell off our entire stock of Carpetings at Wholesale and retail at gréatly reduced prices, presenting
an opportunity that has not been offered for
for purchasers to supply themselves at such low
prices. Our entive stock will beopento retail cus
tomers, comprising Brussels, Tapestries, Three-plys,
Kidderminsters, superfines, extra fines, &o. Also,
Stair Carpets in large variety, Floor Oil Cloths, Can. ton Mattings, Rugs,
Mats,"&c. NEW ENGLAND CARrer CO., 7 Hanover Street, Boston,
4t0

COMPARE
HE MASON
Organs

AND

PRICES.

HAMLIN ORGAN 00., whose

‘are acknowledged

to be the best, have

this season introduced very important improvements
and new styles of Organs, and have
Wy reduced the prices. Fouy Octave Organs, $50 each;
Five Qctave Double-Redtl Organs, Five Stops, $126.—
Every

one

having

any

idea of

pur

ing

an Organ

should at least obtain one of their (¢irculars (which
prices. Add
will be sent tree.) and compare
CO, 50%
|
MASON & HA LIN ORGAN
Broadus
Boston.
New York, or 16¢ Tremont Street,

8. M. PETTENGILL& 00., Newspaper

Advertis

ing Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
New York, are authorized to contract for advertising
in the Stay,

CT —

So. STRAFFORD, Vt.

such measuresfor raising the proposed funds as

columns being |
each of page—the
onthose
the Independent—and
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T N Huntin;
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Denouinatinl News and Mots.

B. MG KOON. -
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there were hopefully converted under 20 years of
age 548. Between 50 and 60 years of age 3. But
you ask, why stop at 60 years old? Ah! well,
then, if you will have a sixth class—converted

«~

==

The ¢ Evangelists”in Philadel-

phia, Rev. 8. Durborrow, hus 639 communicants;

write against each object specified, what he will
contribute weekly to it, and-pass the ecard
back to the collector presenting it, said sums to
be paid quarterly or oftener as preferred by the
onor.
io
Pennsylvania; Emanuel, Baltimore, Maryland;
6, That collectors be appoinfed for the year in’ and Trinity, Newark, New Jersey.
every congregation, each one to a specified district, to present the cards to all in his district and
The Advance came to us last week enlarged
collect what he can quarterly, also to collect what

.

Filsha Purinton, en ioyba, Me | |

tians. Divide
the ages at which they became Christians. ' Place
and the Holy Trinity, Rev. Phillips Brooks, 614. 4n the first class all those converted under 20 years
Outside New York and Philadelphia, the three of age; and in the fifth class all those converted
largest communions are St. Mark’s, Frankford, between 50 and 60. Of your thousand Christians

card he will

-

bethecase.”

Rev A F Bryant, Latrobe, Pa

his name, on which

=

advocate anew organization, ifsuch really

half the days -for several weeks, still continues with us. He baptized 7 on the first
Sabbath in February, and I had the blessed |
privilege of baptizing twelve on the 18th,
inst. The work still goes on.

.

card bearing

e=

of that it does not and cannot adequately accomplish the work of the Gospel, that
‘have decided the minds of those who now

has-been holding meetings with us for one

Forwarded.
Books ks Porwa

:

:
Huntington,mn, Vt
D § Frost,

1
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:

=
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consideration, the
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them into five classes according to
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Western churches than with the
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Revov. | Dr. SperSpencer,: in a sermon
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branch broke down, and at last all that was

anything, and the poor old.soul stood blink

leavig off, and your stint will soon be doge

‘left of that once

ing at the door a minute, as if reluctant to
go out into the bitter “storm again. She

foritis net a long one. Remember, it w
by one step at a time that you learned to
walk ; by one letter at a time that you learn-

extensively illustrated by both large and small

ed to write.”

purchasers.

a poor

old stump, which soon decayed also.
Now, any one would have supposed that

A

Little

the sunbeams,

Goosey.

place.

But no, they preferred to be

And hopelessly and aimlessly °
"* The scared old leaves were flying;

hy

‘When mingled with the soughing wind
i crying ;—
I heard
a small voice

Sy

And shivering on the corner s400d--——————\-Mora
trees grow up, and died, and
“A child of four or over;

er

Her round blue eyes ran over;

She cherished in her wee, cold hand,
'_
Abuneh of faded clover:

better

The monkey took the money,
And so I followed down the street,

The monkey’s gone, I’ve spoiled my flowers—
Oh, please, I want my mother.”
“But what’s your mother’s name, and what
The street ?—now think a minute.”
‘My mother’s name is mamma dear—

The street—I can’t begin it.”
‘But what is strange about the house,
Or new, not like the others?— “] guess you mean my trundle-bed,
Mine and my little brother’s.

places,

the

hard;

ago, and

which’ had been pressed so hard and so
long by those rocks and other formations
that had gathered above them that it had
become solid and ‘black.
Now, in the coal - are found what are

seen

skeleton

leaves

and

the coal formed.

“What ribbon’s this, my blossom ?”

she smiling asked,

And drew it from her bosom.’
A card, with number, street and name;

My eyes astonished met it;
“For,” said the little one, “you see
I might sometimes forget it;

And so I wear a little thing

1

That tells you all about it;
For mother says she’s very sure
I would get lost without it.¥

The Family Circle,
The Imprisoned Sunbeams.
seven o'clock, almost Fannie’s
She was sleepy and tired, and

had waited quite long enough, she thought,
for her father—who was quietly taking his
after-dinner nap—to wake up' and tell her
the usual good-night story.
She fidgeted about a long time, trying
to keep still, but really making a great
noise. First she made a doll out of her
¢ handkerchief. But it hadn't any face, and
its arms would stick out in such an absurdly
straight manner that it was quite disagreeable to play with; so poor dolly had to.turn
back into a litfle square of hemstitched lin=

Then she made a ball of the same

bit of

her how to warm her feet.

“Well, now ; ain’t that nice ?” said the old
woman, spreading her ragged mittens to
dry. “Thanky, dear; this is proper comfortable,

bein’

ain’t it?

lame

.

I'm most

froze

to-day,

not

selling

and wimbly; and

much makes

me

sort

of downhearted.”

The lady smiled, went to the counter,
bought a cup of tea and some sort of food,
carried it herself to the &ld woman, and
said as respectfully and kindly as if the
poor soul had been dressed in silk and fur,
“Won't you have a-cup of hot tea? It’s very
comforting such a day ‘as this.”
‘“Sakes alive! Do they give tea to this
depot? cried the old lady, in a tone of inno.

cent surprise, that made a smile go round
the room, touching the glammest face like a
streak of sunshine. “Well now, this is jest
lovely,” added the old lady, sipping away
with a relish.

¢‘This doos

warm

the cock-

les of my heart.”
;
:
While she refreshed herself, telling her
story meanwhile, the lady looked over thg
poor little wares in the basket, bought soap

and pins, shoe-strings and tape, and cheered
the old soul by paying well for them.
her doing

this,

I thought

what a sweet face she had, though I'd considered her rather plain before.
I felt
dreadfully ashamed of myself, that T had
grimly shaken my head when the basket

that I had been the magician to call it out.
It was only a kind word and a friendly act;

I once saw a fossilized fern: and it seemed as if it must have been cut with a dia- | but somehow, it brightened that dingy room
mond, so fine was it.
: wonderfully.
It changed the faces of a dozCoal-miners often find these beautiful en women ; and, I think it touched a dozen

things in the course of their excavations.
Only think how pleasant it must be,” when
they are among that dirty black stuff, and

and how the splendid

tree-like

ferns -bent

them hung graceful vines, which looped

themselves from branch. to branch and

~ swung in unison.

We can imagine all this,

I say; for,as there were no people then, of
e, thére were no books

written to

‘downto us to tell us of that time.

4

‘Yes; but,

papa,”

interrupted

“‘this story you are telling is

have

could

those little rays

of light should

L]
oe

several

He holds that there are great central
thesé the

several

special

not gas, as I wanted.”

3

‘Wait patiently, little girl, and we'll
soon come to the gas,” replied her father,
and went on.
“So these wise men, who are never satisfied with finding one use for a thing, but
must make it a means to a great many ends,
thought,
‘This
burns
so
well why
shouldn't it be applied in some form asa

light”

And, when they had once thought

Sowing Little Seeds. - "=~
E

v

Ea.

Little Bessie had got a present of a new
book, and she eagerly opened it to look at
the first picture. It was the pigture ofa
boy sitting by the side of a stream, and

throwing seeds into the water.
“I wonder

what

this

said she; “why does
into the water.”

picture

:
is about,”

the boy throw
bilan

seeds

timate of its success and value. It will be published by Dion Thomas, New York.
Still atother work of

off,

preparation.

and she was ready to carry her well-filled
basket into the house, receive her . mother’s
smile, and join the other children at their
play ; ‘while her sister not only lost half her

some significance is in

It is an interlinear translation of

the Scriptures,in which the Hebrew,Chaldee and
Greek texts will be given; under each word of
these languages will be placed an English equiv
alent, and the pronunciation of these foreign lan-

idleness and discontent.
It is by carrying one straw at a time that the
bird builds her nest, by one tiny drop of
honey ata time the bee fills her hive,” by

in

and Chaldee
of

giving a

the

verbs

sliglit

will be givand

knowledge

of these

But no one need

expect to

master of these tongues, or able to dis-

questions of translation or exegesis

in any

critital or reliable method, who learns only what
this work has to offer. Reliable scholarship is
not thus easily bought. But we are glad to an"| nounce the project, and shall take an interest in
author,—Dr. Leon-

THE AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL AND EpuCATIONAL ALMANAC, by A.J. Schem, has be-

come an almost indispensable repository of facts
bearing upon our life in this country, so far as
that life expresses itself in our varied religious
operations, our missionary work, and our educational and literary undertakings.
The amount
of information supplied by this annual exhibit is
marvelous, and it is gathered and arranged with
great care.
Whoever would know what is really the condition of the country in these respects,
will find that the half dollar invested in the purchase of this Almanac has ‘brought him a most
valuable mass of material in such form as makes

“QV I'know,” said her brother ¥dward,

~

“When

A Little Sermon.
td

you

were

impatient

with

you sowed the seeds of ill-temper.

baby

- When

you waited some time after your mother

:

Sitting in a station the other day, I had a ‘called you, you sowed disobedience and
little sermon preached to me in the way I: selfishness. These are all noxious weeds.
like; and I'll report it for your benefit, be- Rall them up. Do not let them grow in
cause it taught one of the beautiful lessons your garden.”
which we all should learn, and taught it in
such a natural, simple way, that no one
One Stitch at a Time.
could forget it. It was a bleak, snowy day ;
the train was late; the ladies’ room dark
“0, dear, I shall never get this’ rufile

all three ; and thought, as I looked around,

that my fellow-beings were a very
ble and uninteresting set.
di
Just then, a forlorn dld woman,
‘with palsy, came in with a basket
wares for sale, and went about

mutely offer-

)

The fresh interést now felt in the Empire of
China, awakened by the opening of her ports to
general commerce and ‘her governmental councils to the ingress of modern and western ideas,
has called out many attempts to satisfy the gen-

#4 Only one stiteh at a time, Martha,” said

ing them to the sitters, Nobody bought her mother; ‘“‘one stitch at a time without

ply by their titles, reserving fuller notice to ane
bther issue.

|.

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY, devoted to Litera.
ture, Science, Art and Politics, March,
1869.
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.

THE GALAXY.
don & Co.

March,

1869. New York: Shel-

PUTNAM’S MONTHLY

MAGAZINE of Literature,

Science; Art; and National Interests. March.
1869. G. P. Putnam & Son, New York.

HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE.
. 1869. Harper & Bros., New York,
-

LIPPINCOTT’S MAGAZINE, - March.
Lippincott & Co., Phila.

:

March.

1869.
:

J.B.

eral demand for information touching the char- OUR YOUNG FOLKS,
An Illustrated Magazine
for Boys iy Girls, Boston : Fields, Osgood &
acteristics of the country and the spirit of the
0.
.
.
people. Mr. Nevius has had quite ample opportunity for studying the various sides of this pe- | THE RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE. March. 1869. New
York: Hurd & Houghton.
culiar people,and he has used his advantages

with painstakingr-and skill.

He deals with the

history, philosophy, religion, government, customs, and the general and specific elements of
life among ts somewhat singular people, with
discrimination and in an appreciative and con-

scientious way.
He evidently writes, not to
produce a sensation, but to furnish facts and satisfy thoughtful inquiry. The yiew given is quite
a hopeful one, and he evidently looks for much
from the missionary labors that are being prosecuted with growing energy by several missionary
Boards. On the whole, this hand-book on China
seems to us one of the least ambitious and most
useful that has yet appeared.
The volume which
virtually promises us a
view of our new purchase, known as Alaska, is
not likely to meet the expectations which its appearance and title awaken, Only about 100 pages
are devoted to that country, and even this brief
narrative, though somewhat interesting, affords
only a very limited amount of general informa-

tion respecting the country and its capacities.
It is chiefly a story of personal adventure, and
will be likely to awaken more curiosity than it
satisfies, and offer more pledge¥ than it redeems.
It isa very readable book, and takes us over to
‘Siberia quite as soon as we care to go, and keeps
us as long as one would naturally desire to stay;
but we shall be compelled to ‘wait for a completer

exploration and a more

thorough

artist before

the northwestern corner of the Republic
itself in any adequate way to our view.

unfolds

A SUMMARY OF

For the

use of Schibols.
Co.

1869,

AMERICAN HISTORY.

New

Flexible

Yark:

cavers,

A. S, Barnes

Octavo,

&

pp. 53,

The work of condensing history has been car-

ried to its extreme point by the author of this
book. It is a skeleton and nothing more.
But
as a well-classified presentation of the main facts
of American history, froin the discovery of the

Hours

AT Home.

March.

1869.

. Chas. Seribner & Co.

New York:

ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE.
T. 8. Arthur & Sons, Phila,

March.

18090.—

LitTELL’S LIVING AGE.
Feb.
ton: Littell & Gay.~—Gaining

27, 1869. Bosin iaterest and

and will excite

mation

surprise by the amount

of infor-

that ig crowded within these few

pages.

It is worth the atterition of educators, and may

raise the question whether the science of Mnemonics may nol find a fitting theater among these

man, with

all his lit-

it must have been

hard for him to have given up his old ancestral home, with its wide acres, and its

leasant view of the broad Potomac swee
ng or. and yet belonging to it, like
the

world-wide fame of Washington that seems
and charm,

and

the capital of

his country, that appeared to look upon and
approve of its claim to aristocracy. That

the fallen chieftain yet turns longingly to

his old home, we have the best of proof.

form, which was erect,

though measured and

hair and beard

and his movements,
firm and active, al-

dignified.

Visitors to this noted place are so frequent

He walked through the dreary hall, and
looked in on the wide, vacant rooms, and

passing to the front, stood for some time

gazing out over the beautiful panorama,
with its one great feature, the new dome of
the old capitol, surmounted by a bronze
statue of Liberty armed, and with her back
to him, gazing seaward.
From this he passed to the garden, and
looked over the line of officers’ graves that
bound its sides, saw the dying flowers, and
wilted borders, and half-strewn walks, and

continuing after a slight pause, he stopped
on the edge of the fields, where the sixteen
thousand Union soldiers lie buried in lines,
as if they had lain down after a review, to
besdnterred in their places. Some negrobs
were at work here, raking up the fallen
leaves, and one old man stopped suddenly
and stared at the visitor as if struck mute
with astonishment. He continued to gaze
in this way until the stranger, walking slowly, regained his horse and

he dropped
panions :

his

rode away, when

rake and

said to his com-

“*Shua as de Lord, men, dat was ole mas-

sah Lee.”
One hastens to imagine

the thoughts and

feelings*that must have agitated this fallen

chief a8 he stood thus,

like Marius amid the

ruins of Carthage, on the one spot of all
others to realize the fact of the Lost Cause,
and its eventful history. About him were.
the scenes of his youth—the home of his
honored manhood—the scenery that gave
beauty to the peaceful joys of domestic life.
They were nearly all
the same, and yet between then and now came the fierce war,
the huge campaigns and hundred battles,

loud with the roar of mouthing cannons, and

rattling Hushetey, and staified into histor:
by the blood of
thousands; the smoke o
burning homes, the devastation of wid®®
States, and the desolation of the households,
andall in vain. He stood there, old before .

his time, the nationality so fiercely strug-

gled for unrecognized, the great Confedera-

cy a dream, his home a graveyard, and the
Capitol he sought to destroy ‘grown to twice
its size, with the bronze goddess gazing
calmly to the East.
:
And all this is so near, one can almost
fancy he hears the sullen roar of retreating
artillery, that fought as he fell back, literally dying nut in the last ditch.
wii

One can imagine this, and

der the ribs of

puta soul an-

, for, in all human prob-

ability, this cold-blooded man was looking
to see what state of preservation his old
propery is in, with a view of reclaiming it
some
day, when a more friendly party

comes to power.
:
:
I1had a long talk with the old man who
claimed to have recognized Gen: Lee.

“Well,” I said, “‘arn’t you sorry,
after all,
you haven't the old times, with
the Lee
family, back again?”
“No sah,” he
nded, “can’t say
I is,
sah.
I's very cumfutable; got my own
home. God bress de President Lincum.”
“Well,

didn’t

you have

time with the old
“Nosah;

a

family

can't say it was,

comfortable

.

sah.

You see

THE NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER.—
Chicago: Adanis, Bluckmer & Lyon.
PHRENOLOGICAL
TRATED.
New

JOURNAL AND LIFE ILLUSYork: Samuel R, Wells.

hoss.

THE

PULPIT: A Weekly

always
good enough to be emi:

EVERY SATURDAY. A Journal of Choice Reading, selected from Foreign Literature. Feb.
27, 1869.—Fully keeping its pledges, which are
neither few nor small,

PLymMoUTH

Publica.

. tion of Sermons
preached by Henry Ward
Beecher.
New York: J. B. Ford & Co.

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR, a Magazine for the Lit-

jie Ones,

March,

1869.

T.S. Arthur & Son,

ad.

THE NURSERY, 8 Monthly Magazine for Youngest Readers. . Boston:

John

L. 8harey.

sah?

in’!

De best man

in de

world whips

Well, sah, we was de hosses.

his

Whip-

I's hearn de wimmen,an’ de old men,

de children a howlin’ under dat whip.
We was de hosses den. Thank God we's
men and women, wid der right to vote,
good as any one.”
- “But voting won't put food in your mouth
and clothes on your back, nor take care of
you when old and sick.”
“No sah; I knows dat, but de things I

takes ober to Washington an’ sells does all

LITERARY MISCELLANY,

dat, sah;

an’

I's got a mighty

nice lot

ob

money’ in Gen.
Howard's savin’ bank—I
| has, sah; bress de Lord.”
a
Lee’s Visit to Arlington,
The picture so graphically given by the
:
—
old man of the: whipping was not agreeaThe Washington correspondent of the ble; but it is out of just such as this that the
Cincinnati Commercial sends to that paper flower of Virginia chiyalry grows.

the following account of a late visit of the
great Confederate Captain to his old estate

on Arlington Hights: The reflections and
criticism may not be universally approved, |
but. there is much that is just in the comments a8 well as mueh that is interesting
in the narrative. He says:
Of all the Jiominent men engaged in the

nor’ challenges “our admiration.

was successful

That he

as a soldier, is owing

more

to the fact thut he had an army that was an
army than any superior qualities as a gen.

eral.

It was tiie policy ofthe Confederacy

to fight hard and

fast.

Our vast resourtes

made us stronger through delay, while the
poverty of the South made & rapid war a ne-

The Best Way
y

——

of Cheating.
Py

:

Every body likes rich looking, yellow but-

ter better than butterized lard.

This pref-.

erence the butter makers often tryto acoommodate by coloring their dairy products,
Annatto is the coloring agent; but itis a
filthy ingredient, and not to be eaten with

relish.

It is this which gives color to the

pine-aple cheeses so famous for their flavor.
A correspondent, of fin exchange gives a beter way to acomplish these
white decep-

ons:
o If in winter, when the cows feed chiefly on hay, a little ¢oloring is needed to take

away the tallowy look of the butter, carrots
will impart it ,and they are sweet, delicious
food.
Take two Jae sized carrots, clean

thoroughly, then with the knife scrape off
he yellow exterior,
and earnestly devoting his abundant energies” to in whipping us while the Confederacy had soak the yellow partleaving the white pith,
in boiling milk for
the preparation of the volume for the press, the strength;
yet this man, slow, methodi- ten or fifteen minutes,
boiling hot
which they hope to have ready for the subscrip- cal, and stupid, not ‘only failed to realize: into the cream ; this givesStrain
the cream the detion agents in May, Itisto be issued in two this great fuct, but convinced himself of the sired temperature,
and: colors it nicely,
styles, and will make an octavo volume ! about contrary.
Not only this, but he failed to | adds to the sweetness of the butter.
announce

that the author

A]

is “now

constantly

cessity.

The

only

hope of the leaders la

‘

that his appearance attrafted no attention.

I's my own master now. Ef I don't get
out o' mornin’s cause ob de rheumutiz, dare
ain’t any cussed oberseer a comin’ round
wid a whip to -hurty de ole man up, sah.
No, sah, der aint.”
“What, do you mean to say there was
any whipping on this place P”
“Whippin!
Does yer whip yer hoss,

value, though

nently noticeable.

late war on the Confederate side . Lpeis the
continent by Columbus to the present time, it is |* most disagreeable,
cold-blooded, selfish;-and
a very excellent specimén of brevity and pith, unsympathetic; he neither ‘wins our love,

to look out of the window down into the or-

unamia- chard, where she wished to be at play. Thus
aid
he used up her time, and then fretted beshaking cause she was long at her work, and said it
of little would never be done,

mentioned below but is maintaining its full vigor
and giving proof that progress is the aim of the
the managers, and may welf be the confidence of
the patrons. We mention them this week sim-

illustrations, New York: Harper & Bros.—
1869. 12mo. pp. 456. Soldby
E. J. Lane,
TRAVEL AND ADVENTUES IN THE TERRITORY

Same Publishers, ete. 1869. 12mo.

Understanding the

tleness of family pride,

that were remarkabl

cuss

ilization and form of government; its religious
and social institutions; its intercourse with
other nations; and its present condition and
prospects. By the Rev. John L. Nevius, ten
years a missionary “in China,
With a map and

‘Whymper.

-

he falls far short of the standard set up by
his admirers.
;

value

a synopsis

any systematic way.

CHINA AND THE CHINESE: A géneral descrip
* tion of the country and its inhabitants; its civ-

pp. 358

:

white as snow, indicated more age than his

of the Hebrew

: the book.
Published by the
ard Tafel. Philadelphia.

Frederick

:

furrowed with care, and his

mar

become

ALSACE: or, Scenes and Portraits
from life in the days of the Reformationgas
drawn from Old Chronicles.
-Translated from
the German.
With Introduction appended to
the French Edition, by the Ne NGhygirsusiator,
E. Rosseeuw BSaint-Hilaire.
New York: Robert Carter & Bros. » 1869. 16mo. pp. 454. Sold
;
:
|. by D. Lothrop & Co.
The eleven separate tales which make up. the
contents of this volume are written in a style of
almost charming simplicity, and they afford an
insight into the life of the people in the days and
lands which were noted for the tragedies that
waited upon the footsteps of political and relig| ous revolution.
One is now and then reminded

By

a Lee of Virginia

: The fact of his b

weighed him down,

nouns of

let~

Besides this, in an appendix, a brief Gram-

tongues to those who have never studied them in

houses, and as the wise man says, ‘‘prepare their meat,” or food, ‘in the summer.”

Pacific.

demoralized

several other oriental languages. Itis a large
and significant undertaking, and will have its

by English

ters.

en, and

the ants build their

parts of the North

reorganize the shattered and

One dreary, foggy morning, late last autumn, a gentleman, unattended, rode up and
dismounted near the house. He was a man
of military appearance, although in civilian
dress, ‘save the army cloak he carried, and
the spurs that rattled at his heels. His face

guages will also be represented

play-time, but made herself unhappy by her

er

Washington after the second Bull

its attribute

the. ripe red berries.

OF ALASKA, formerly
Ru ssian America,~now
ceded to the United States,—and in various oth-

Pope into

sciences

appear in the world of ideas are to give place to
the harmonies of truth, Itis a large promise
that is thus made; and, one may well feel some
interest in an attempt to redeem it. The volume
is promised us in March, and we wait for its appearance before giving gny expression to our es-

ter’s basket was half full, hers was full of

* Literary Review,

in

out the method
by which the antagonisms that

Fannie,

about coal—"

And the only way we can gress what ‘and smoky, and the dozen women, old and done,” said Marthato her mother, as she
kindof thin
w then is by fossils, of young, who sat waiting impatiently, all sat by her side doing her “stint,” as it was
which aon presently.
looked cross, low-spirited or - stupid. 1 felt called, ‘The child kept leaving off her work
Why

‘Run, and not have given McClellan:time to

a membership

hearts, for I saw many eyes fodow the plain,
pale lady with sudden respect! aid when
the old woman, with many thanks, got up to
are soiled with the dust themselves,
.sud- go, several persons beckoned to her; and
denly to find what might be called one of bought something, as if they wanted to reit readily gvailable for use. Fred. Gerhard, 15
Nature’s photographs right before them.
pair their first negligence.
Dey 8t., New York.
:
|
of
the
Chronicles
of
the
SchonbergCotta
Family,
Not the only good thing about these ‘picOld beggar-women are not romantic ; neiLd
‘tures is their beauty. They serve to tell ther are cups of tea, boot-lacings and col” as the narratives proceed, and the upheaving
THE AM. NATURALIST
for Feb. presents not
work of great prineiples goes forward.
A beaua variety in its contents as some preus what kind of a growth there was inthe ored soap ;—there were no gentlemen pres. tiful domesticity often beams out through the 80 great
| time when the wood was becoming coal. ent to be impressed by the lady’s kind act; conflicts of passion and the plottings of violence, ceding numbers, but its discussions, as they
have ever been, are both instructive and popuOf course, when we find nothing but grace- 80, it wasn't dene for effect, and no possible and the "deep religious faith that glorifies the lar. It treats of Shells, the Smaller Fungi, Flies,
ful ferns, and pretty mosses, and plants reward could be received for it, except the humblest lot and hallows the loftiest characters and gives us a pleasant narrative of a trip tg the
asserts and iYfustrates its power in many spheres
that are - similar to them,
we know that ungrammatical thanks of a ragged old womthe Great Red Pipestone Quarry, which is both
It is devoting more and
there was no other kind
at that time. an. But that simple little charity was as and ways. As pictures of the deeper and truer racy and scientific.
‘They are the illustrations in Nature's guide- good as a sermon to those who saw it; and life of the people as it was when the state was more attention to miscellaneous matters connectfull of anarchy and strife and the church was
ed with the world of Natural Science, reporting
books.
I think each traveler went on her way, bet- rent by dissensions and her garments often stain- from month to month whatis most significant in
Well, these wise men found this black ter for that half-hour in the dreary station. ed with blood, the volume will be specially in- experiment and discovery, and thus photographsubstance, and they wondered what it was. I can testify that one of them did ; and noth. teresting and instructive. It will lift up a warn- ing an interesting department in the field of
And, being wise, as I have told you, they ing but the emptiness of her purse prevented ing against both impiety and religious persecu- study. Itis beautiful, cheap and valuable. Sa“tion, and it will also exalt a simple Christian’ lem, Mass. : Peabody Academy of Science.
tried experiments with it, and found that it her from ¢‘‘comforting the cockles of the
faith in the eye of the reader as the surest
would burn and give.out heat; and so they heart” of every forlorn old woman she met strength and the highest glory of the human
The Magazines for March are generally at
used it for fuel.”
for a week after.—Merry’s Museum.
soul.
ii
hand in good time, and there is not one of those

green mosses grew as tall as you, and how

and tossed in the breeze; and that over

thinker, and who

just ideas find a point of rest and a sphere of circumstances, in this part of God's creation,
harmony. These central and unifying principles must be a great man.
Lee is far from
he claims to have discovered, and through his great, in any sense of the term. Even adbook he proposes to unfold them, and so" point ‘mitting his superiority as a military man,

The

Will you be less wise, my young friends,
and neglect to lay up in childhood, one at a
time, gems of knowledge and truth to brighten your riper days.?-~Child’s Paper.

He ought’
to have continued the chase into Washing
ton city. McClellan had drained the capital

that
ias {Jin do now, under the belief'that
are
he was somebody, from the accident of
developed, as in them all special sciences and birth. A man to be anything, under such

and before her sis-

One berry at a time, without leaving

d Bp Valley into Harper's Ferry.

Stonewall but the open arms of these blessed
citizens
again. Lee should have followed

out from

look into the field where the children were

playing, whom she wished to join.

>

opened to him. Stonewall
Jackson, for exa mple, drove Gen. Banks down the Shenan-

Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews, who has been
somewhat known as a philosophic and original

stroke at a time !4 Universe.

work was done.
Si
I once saw two little girls sent into the
garden by their mother to pick strawberries.
The one kept fretting and leaving off,

one grain, at a time

New York: J. B. Ford & Co. Bos-

he calls UNIVERSOLOGY, or the Science of the

hemming, and before she was aware the

other kept on picking,

and original

learned societies, ig/preparing a volume in which
he proposes to set forth the principles of what

vas offered to me; and, as Isaw a look of
interest, sympathy, and kindliness come in. |.
tothe dismal faces all round me, I did wish TALES FROM

of it, they couldn't let it alone, till by nucambric. But, being very soft, it wouldn't merous experiments they found that a part who had been looking at the book; ¢‘he is
bound an atom; and we all know there is of it could be converted into that invisible | sowing the seeds of water-lilies.”
“But how small the seeds look,” said
-.no fun in throwing the ball and having thing we cdll gas, and carried through
Bessie. ‘It seems strange that such large
to run to pick it up again.
milesof tubes and pipes, and be brought
All at once a thought came into her dis- into people’s houses to light them up bril- plants should grow from such little things.”
“You are just sowing such tiny seeds evconsolate little mind; and, rushing across liantly. Well, one day, when men were
the room to her father, she seized the digging out coal to make gas of they came ery day, Bessie, and they will come up
handkerchief which covered his face, just to a-very large, smooth, glossy piece, with large, strong plants after a while,” said her”
ig
where his nose made a slight elevation in two pretty ferns traced upon it. This they father.
“0, no, father, I have not planted any
its surface.
took out, and put with a quantity which
.
“Papa,” eried she, “wake up, wake up, was coming to this great city of New York. seeds for a long while.”
“I have seen my daughter sow a number
and tell me what made gas.”
:
Now it happened that this particular: piece
Papa had been thoroughly roused by the of coal was made of the tree with which | of seeds to-day.”
Bessie looked puzzled, and her father
not very gentle twitch Fannie gave his our sunbeams were buried so long ago.
J
nose when she pulled off the handkerchief; And after it had been through all the neces- smiled and said : —
“Yes; I have watched you planting flow+ and, langhingly seating her on his knee,
sary processes the gas was. conveyed in
asked, “*Why do you want to know, puss?” pipes from the gas works which I have ers, and seeds, and weeds to-day,”
“Now I know that you are joking, for I
.*Well, I guess—I "spect it's ’cause I do.” often pointed out to you, to this street and
would not plant ugly weeds.”
“Quite a little woman’s answer,” said her
Jnto this very house and room. And one tiny
“I will tell you what I mean. When you
father, and began his story. ®
.
A
sunbeam. rushed up and shone so brightly at
“One day, millions of years ago—longer the end of the pipe that it ‘caused my litle Jaid aside that interesting book, and atago than we can even guess at, before daughter to ask, ‘What made gas? And I tended to what your mother wished done,
there were any men or women or boys or tell her for reply that the light she sees is you were sowing seeds of kindness and
girls in the -world—(the sun shone very one of. those little rays which lay buried for love. When you broke the dish that you
brightly and warmly for that time, for the ages, but which shines forth again to show knew your mother valued, and came instantsun didn’t shine so much then as it does that it is long past Fanunie’s bed-time and ly and told her, you were sowing the seeds
now) a group of little sunbeams got lodged the sand-man has gotten into her winking of truth. When you took the cup of cold
water to the poor woman at the gate, you
ina tree.
eyes.”
were sowing seeds of mercy. These are
The trees that grew in those days were
“Ah! but papa,” cried Fannie, now open- all beautiful flowers, Bessie.
But I hope
not our great oaks and stately poplars, ing her blue eyes very wide, ‘do you believe
my little girl has been planting the great
but seemed more like ferns grown to a’ gi- all that P”
tree of ‘love to God,’ and that she will tend
gantic stature. And all the vegetable
But her father only kissed her good-night, and watch it until its branches reach the
growth of thattime was such’ as we cali and smiling said:
gkies and meet before His throne.”
{~ NOW tropical.
;
“Don’t you?"— Independent.
‘And the weeds, father ?”
We can imagine how the beautiful, soft,

they waved backward and forward in the
wind and whispered among themselves;

forgot.

though very many years have passed since
then,
:
* One stitch at a time, one step at a time
one letter at a time, one

furnace nowheres.”
Dw.ael

As I watched

There are other kinds of fossils, too—
such as bones of animals, shells, fish, and
others; but they are not found in coal, because no animals existed at the time when

I tied a kerchief round her neck—

oy

other

make}, only they are black.

The sky grew stormy; people passed
All mufiled, homeward faring ;
“You'll have to spend the night with me,”
I said, at last despairing.

.

and

spots in

Well, they are like them in delicacy.
They are the skeleton
flowers Nature

And there’s a bar between to keep
From pitching on each other,
For Harry rolls when he’s asleep;
O dear! I want my mother.”

Hook

mountains

. You have
flowers ?

And we are both such players—

en.

men found, in certain

and the bark of trees impressed ‘on the
bed coal.
They are like beautiful carvings,
“| only finer than any carving could be.

To help him say hjs prayers,
He’s such a baby he forgets,
eo

. It was
bed-time.

been had we only

called fossils—that is; the figures of leaves

“0 dear? I ought to be at home

_

much

one our sunbeams lived in, years

That monkey was ‘so funny.
“ Pve walked about a hundred hours
"From one street to another;

“Why! don’t you know?’

How

black substance which we call coal. . But
it was really the decayed wood made by
| those trees and plants which -died, like the

He came and played at Miller’s steps;

’

‘We

some wise

‘she never

it is by one stone at a time that man builds
the wall, andby one weed ata time the boy
weeds the garden.? And the little fingers
now passed nimbly over the ruffle she was

that had passed since our tree first died—

wy

day by her mother’s side

new

ton: H. A. Brown & Co.

The words still have weight with her al-

were | steam radiator, placed a chair, and showed

staid on the surface instead of being constantly thrust further into the earth.’
Years ago—and not sucha very great
many, either, when we think of the time

© "The organ made me do it.

.

it would have

over the child's

mind, and the lesson which she learned that

0, mother, how funny. 1” said Marthe. And

said:

shall never get out any more!

And one hand round her treasure, while
She slipped in mine the other;
Half scared, half confidential, said,
“0! please, I want my mother.”
“Tell me your street, and number, pet;

“

and the little sunbeams

an, and instantly asked, in a. kind tone,
‘‘Have you lost anything, ma'am ?”
;
*No, dear. I'm alooking for the heatin’
place, to-have a warm fore I goes out agin,
My eyes'is poor, and I don’t seem to find the

‘The words had power

from

drawings.
The work promises to be one of special interest, and can hardly fail to find “many

.

‘Here itis;” and the lady led her the
to

buried like them ; and after a while rocks
began to form over them, and press them
in deeper and deeper and harder and hard-

No cloak nor hat her small soft arms
And wind-blown curls to cover.
Her dimpled face was stained with tears;

Don’tery, I'll take you to it.”—
Sobbing, she answered, “I forget ;

a sofa, opened Her eyes, saw the old wom-

buried

in the ground with what- had been their
dear old home in the tree-top. The longer
they staid there the deeper they became
imbedded in the earth; and finally they
found they couldn’t get out at. all.
So they slept there year after year till nobody knows how much time had passed. |

And set the gas-lights flaring ;

=

turned presently, and poked about the room,
as if trying to find something; and then a
pale lady in black, who lay as if asleep, on

their home a ruin,

would have glanced off to seek a pleasanter

The chill
November day was done,
The working world home faring;
The wind came roaring through the streets

Erne

finding

engravings - on wood,

see, and take advantage of the
many opporour officers
tifftieies that the stupidity of or

ie

fern was

The more expensive edition is to he

rer ps

stately

800 pages.

.

it's a facuity rare; -and I said, “By the ‘heat ‘of the condensing nebulous mass were
prophes, I'll borrow a pair; and then step- equal to that of water, the heat produced by
ping out, I took a cold drink, and started at condensation would be sufficient to raise the
once for the Albany “rink”. I arrived in entire mass to a temperature of 50,000,000
due time, and preferred a request for a pair’ degrees of Fahrenheit. * “Of course, much of
of good skates,said I wanted the best. Again this heat would be given off during the long /|
sir, I thought, here’s a beautiful row ! why period of condensation ; but, as the power of
how ¢an you skate; you've never learned attraction between the particles which were
how ! ‘No matter,” Isaid, ‘I'll try it at leas: brought nearer together increases in a fastand see, if ‘enough isas good as a feast. er ratio than the power of repulsion generatI'll put on the skates.” But Jenny said,**No.” ed: by. the ' heat between the particles,
“Shut up!” said I, “Jenny,
for on they the heat would be constantly increasing.
shall go.” A leap on the ice, then a terri- Helmholtz supposes that this contraction is
ble crash, and my very
best hat, sir, was still going on, and calculates that a contracall of a smash.
vain were my efforts to tion of one ten-thougandth of the sun’s digenerate as much heat asis
get to my feet; one skate would advance ameter, would
and the other retreat: I squabbled and given offin 2,000 years. The latter theory
squirmed, then shouted for help, when a la- will account for the continuance of the sun's
dy exclaimed, “What a horribleyelp.” Then heat much better than that of Mayer, though
both

came a fellow, who, not to be stumped, over

Lobster

at his

up

A lobster
[ have been
aquarium.
to him, he
to work to

by the

internal teeth, which are

ingof the stomach.

actual’

very peculiar

found

in the

lin-

When the lobster goes

out’ for a *‘constitutional” and is notin »
particular
hurry, he carries
his great
claws in front of him, well away from the

ground.

800 times
year, and

He ¢ walks” upon the little legs,

—

which are underneath: his body,

the Jobster must have an eye in his tail some-

‘Bee
}

The

the miilions

William Curtis.

:

Orator.

Bd

of a fibreless and springless natare, and,

Don Piatt thus describes the new member

exhausted

dam,

ever

of the red

man, and tumbling

shrieks of fiends and roars of

ter from the House.

in

laugh-

Imagine a man of me-

dium size, thin, angular,
his arms like windmills,

gave her his
luck, which
an ill omen
+ which she

aflame,

place of that exquisite writer, a clear-

perception of character,

They

with

:

New

transition

‘World

from

facts;

European

make

they

_Itis an interesting question, though of
little immediately prospective practical val-

bad taste,

light.

there danger that he will be cooled

and by, and his li Be go out?

Is

count for its continuance

blé"liminution.

at

down by

Two some-

bad principles, and

no jet of flame in his style.

least, to ac-

without

the

percepti-

Mayer's theory starts from:

I cannot even

say that his personality is invigorating.” I
come in
contact with his mental being to
be harmonized and molified. The asterity
of our New England climate is neither in

always converted into heat.

The heat of and variety.—Galazy.
Were a meteoric
sun, it would

gain an almost inconceivable velocity

8

p

*

>

I find it to be most true, says Rutherford,

before

reaching its surface, and the quenching of that the
that velocity would develop an intense heat. to live
o

half” at the door,

he

traps to put away, told her his
he was disposedto consider as
and waited for her to speak,
soon did. Holding the bottle

his chagrin, strolled into the village

sided so as to be

heard,

said

with avery

Anecdote oF, Lord

majorities in Parliament.

A

greatest temptation out of hell is

without temptations.

Young Pitt, who

was playing at the other end of the room,
hearing this, suddenly exclaimed, “Then God
help the country !” The company were amazed, and

his aunt,

who

knew

his

temper,

instantly ordered him out of the room. After
the guests were

Sewing

gone,she, in a good humored

manner, chided
him for his observation
when he replied, “I beg your pardon,
madam, for disturbing your company, but I
hope to see the day whet I shall make “every one of these ceurt sycophants tremble in
their skins ”

Wo

She

had

been

ries published in the Morning

Star, who do not

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.

Brevity is specially important.

WiLLIE 8., onl

gon of Charles W.

and Eme-

died in Kinderhook, Branch Coun| line ©. Gray,
ty, Mich., Jan, 30thTaged two months and seven-

teon days. Farewell
lost, but gone before.

loved one.

Hubert AUGUSTUS,

and” Georgia

Mildram,

Thou art not
GRAY,
A

only son of Clement
died

in

Wells,

Me.,

of

&

BLESSING
OF THE AGIE.

CO.,
~~ 6m29

Dr.

Embroidering

Machine.

RHEUMATIC

verge

most heart-withering, most strength-destroying, moss

spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of
the diseases that can afllict our poor human nature:
When you have the
LUMBAGO,
}

lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
ourself in bed, and every movement will go to your
eart like a knife; now tell me, if reliefand a cure of

any of these diseases in a few days is not the Greatest
‘ Medical Blessing of the Age,

of water

HYSON (Green),

JUST

DAILY,

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, cah economize in that article

BOOK

|

Shaw

&

Post Office Box 5643, New York City.

__ Morning Star (Dover, N. H.):
“Mr. Kennedy is of Scotch pareniage,and was somewhat noted years ago for the vigor of thought and
expression which he carried into the pulpit while he
was only the ‘Boy Preacher’
He has matured
enough to be a manly writer now, and he has dealt
with the commuhion with freshness, fairness, force,
and fidelity.”
Syracuse Journal:
‘““ We have here a work
the criticism of the entire
assails all denominations
sion. Itis a ‘work which
whether the sundering of
Lord over tha emblematic

SWAMSCOT
Company,

Machine

AMOS

PAUL,

SOUTH

NEW-MARKET,

author, Rev. Crammond Kennedy, popularly

Cylinder

N. H.

Portsmouth (N, H.)

against the usage of most Pedobaptist churches.”

Boilers ; Barlow’s

N. Y. Evangelist:
“ We

and reflect upon.”

Engines,
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Publishérs’
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tians apart.”
Christian Observer and Presbyterian Witness:
‘‘ The convictions and
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in this paper.
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The following extracts are but a few

USED

There is already a great inquiry for it, and it’s destined to have a large sale,
Single copies mailed, post free, for $1,25, and
dealers promptly supplied by
'

SINGERS AND PUBLIC

GOOD

«A full supply of
found at Woodman
St., Boston, Mass,
ties desiring them,

hd

SPEAKERS

ORTAIN only "¢ Brown's Bronchial

do

not take

any

of the worthless

SOLD

EVERYWHEAR,
5

snd

Troches,”

imitations
®

Je

Freewill Baptist Books may be
and Hammett’s, 87 and 30, Brattle
They furnish our books to all par
at our published rates. See their

advertisement in another column,

will find TROCHES useful in clearing the voice when
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
8.
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal o
The Tvoches are recommended and prescribed by
eminent
have had testimonials from
Physicians, and
the country. Being, an article of
men throughout
eflicacy by a test
true merit, and having proved their
of many years, each year finds them in new localities
Trochés are
the
and
world,
the
of
parts
various
in
universally pronounced better than other articles.
Jmay be offered,

119. and 121 Nassau Street, N. Y.

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.

and

BUCCESS,

|

THE AMERICAN NEWS CO.,
6t4

a direct influence to the

WITH ALWAYS

of the many

and extended criticisms which this book is evoking,

RESULT,

.
parts, - give immediate relief.
For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive
« Throat Diseases.

reasoning of the author are,

in our estimate, an unanswerable argument against the
practice of close communion by any church—9 practice
for which we cannot find the least aufhority in the
Scriptures. We would commend this volume especially to those who would inquire for truth on the subject,”
.

¥ Brown's Bronchial Troches,

ARE

(N. ¥.):

close communion is an error we cannot tell. But as
many as examine the book cannot fail to be satis- |
fled, as it seems to us thatthe writer is both honest
in his belief and kindly in his feelings, and that he
has endeavored in good taith to soften the asperity of
religious controversy, while he would level one of
the walls,of separation which keep Protestant Chris-

Irritation of the Lungs, a permanent Throat Affection, or
an
Incurable Lung
Disease

Having

;

The Etening Post

“Whether he will'¢cdnvince many Baptists that

Steam
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and we only wonder that such anarrative,fortified by
such arguments, should fail to convince all our Bap tist brethren. It is a book which they ought to read
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TROGHES
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fully sympathize with him in his conclusions
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Chronicle:

“It is not directed exclusively against his close- .*
communion Baptist brethren, but equally, or more,
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Portable

Its

known

ten years ago as the ‘Boy Preacher,’ presents his arguments with great boldness, and
sustains them

Plain and Galvanized"Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings ofall kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and

which modestly challenges
Christian world—one that
in the matter under discusreviews the question as to
the’ spiritual body of the
representations of His one

body is Seripturally and logicaly unavoidable.
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an Argument.

N, ¥Y. Tribune:

AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
GREAT
,
Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey St

Sanford.
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and

“An earnest and eloquent plea for the principle of
Open Communion in the Baptist Church, discussing
the question with great breadth of treatment, and raciness of illustration.”
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pain, and you cannot even turn Fourgelf in ‘bed, or
sitting in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the
‘morning wishing it was night, and at night wishing
i; was morning:
:
*When you have the
NEURALGIA,
when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very
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Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
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but the immediate cause of her death was conShafting, Turning Lathes,
gestion of the lungs, caused by sudden cold.
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
She experienced religion some ten years since,
every description, Mill Work, #fl Kinds of aw Mill
and was baptized, with her husband and others,
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
by Eld. A. H. Morrell and united with the F'. W.
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Baptist church in Kingfield, where she remained
151)
Gas Works,
a worthy member until released by death to join
the church triumphant.
From a child she posessed a kind and benevolent disposition, ever! Good Canvassing Agents wanted
MFiving to make others happy
around
her.
To work in Maine, New Hampebire and Vermont, to
Since her conversion she: has lived a zealous | ‘whom
exclusive territory will be given, for the sale
faithful Christian, although called to pass through
of a Sewing Machine firet putin
the market. Fully
the deep water of afflictions, having
lost by
licensed, at a comparatively
low price, equal in fin.
death two lovely children and a kind companion. l, ish, Sporation, and
appliances, to any of the high
priced machines. To be sold with a
warrant.
Te
Yet her trust was in God. She was triumphant#
parties having a good team preference will be given,
ly happy in her last moments, desiring to depart
Address
:
and be with Christ.
She leaves parents, brothers
CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE CO.,
and sisters and a little son some five years old,
13t36
j
BosToN, Mass,
with many other relatives and friends, to mourn
their loss ; and while the family circle loses one
A Cough, Cold, or Sore
of its loveliest members, the cause of missions
Throat
a zealous friend and advocate and the community
pe highly esteemed and beloved by all who
REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
new her.
She rests from her labors. Funeral
SHOULD BE CHECKED,
IF ALLOWED
TO CONTINUE,
services by the writer.
E. WINSLOW.

@bituaries.
Particular

~

P. 8.—All kinds of Machines bought,
changed and repaired, and to let.

ness the most of the time for the last two years,

When the Lord Chatham was between
nine and ten years of age he was on a visit to
his aunt, the old Lady Grandison. One morning having anumber of personsof fashion
visiting her, a lord of the king’s bedchamber
was there who was vaunting of the ministers’

WILSON

=

AGENTS
WANTED—BOTH
‘ALE AND FEMALE—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the
largest and most complete Machine for the price ever
offered for sale. This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, TUCK, QUILT, CorD, BRAID, BIND and EMBROIDERin the most superior manner. It makes the
“ELASTIC LOCK STITCH” that will not rip or break
if every third stitchis cut. Itis durable, very simple, and not easy to get out of order. We warrant,
and keep in order one year free of cost. Good Agts.
wanted In every town and county. Address, with
stamp,
L. M. MASURY & CO.

f.ypra FrexcH died in Kingfield, Me., Jan. 28,

Chatham.

MEDICAL

COMFORT.

BOSTON NOTION

of the third and some of the fourth
Thus has one left us who was a’
an esteemed neighbor, an indulgent
faithful Christian. Services by the
0. S. HASTY.

aged 31 years.

THE GREATEST

.

AND

J. W. CARR.

their loss three sons and two Gaughters

a large circle
generation.
good citizen,
ather and a
writer.

instantly

FOR SALE BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE,

MARY Ls. wife-of Cephas Meads, died in Lim‘ington, Me., Jan. 30, aged 72 years. Her suffering for more than three months was extremely
severe, as only partial relief could be afforded by
our most eminent physicians and the very best
attendance.
She
experienced religion many
years
ago, was baptized by Rev. John Stevens,
and united with the Freewill Baptist church in
Limington, of which she was a worthy member,
when taken to the church triumphant.
Sister
M. was not merely a nomjnal Christian, but one
that was" engaged -in “every good word and
work” until from age ahd decrepitude, she be.came unable to stand longer in the van of the
fight. She leavesa husband, unto whom she bas
been a loving and faithful wife for more than
half a century, one daughter,
several grandchildren and alarge circle of relatives to mourn
:
loss.
their
SAMUEL MANSON died in Limington, Feb. 2,
aged 93 years, 2 mos. and 25 days.
He had been
a resident of L. 80 years, and had.seen beautiful
fields and green pastures appear
Where the
primeval forests held their empire in his schooloy days. He possessed a strong constitution,
a lively temperament and a tenacious memory
which he retained almost to the end. He wore
the easy yoke of Christ for many years and bore
the cross with fidelity. He
leaves to mourn

hotel,

§. Harris’ Patent Coal Ash Sifters we have had in
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use three years, at our stores and houses, to ourentire satisfaction.
NEW YORK,
ARNOLD, CONSTABLE 400,

Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free. Address

COOPER,

‘R.HOE& CO...
J. P. MOTT.
J. L: JACKSON.

LOWELL, MASS.
HARRIS, Ess Springfield, Mass:
:
=
Dear Sir—We have used your Patent Sifters at
these Mills for ten years or more, and I have one also
at my house. They
give entire satisfaction, and I
cheerfully recommend them to all persons who may
»
:
‘want a good sifter.
F.F. BATTLES, Agt. Mass. Cotton Mills.

ORGANS.

SNEEZING

SENSATION

* Proprietors,

we have ever seen, and

them to the favorable regard

8:

;

Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! - TRY IT!

Her

GRANVILLE.

and Bro. Daggett.

where a few of his neighbors were congregated. One who never let a chance slip to
give Joe a hit, and who rarely got the better, related Joe's experiment; and turning
to him with an air of having at last got his
enemy in a tight place, asked Joe if he
hadn’t better treat on that. Joe steadied him
self by a chair,and when the laugh had sub-

IN

is pleasant to the taste,

COOLNESS

And, though living a striet moral life,
publicly.
A sudden cold
he did not enjoy full salvation.”
again brought on bleeding, and his vows to God
Earnest prayer by himrelf
were remembered.
God heard
and friends was offered continually.
Good evidence of his acceptance
and answered.
was given him. The angels came to minister unto him, and though invisible to all but our Bro.,
their presence was felt. “For days he continued
happy in his Saviour, entreating all that came to,
see him to give their hearts to Jesus, and then
went up higher to dwell with the spirits of just
men made perfect. Our brother and sister are in
deep aflliction; yet while they mourn their loss of
the dead, they rejoice that through his mstrumentality their daughters and others in the neighborhood are giving themselves to Christ. Funeral
services by the writer, assisted by Bro. Merrill

his

WITHOUT

DELICIOUS

L.D., son of Amos and Isette Worthen, died
in Cornville, Me., Feb. 8, aged 20 years. Our
brother was a young man of great promise,
strict morality and respected by all who knew
Some two years since he was attacked
him,
He
death.
with hemorrhage and came near
sought the Saviour and obtained a pardon of his

and

REMEDY

and never nauseates; when swallowed,
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

. M1s8 ELLEN JANE, only remaining daughter of
Granville Wakefield,
Esq., died in Gardiner, Me.,
Jan. 8, aged 31 years.
She became a Christian
at the age of 13, and was baptized by Elder Caverno, since which time she has been a devoted
member of the Gardiner City Church.
At the
death of her mother the whole care of the household devolved upon her while yet a child. She
suffered much in her last sickness (consumption),
but was very patient and composed, and gave
evidenceto all about her that she had almost
reached that “land without a storm.”
Her
death was peaceful and triumphant.
Service by
ROOT.
E.
S.
the writer.

bee-box and hon-

VOCAL

As a Troche Powder,

of

sins, but on his recovery failed to cohfess

AND

[Z"CURES

brutish peo-

his mind nor in his temperament. Like
the principle that motion when checked is his native soil I should say he lacks depth
friction lights a match.
body to be attracted to the

‘‘better

J.

cheerfully recommend
of the public.
New
York.

mild and agreeable in its effects that it positively

HANNAH, wife of Elisha Brown, died in Weare,
Sister
Feb. 1, aged 94 years dnd 4 months,
Brown was a member of the second Baptist
church in Weare, N. H. She professed Christ
about fifty years ago. To her Christ wasa reality, living in her heart and manifesting himself in her life. About one year and a half before her death, she made arrangements #or. her
funeral.
Thus died a good woman, at a good old
age with an undoubted Christian character.
Services by the writer.
N. B. SMITH.

hain't gone and taken my castor oil to line
bees with I” Joe looked and seeing his honey-bottle untouched, saw the joke and wilted, for he knew that he would never hear
the last of it, as one of his neighbors’ boys
happened to be present.
‘
hat evening as Joe, rather happy from
the effects of something taken to relieve

seaboard

inflammable mind that must burst forth in
aggressive and arresting words, There is

what celebrated
es, those of Mayer
and Helmholtz, attempt to explain the ori-

‘gin of the sun's heat—or,

be

le. Do I painta man deficient in energy?
a Curtis is not a type of the compact and

sun can always con-

of Heat and

vices by the writer.

up beforeher, she exclaimed, with a twinkle in her eyes: ‘Well, well, Joe! if you

.
towns and cities.
Mr. Curtis is a mild contemporary ; hes
never vulgar, never hostileto anything but

Fail us?

—

tinue the emission

but

to the

culture

social and literary life of our

ue to us, whether the

may

These
gaid to be of one literary school.
place in American
men have an honored
They hold Old World memories
homes.

tradictory and impossible things, and you

Will the Sun

of the

delicate, and decided man looked and

who are devoid of energy.

veins on his forehead swelled to whip cords,
and a voice pouring out this torrent of conhave my Mullins.

so

East,at twenty-eight he wrote the

a delightful

swinging

with face

be,

the best Sifting Machines

POWDER,

PLEASANT

Bronchitis, Coughs

THROAT

sufferings were caused by a paraiytic shock, from
which she never recovered. She was a member
of the Freewill Baptist church.
She was released from her sufferings Jan.15th, leaving a kind
husband, two children, one sister to mourn their
loss which, we trust, is her gain. Funeral ser-

all crazy or himself dreaming, for surely he
never kmwew-the like before. In utter amazement he gave up the job and went home,

men who have a sense of art, of naturé, and

grizzly as John

Brown, some sixty years of age,

used te

We have used the Patent Sifting
Machines made by
Mr. Samuel Harris, in our Iron Foundry, and for other purposes, for gome time past. We consider them

This Remdy does nof “Dry up” a Catarrh, but
Loosens it; frees the head of
offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
and-soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so

last hours were fill of trust, her death calm, and
Services by
her memory will ever be sacred.
the writer.
:
N. L. ROWELL.

free lunch, until Joe really thought the bees’

calling the felicities" of poets. 'His literary
work in this new phase was admirably done;
with good sense, with humor, with dramatic life. Then he gave us the clarified and
winning expression of his personality in
«Prue and I"—a book full of grace and
pathos and humor—a book of sentiment
and souvenir, which shows that Mr. Curtis
is closely related to Longfellow, Hawthorne,
Irving, and Mitchell—men in whom the
genial and contemplative mind dominates—

the continent of America upon Asia, Africa,
Arabia, and the Holy Land, with a passin
glance at the starry heavens, the terrestria
globe, hell and the devil—in which last
named he located rebels and copperheads,
leaving them to take the Oath of Allegiance

amid*

of bee-hunting

AND

ness, §c., and all Disorders
resulting: from COLDS in HEAD

of health some five years, during which period
she suffered at times intensely in mind. Her

so he spent the day, every bee refusing

his

dread.

TROCHE

Asthma,

the 8. ‘School, and took an interest in the church
worthy the imitation of many older. Death for

her had no terrors, and the grave no

AND

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,

D. CALLEY.

She was a faithful member

Agent,

Boston.

CATARRH SNUFF

A DELIGHTFUL

MRS. MARY, wife of Samuel Huff, died in
Edgecomb, Me., aged 74 Years.
She had been out

another, who behaved in like manner;

Meeting

.

wherea favorite.

Hunting.

armed with

:

and

Oct. 11,

died in Boston, of consumption, Nov. 18, aged 13
years and 6 months.
Intelligent above her years,
modest and retiring in her habits she was every-

ey-bottle, and soon had: a worker caught
but somehow he showed an atter indifference
to Joe's honey. He let him go and caught

reflected upon the comedy of actual life,
instead of
brooding over nature and re-

poured along such a torrent as this orator of
ennessee. Almost every member left his
seat, and crowding about him, they laughed
* and applauded as he swung on, picturing
the woes

on

knowing look: ¢‘Gentlemen, there is no
mistake about that. I wasn't trying to
those bees ; I was only doctoring them,
and thoughtful. At firsthe was superfine; hunt
superfine in his reading, superfine in his | Bees always have to be physicked before
expression, superfine in his experience. they will work well ! ” This brought down
But he seems to have been touched by the the house, and although Joe did not stand
serious and penetrating genius of Thack- the treat, some one else did, and he had to
eray. The
phrase-maker formed under be helped home.— Harper's Magazine.
Emerson and English poetry disappeared;

satis muddle of ideas. His voice is clear
an piercing—his flow of words perfectly- in the
incomprehensible.
No mill race, full to eyed,
ruptured

custom

Hampton,

IDA J., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Small,

ist, that is to say preacher politician, and
essayist, but in each character alike serene

such ‘a volcanic eruption of tropes, figures,
metaphors, poetry, statistical facts, and in-

from the

loss.

Ge

he went out,

« Potiphar papers.” His mind had regained its tone; fibre, purpose, and skill were
in his work.
At twenty-six a sensuous
sentimentalist, at twenty-eight a social
satirist, then a moralist. To-day a journal-

Mr, Mullins,

whese name appeared among the actors in
the quarrel over the counting of the electoral votes. Mr. Bingham must look out for
‘his laurels. The following, though appearing like caricature, was plainly meant for
gober description :
He spoke a few days since on ‘Lo, the
poor Indian,” and never before was there

overflowing

>

JACKSON’S

Com.

E., only child of Walter W.

Sitrcet,

A@~phd The Morning Star bid
type is rfeghe
from this
Foundry,
ends

Sister Fick was a member
aged 19 years.
1868,
F.W. Baptist church at New Hampton.
of the
Her piety was of that noble type which resigns
all into the hands of a covenant keeping God.
In life she was pleasant and in death victorious.
She leaves a father,
was peaceful,
Her end
mother and many other friends who mourn their

in being thought a master of this sport.
Once,on the approach of the hunting season

:

to speak, spilt his mind in memories
Tennessee,

Miss SARAH

K. ROGERS,
55 Weater

united,
but al-

ie
Springfield, Mass.
Superior Coal Ash Sifters, avoiding all Dust.

Address orders to,

JOHN

choice, she found the Saviour an

her early

Susan M. Fisk. died at’ New-

tric character, “Uncle Joe,”whose pride was

I might call him the Bayard of our politwas in the tank, she artfully collected cock- ical struggles, the Sidney of our literature,
le and oyster shells,” and
made a trench so much has his most disinterested and graaround herself, after the fashion of the Ro- cious nature been employed in his public ahd
mans when they took possession of a hill- literary work, so courageous his action, so
top. A branch of sea-weed forms a canopy stainless his record. Called from the epicuover her head, and she is at this minute in a’ rean experience of a social favorite and of a
house of her own making, a regular ‘‘com- literary gourmand, his daintiness has bepound householder,” with
no taxes to pay. come
delicacy, his SeRuONSmEEay moral
suavity.
If fresh from the ‘éfiervating
Orient, he wrote with the tepid lassitude

of Congress from

forced

/

CHARLOTTY, widow of the late John
died in Fpsou, Dec. 28, 1868, in the 84th

OF SIE VES: .

WITHE VERY KIND AND GRADE

NEWSPAPER FACES.

Feb. b,

unfailing friend, and died in hope.

of that Empire,

in a day, 36,772,000 times ina
2,565,440,000 in alife of three-

George

where. Our pet lobster is not willing that
the secrets of hertoilet should be exposed
.to vulgar gaze, so the first night
she

Congressional

ple of

ing peasantry.

while he score and ten years; indedd the beats probkeeps his horns¥hoving in front of his nose ably considerably exceed this estimate, as
like a blind man tapping the flags with his the infantile pulse goes at the rate of 130
stick as he plods, led by his dog; hence I per minute, and further oh in youth at about
conclude the lobster is short-sighted. If 80, while we only reckon upon the stand-.
theleast thing alarms him, ha scuttles back- ‘ard of adult-and middle age. The pulse of
ward on his little legs, which move with the the aged is only about 60. At each beat
rapidity of a centipede. If he does not go two and a half ounces of blood are thrown
fast enough in this way, he suddenly snaps out of the heart; one hundred and seventyhis tail towards him, like a man suddenly five ounces per minute; six hundred and
closing his hand, and flies backward with a fifty-six pounds per hour; seven and threejerk, like an India rubber band snapped in fourths tons per day. All the blood in the
half. He always goes into his cave tail body passes through the heart every three
foremost, and he makes the most wonderful minutes.
;
good shots atthe entrance. Ireally think

New

Americans

And lately for its unrivalled

though separated in her last years from the peo-

teresting fact of the purity and identity of
of the

in Exeter,
dak

ago and
perienced religion many years
with the Baptist church in Northwood,

‘Of this the

shanties and the poorest huts, I had this inthe language

died

78

BOOK AND JOB TYPE;

|

She had six children, 82 grandyear o her age,
children and 12 great grandchildren.
She ex-

and itis yet, to some extent, a favorite pastime among the inhabitants of the Green
where no officer of justice could find him. Mountains. To hunt sucessfully requires a
His money would be quite a fortune among | thorough knowledge of the bee andall its
the Celestials. But in planning his escape, habits ; and therefore, like any other game,
he did not calculate on being pursued by those who love the sport pride themselves
lightning.
But the merchants whom he upon their proficiency. The hunter starts
had defrauded were not going to let him out armed with a small box with a sliding
off so easily. They at once sent a despatch cover, a card of honey-comb, and- a small
describing the thief to this city, whence it bottle of honey, molasses,or something suitsavas forwarded to London,
via the Atlantic
ed to the taste of the bee. When near the locable, and from there telegraphed by the cality of wild bees he fills the comb with
Persian Gulf eable to Ceylon, in time to the honey from the bottle, places it in the
catch the Hong-Kong steamer. When the bottom of the box, and hunts fora bee upon
Celestial reaches Hong-Kong, the officers a flower, which, when fonud, he brushes inthere will have been fully a week on the to the box, at the same time closing the
lookout for him, and of course they will re- box. Theprisoner will buzz fora while,
cover the goods and send the swindler and then goes to filling his sack from the
back to San Francisco.
This incident honey in the bottom of the box. The
marks a wonderful progress in telegraph- hunter thens place the box in a favoring during the past five years. The time able position for seeing it, and slides back
cannot be far distant when offenders will be the cover.- Having “filled,”as tho hunters
tripped by highuming in the most remote cor- say, the bee flies straight to his tree, and
ners of the globe.
returns to fill again, bringing others with
him. Oftentimes
these workers increase
so rapidly that a stream will be.seen going
‘Wonderfully Made.
to and from the box, which can easily be
—
Sp
followed to the tree at once. Frequently
The amount df blood in an adult is nearly large deposits of honey are found in this
thirty pounds or full one-fifth of the entire way, which the little workers show as much
weight. The heart is six inches in length bravery in defending as industry in gatherand four inches in diameter, and beats 70 ing.
:
times in a minute, 4200 times an hour, 100,There lived in the town of
R——an eccenbe lost among

moving his jaws in a peculiar way, like a
weaver making a blanket. He tears his
done

MRS.
Chesley,

philological observer I was dining with
was ignorant.
He only knew. that all
Americans spoke uniformly one dialect.
He naturally therefore supposed that all
Englishmen must do the same; and as his
acquaintance with Englishmen was confined to poor immigrants, he imagined that
their dialect was the language of all Englishmen. ‘Often, in parts of the country
most remote from each other, in wooden

steamer to pursue him.
As soon as he
should step on shore in China, he would

food is agreeable to him, he munches it up,

pounding to be

canton, has a.different dialeet.

sea.
Once on the broad Pacific, he felt
himself secure, for there was no swift

he at once

the

MRS. ANNA HURD,
dged 87 years.

sembling this in Europe, where every counly, as atin England, or every province and

und for China, with his ill-gotten booty.
No doubt the rascal chuckled as he put to

pushes it away from him, with the attitude
of an epicure,who bids the waiter take gway
a plate of meat he does not fancy. If the

leaving

8. M.
T yrs.

|Jthe Gulf of Mexico just as on the great
lakes, It i$ even the language of the negroes in tHe towns. There is nothing re-

peared, having got on board the steamer

is a particular fellow in his food.
watching one in my marine
Ifa portion of food be thrown
immediately sets his'long horns
ascertain the whereabouts of his

food into large Yidems,

FLORA C., daughter of Rev. A. P., and

METAL,

And its large varieties of

AF

Tracy, diedin Exeter, Nov. 27, 1868, aged
Tmos., 10 days.
9

my attention. And at such times I thought,
not without some feelings of shame and
—
G—
sorrow, of the wretched vocabulary, conA few days since a Chinaman, who had sisting of not more than three or four hunbeen living for some time in San Francisco,
dred words, and those often ungrammatiwhere he had Sopuiet 2 cheat merchants | cally used, and always more or less misof that city out of $18,000, suddenly disap- pronounced, of our honest and hard work-

Dinner.

not like it,

and of society; spoken at San Francisco
just as it is spoken at New York, and on

Chasing a Robber.

np

dinner. ' If he does

over the whole continent, The language
in every man’s mouth is that of literature

Bat,

not infinite, and must finally be exhausted."

a

i

part.

a
bow as he fastened his girdle, “Pardon me
sir, but I thought twas a hurdle.”
Onward

A

1

contribute their

whichever theory be adopted, the supply is

he passed in his rollicking course, and left
me to halloa until I was hoarse. Out spoke
a Joung sinner, whose diction was choice,
«Jd
advise you, old smarty, to file up your
voice.” At last a Samaritan offered his hand.
1 was fearfully dizzy, I could hardly stand;
Saw, someihing 3 DF.--made ‘a desperate
ptured a huge waaud, and foun
terfall. Upon me itd td owner then turned like
miscreant ? what are
a cat,—‘*You pilfe
youat?” To return Tt with grace, I inclined on my toes, bent a little too much, and
fell on my nose. I was borne from the rink
in a damaged condition ; my skates were removed by special permission, and I swore
by the altar, the church, and the state, to
keep off the ice till I knew how to skate.
Last night as I painfully crept into bed,
with a patch on my noseand a pain in my
head, I vowed, and I think with very good
reason, to eschew the fine art for the rest of
the season. And now, I pray tell me, before it's too late, is man not accomplished
unless he can skate?”— Albany Express.
|

i
i:

probably

my.body successfully, jumped,and said with

Tracy, died in Corinth, July-11, 1868, aged 22
months.

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS

HARD AND TOUGH

Vind 8. M.

A. P.

HARVY 8., son of Rev.

OF ANY SIZE FOR ALL SIFTING PURPOSES,
:

a A

same language without vulgarisms, in the
mouths of all classes, but it is the same
language without any dialectical difference

If the specific

.
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close tube.
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ion of air ina
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COMMENCED IN 1817,

:

PIE. a8
ROR,

came to my aid,

First Letter Foundry in New England.

at his’ residence

TORR

could I skate? Thought

contrac-

tion must have constantly developed heat,
as is illustrated in the familiar experiment
in which tinder is lighted by the compress-

think—confound my dull
the instruments, how

died

AN

then I happenedto
pate—that I hadn't

Bburtsements.

C.K.

Eg

Helmholtz’s theory

6 solar system.

and put dut my pipe,

Bro, HiraM DEDRICK

Ss

a

1?” blew out my lamp

42

after a short illness, Feb. 1, in the 36th year of h
twel
but also is_spoken with iron | purity by all age. Bro. H. experienced religion about
ago, and united with the churchin Putnam,
classes. ' This in some measure, of course, years
of which he lived a worthy member until the
results from the succ
f their edpcati
4-Lord
caled
g
ii
a wife"
:
= and from "thethi fact which arises three little children, ‘parents, brothers and
Fal efforts;
out of it that they are, almost to a man, a sisters and many friends to mourn their loss.
H. BELDEN.
nation of readers. But not onlyis it the | Funeral services by the writer.

assumes the truth of the nebular By pothethat the
lazily puffing my “kinnikinnick,” I thought sis, which requires us to believe
rink and I said with a sigh, | sun once Secup ed the whole space HOW 0c:
e
of

__¢ All Albany's skating, -and -why-

for

pes

feet to supply the heat that is

constantly being lost.

Zincke speaks . a good word

"

A

ness of a few

seldom agree.
for the practice and theory
Last night as I sat by the glimmering wick,

Mr.

but the loving hearts of
his parents are sorely tried, and find comfort onJ in the promise of Him who said *‘of such is

American English. He says:
:
It is a remarkable fact thatthe English
spoken in America is not only very pure,

year to make a uniform thick.

1 yest, 3. months, It

Feb: 19, a
. searletion
is well with the child,

AAA

Sie

RN

eteo

the sun every

I have studied the theory, got it by heart;
but the practical part is the trouble, you see,

MARCH 8, 1869.
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RSH

culates mathematically that it would require

gtr]

STAR:

Nu American English.

conjectures that tho solar furnace
Mayer
may be fed by this kind of fuel ; and he cal-
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Pamphlet, Price 26 ots. Address JoH® A. RIDDLE,
Manchester, N. H. Contents: —Cause

for Potato Disease;
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7» LAPHAM INSTITUTE.
The Spring Term will open Feb, 22, 1869, Com.
plete courses of study for both sexes.
»
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discussed without action.

on

imports

In the House

New Orleans fox

The bill

were

phis,
El Paso and Pacific Railroad was passed,

ty, has passed

in support of lis bill to’strengthen the public cred-

it. The post-office appropristion- bill was then
considered

in committee of the

and

the

At

the morning session other appropriation bills
were considered, but no important action was
taken.
On Tuesday, the Senate voted to non-concur

with the House amendment to the joint resolution

fourteenth

office in violation

amendment

was

then

up, de-

ed. Bills to amend the civil rights act, to supply
deficiencies for fulfilling Indian treaty stipulations, and remitting duties on certain submarine
cables of the Western Union Telegraph Company,
were also passed.
The evening session was for
the consideration of business from the committee on commerce, and & number of bills reported

w=

more than the

Majority

necessary two-thirds.

to

The cable dispatches announce the resignation
of the provisional government of Spain. The Cortes has conferred upon Marshal Serrano temporary executive powers, and he will at once proceed
to form a new ministry.
General Prim has assured the Cortes
that the Bourbon dynasty.
should never be reinstated. It is reported that

vote

General de Roda will supersede

and minority reports of the committee on the
New York election frauds were presented, and
a bill introduced in connection therewith; with- drawing jurisdiction of naturalization from certain
. Néw York courts,was passed. Conference commit-

General

Dulce

as governor-general of Cuba.
The Lisbon newspapers do not favor the project for a union of Spain and Portugal under the
ancient name of Iberia.
The Cuban despatches say that the Spanish
troops are barely able to hold the ground they
now occupy,
and large reinforcements from

tees on the constitutional amendment and the naval
appropriation
bill were appointed. At the evening
session the legislative appropriation bill was dis-

ed and adopted.

On Wednesday, the first business of importance in
the
Senate was
the
passage of
the copper tariff bill over the President’s veto, |
by a vote of 33 to 12. A joint resolution was
passed authorizing a contract tobe made with |
Messrs. Rives & Bailey, the present publishers of |
the Globe, for reporting and printing the debates |
and proceedings of Congress for two years from
the 4th of March next. The army appropriation
bill was then discussed until the recess.
Af the
evening session a large number-of bills reported
from the military committee and some private
.bills were passed.
In the House, after the usual
preliminary business,
Mr.- Schenck’s bill
to
strengthen the public credit was passed without
amendment.
The recusant witnesses in the
New York election frauds were ordered to be
released on payment of the costs. The legislative appropriation bill was then taken up and |

discussed during the remainder of the hy
and throughout the evening session.
A number
of important amendments were adopted.

On Thursday,in the Senate. a bill exempting |
manufacturers of naval machinery for the government from the payment of internal revenue
tax, was
passed.
The
consideration
of the
army appropriation bill was resumed and continued until the recess. In the evening reports
from conference committees were presented and
several private bills were passed.
In the House
the bill providing for the coinage of nickel-copper
" coins was passed.
The report of the conference
committee on the diplomatic appropriation bill was
presented, and that portion relating to the South

American missions;

report was disagreed
Yo. The report from the
conference committee
on
the
constitutional
amendment, recommending the adoption of the
Senate proposition,- was next
presented and
appropriation

Sc in cr
SENSE
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ENR

cussed until the

recess

and

up

during

and
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:
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Paragraphs.
Tue ware of Dr. Hill, late President of Harvard, died recently at Waltham.
She was one of
the most accomplished women in New England.
Her learning was such as to command the utmost respect from learned men.
But she attempted more than she was able, so that body
and mind seemed to sink together. The last few
months were months of darkness to that splendid intellect.
THE Legislature of Georgia has resolved to refer the question of the eligibility of negroes to
office under the new constitution of the state to
the supreme court of the state, with the tacit understanding that it will submit to the decision.
There is some doubt whether the court will take
cognizance of the question; but, if it does; it
will probably decide in favor of the mnegro’s
equality with the white man in the right to hold
officet
.

his refusal was the

more,

dis-

the great-

on.

stems of the right size, and the

A

il PIA

Preservation

of

a letter

finally passed; the legislative appropriation bill
“was also considered, the resolution providing for
the printing of congressional debates was taken
from the Speaker’s table and returned unacted
upon, and the reports of several conference com-

heroine of the flagaf

mittes were received and agreed to.
On Saturday, the Sgnate spent
the greater
portion of both of its sessions in discussing the
House bill to strengthen the public credit, which
was passed just before midnight as amended by
the finance committee.
In the House the Louisiana contested election cases were disposed of, all

the claimants
Mr.

being denied

Menard,

the

colored

admission

to seats.

contestant, made

a

| ‘speechin support of his claim which from its

Frederick.

I have

heard of her before, and of course know

never

inches is a good distance to-have the
If the ladder isto be a wide one,the
should be an inch and a quarter in
the holes an inch, while the upper

not be more than

of her veracity or Joyaliey. I must say, however
in justice to myself that I have confidence in the

truth of the original statement

furnished me

by

a distinguished literary lady of Washington asrespects Barbara Frietchie—a statement soon after confirmed by Dorthea Dix, who visited Frederick and made herself acquainted with many interesting particulars of the life and character of
that remarkable woman. Very truly thy friend,
JOHN G.
WHITTIER.

seasoned wood.

considerable

gttention.

Wood.

in which the whole history of bread-making
was discussed. We extract from the report
of the lecture the following directions for making

If any chamge is made in the duties of the presidency, it may affect the decision as to the man-

whetherhe be a minister

mashed potatoes.

is

desired

to

ally

them

more

or layman.

closely.

Theré

is

néw

constitution will

be

submitted to the people in July next.

Hon. H. L. Dawes has withdrawn as a candidate
for speaker of the House

in the next Congress.

Mr. Blaine is now the only candidate.

‘

General Grant has offered the Commissionership of Internal Revenue to the Hon. Columbus

one pint of flour, and stir the whole to an emul-

IT1s stated that Massachusetts expended a million dollars last year for her school-houses, There

boiled.
Cool the product to about 80 (lukewarmnest), and add half a pint of the best fresh ‘baker's

is need of vast

"House

put

through

the

improvements

in

those

gion with the water in which the potatoes were

yeast, and a tablespoonful of Hrown sugar.

already

aside

built, In some places seventy-five are crowded
where there is room but for fifty to sit in comfort

Delano of Ohio, and {hat this gentleman has ac- and health.
The copper tariff bill was

fn

The vote was the closest

ever had

of Mr. Johnson’s vetha¥body on any one

The ventilation is bad. The papers

of Boston have been agitatitig this matter. Some
schools have been redlly decimated “for days by

toes,

EE ae

will resign
his place in

th onc has

he 84 of March,

letters to the press protesting

against such cruel-

ty.

do’?

But what can teachers

the

mixture

at an

about 80°, till it works

of colds gotten by the imprudence of
veto by a vote of 115 the effects
over the President’s
to 56. A change of one vote or the presence teachers in allowing the children to sit by open
of two more votes in the negative would have windows. Parents have written very indignant
efeated it.

Peel the boiled potatoes and

mash them to fineness ; mix intimately with them

There are aspirants enough for the vacant place,
but no one is without objection on some account.

even

temperature

Set;
of

well, or is in active fer-

mentation. . Of this yeast take half a pintto a gallon (71b.) of flour, mixed ‘with three pints of
water,or two of water and one of milk, all at the
temperature of about 80°; add a little salt, knead

thoroughly, and set aside to rise at the tempera-

ture mentioned,
full volume

When it has risen to nearly the

forthe

dough, divide

it into loaves,

knead again, set. 1t aside at the ‘temperature already named until it attains the full size of the

The choice be-

tween a small, crowded room, unventilated, and
the| having windows .open, is hard to ‘make. In

Joiry~end place it in” an oven heated to not
than 460°.

either case the evil is great.

Let the loaves of dough

me so great that some event, either of
organic disruption or of new adjustment, cannot
be very long postponed.
now

{
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FIELDS,

ITS MYSTERIES.
by every rational mind

that

necessity be the most highly esteemed by his fellowmen; and acting upon this principle it appears that
Professor R. Lx» Hamilton, of New York,
has, by paand

vast

experience,

sclved

the

uncertain question in relation to the vexed and important subject of Liver complaint.and other chronic
diseases.
5
It will be remembered by the readers of this aper
that, a few days ago, Dr.
Lung, and other diseases,

Hamilton’s Theory
was
published

which seem to us are evidences

tioned for a moment,
suffering from the

and we

of Liver,
in connec.

THE FIRST PREMIUM of $50 for the best music
and words combined has been awarded to the piece
entitled “The Sabbath Bells,” found on the third page.
THE SECOND PREMIUM of $25 for the best words
has been awarded to the hymn entitled “I love to
sing of Jesus,” found on the 45th page. This Book is
not the original Casket (No. 1) improved, but a new
work.
dred.

THE DOUBLE CASKET.
For the convenience
ose desiring both books,
No.1 and No. 2 will be bound together, Rayking a

of 288 pages. The most complete work of
extant. Price 60 cents; $50 per hundred.
Sample copies of either Book mailed upon
of the retall price,

advise

sale by the Trade

of,

CORROBORATED!!!

You Must Cultivate it

YORK CITY, January 20, (860,
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justly celebrated Liver, Lung, aud
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losophical principles which have made the most wonderful cures in the annals of medicine.
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It*isia most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

his full control and

preparation

Lung and Nervous diseases, are now virtually under

doomed to an early grave,

and

all other treatment:

was of no avail.
In addition to what I can vouch tor
personally, I have ample evidence from other clergy-

men,

physicians

and eminent

men

of the
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Prof. Hamilton has now in press and nearly read
a pamphlet containing a biographical sketch of his

wonderful
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BRADFORD ACADEMY,

get from their own pens the FACTS. Any of them
will answer all inquiriés of this character, either in
person or hy letter,
:
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these testimonials are genuine—are guaranteed to
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good reason for doubting the fact that Dr. Haniilton
1s just What he is represented to be—a very
success.
ful physician in the treatment of Chronic Discane
It is useless to ery “humbug,” for the above parties
fit of the suffering, and for no other purpose.
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I owe my worldly existence
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THE WORK GOES BRAVELY ON!
ANOTHER CLERGYMAN CURED!!
The eminent divine, Rev. J. W. Hinkley, of Athens,
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tion with many other vital facts, in which all diseased
persons are interested, many wonderful cures were
published from
parts of the country. Others ofa
startling and interesting character are given below,
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articles on Biography, History, Natural Science, In-
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ends of the rounds in paint; set all the rounds in
one pole first; then put on the other, and finally,
after sawing off the ends of the rounds, drive
hard wood wedges into each alternate round, so
as to spread the ends and prevent their drawing
out. Wedge the flat ones particularly.
With a
plane, a drawing-knife, and a little sand paper,
the ladder is easily finished, and a good coat of
varnish will make it last a long time as good
as new. —Am. Agriculturist.
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Prof. Horsford recently gave a public lecture in
New York upon “The Philosophy of the Oven,”

“Our

the man who contributes the most toward promoting
the bappiness and welfare of the human race must of
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The Texas constitutional convention has finish- evidently a crisis with this honored university.
ed its labors, and the

of green

old railroad freight-car, or
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bread : “Select good, plump, fully ripened, hardgrained wheat.
Have it freshly ground and not
too finely bolted. Prepare the yeast as follows:
Boil thoroughly with the skins on, in one quart
of water, enough potatoes to make a quart of

It

out and
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At the

Private despatches received at Washington ray
that the Kansas legislature ratified the fifteenth
constitutional amendment on Saturday.
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hours’ treatment, be drawn out perfectly seasoned, primed for painting, and protected from
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rounds apart.
lower rounds
diameter, and
rounds need

in diameter.
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Landor Language.”

the rounds with a_ slight shoulder, so that the
poles cannot be driven together at all by a fall.
This is apt
to spilt them, and if the rounds are
simply shaved down to enter the holes, it is imperatively necessary to insert several flat rounds
two or two and a half inches wide
and three
quarters of an inch thick, having tenons at the
end, with strong shoulders, and fitting into mor-

to the hot vaporsof coal-tar, and after six or eight

among the friends of Harvard College. No President is yet elected, and probably will not be until

inch

COTTON.

new one made of perfectly green wood, may be
loaded with ties, shingles, posts, or other lumber,
trundled into the iron chamber, subjected there

Amesbury, 19th 2d mo.,1869.
THERE 18 still an earnest controversy conducted

another matter is settled.
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ladder 14 inches between the poles, inch rounds
are large enough for the bottom ones, and fiveeighths inch for the top. Split and shaved rounds
are as good as turned ones, unless one is mak‘ing a very nice job, when the rounds
may be

ILA

Hubs of carriages mace

if the ladder be. kept

points for holes for the rounds alike in each;

wood assume the appearance of lignum vita, and
never shrink or crack. Panelled doors, windowsash and blinds, never show the least sign of
shrinkage after being treated, though made of un-

nothing

to the duties of the presidency.
At a recemt
meeting of the overseers resolutions defining these
evening session the Indian appfopriation bill was duties were offered, that were finally put into
debated without action. A report on the Alaska the hands of a committée for consideration and
‘bribery was presented” with an interesting ap- report. Also the question of merging all the departpendix, which is printed in the regular report of ments under one head. As itis now, thereis a
want of unity in arrangements.
The Academic,
the proceedings.
em
ad
Medical, Divinity, Law and Scientific departments
have been quite
independent one of the other.
MISCELLANEOUS,

.» novelty attracted

©

to “moisture.
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care that in drying it doesnot get a bend.
With
a little painstaking it may be improved in straightness while seasoning, if not straight.
Then
shave off the bark and branches, with a drawingkaife; cut it of the right lemgth; plane down a
strip of three inches wide on opposite sides, and
mark it and saw it in two in the middle, lengthways.
If well done, we shall have two long,
straight, sound, tough, stiff poles. - Mark off the

is stich as to expel all the sap and moisture from

from a lady. rio claims to have been the

Mercers. ...

2 19°
Western... 12016

poles: Cut a straight cédar pole of at least six or
eightinches in diameter at the butt, and of the desired length, if such an one can be found. Lay
up to season six months or a year, and take

the wood, and in this state its open pores become
To TAKE the. most liberal view possible, the
er part of the evening session.
3
charged with carbonic acid (or creosote) and
whole population of Cuba is 1,700,000; of whom
On Friday, in the Senate, the House bill to there are of Spanish birth, 200.000; slaves, 430, sealed up by the oleaginous or bituminous compounds, so as to render it ever afterwards imperstrengthen the public credit was reported from 000; Chinese and other strangers, 100,000; free
the finance committee, strengthened
by an .colored, 300,000 : and Creoles; 600,000. ~All that _vious to moisture. In this. condition; charged,
amendment declaring that not the bands merely, are really opposed to the freedom of Cuba come
and, as it were, tanned by the creosote, and sealbut all obligations of the government, unless ex- from the Spanish portion, and do not constitute
ed against moisture, wood can never rot. -Neithpressly provided to the contrary, shall be payable a large per centage even of tha.
er will it ever be attacked by mold, insects, or
in eoin; the bill will be acted on to-day. Theresthose marine animals so destructive to ships,
Mr. JOHN G. WHITTIER, the poet, sends a
"olution concerning the pay of southern senators
wharves, or piers.
-Jetter to the editor of the Evening Star of Washwas debated for some time ‘without action, and
Besides this grand object “of préserving wood
ington, in reference to a recent communication in
the constitutional amendment question was then
against decay, ete., others of great importance are
that
paper
claiming
to
Mrs.
M.
A.
Quantrell
the
taken up; the report of the conference commitattained, namely: a perfect seasoning and addihonors awarded by the people’s poet to Barbational strength, amounting in different kinds to
tee excited considerable opposition, but it was
ra
Frietchie
for
displaying
the
Stars
and
Stripes
37 and 50 per cent. of supporting power.
Wood,
finally agreed to by a vote of 39 to 13. A numwhile the rebel troops were passing through Fredeven when treated in its greenest condition, nevber of bills, mostly of a private character, were
erick, Md.
Mr. Whittier says:
¥
er afterwards shrinks, or swells, or cracks, or
passed at the evening session. In the
Hoyse,
To the Editor of the Star:
_ the deficiency bill was discussed the greater: part | I have received a copy of the paper containing warps—proving that itis perfectly impervious

‘of the day, and, during the evening session, was

Factory, ex.¥ b3: @ 20%

painted, and not exposed to the weather—otherwise it rots'at the ends where inserted in the

A new invention by L. S. Robbins, of New
York city, has brought this desirable object te a
state of perfection hitherto unattained in this
great age of improvement in the arts, This new
process, by which wood is treated so as to render
it imperishable from rot or ordinary decay, is exceedingly simple and economical, requiring no expensive apparatus for exhausting and compressing, as in other modes practiced for the same purpose. The greenest wood, whole or sawed into
lumber, or shaped as desired, can be placed oh a
car, run into an iron chamber. shut up and sub_jected for a few hours to the hot vapors of common coal-tar issuing from a retort or still placed
over a furnace outside.
The heat of the vapors

remarkable inasmush

Hickory

bark may be

@ 1 8
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market with the high rates for. what is raised
fills his pocket. With these two points well un-

a

as they were both Roman
Catholics.” Such cases
of integrity in the legal profession are not rare,
but they are worthy of honorable mention.

The legislative

bill was then taken

A

THE FOLLOWING honorable facts are mentioned in connection with the memory of James T.
Brady, the distinguished lawyer of New Yerk,
whose death we mentioned last week.
He was
offered a retaining fee of $10,000 to defend the
side of the wrong in the wnisky fraud trials, but
he persistently refused it. When his brother
was appointed a judge of one of the courts of the
city, he declined thereafter to engage in any case
to be tried before that court, no matter what the
inducement.
When John H. Surratt was on tri-al he refused to defend him for any money, and

proving unsatisfactory, the

agreed to by a vote of 143 to 43.

key and Persia.

Canada ......180

88 ¥’bbl1800 @20 00
Country do..16 00 @18 v0

many different woods. Dogwood is good, cutting

same train. A generation must pass away, and
in many cases generations too, before the wilderness and prairie blossom as the rose.
The' fact that in the older eastern states the people are now living in comfort, and in some places
in luxury; that they have numerous large towns
and cities, railways, telegraphs, churches and
schools, has caused many to forget the terrible
struggles of the early settlers, and the inconveniences borne by even the later generation.
Nor
is it always borne.in mind that,with the improvements above named, there has come an immense
advance in the prices of redl estate.
It may not
be known that improved land in the West, as eli»
gibly located as our New Hampshire farms, is
held at a tremendous advance on the prices asked
for fair land here.
So that the only chance for
a farmer in the East to secure himself cheap land
is to put himself as near sunset as half the cost of
a small’ farm here will place him, and then he
must’ .encounter a round of labors, a course of
border discipline, and a succession of discomforts
that would never be endured in New England for
love or money.
Ofthese we will speak ‘in a future article.
WwW. RB.’

Great distress prevails among the inhabitants of
the island districts.
There is suspension of hostilities between Tuar+

in the

comitants of a developed civilization linger in the

cussed, and numerous amendments were propos-| gnqin will be needed to subdue the rebellion.—

50 ® 4 00

ExMess

quantity sold for the small prices obtained, while
an inferior soil can be borne with, if a ready

main here; for farmers’ sons to cling to the soil;
and for numerous tradesmen to exchange their
counting-rooms for the healthy work and free. air
of the fields, and the felicities of rural life.
The West has the advantage of large areas of
“virgin soil of the most productive quality. But
it is a thousand miles away to the nearest point,
and fifteen hundred to any point where the land
canbe purchased at temptingly low prices. To
remove thither requires a plethoric purse, a fiery
ambition that can surmount a long list of obstacles, and a will that is ague proof, to endure the
diseases that lurk in ‘every corner of a new country. Then life must be begun at the very roots.
Primitive civilization bordering on semi-barbarism must be accepted for the first ten years. Improvements come along slowly.
The market is
far away.
Great cities that are almost within
hailing distance of each other in the East, are
hundreds of miles apart in the West, and can be
visited only at great expense of time and money;
the post-office and telegraph are rare luxuries off
the great routes of railway or river transit, and
even the newspaper is more of a sham thana
reality, except along the great lines of travel.—
Schools come in, in due season, but with poor en=*
dowments, as the necessities of life draw sp heavily upon the labor of the community that no great
excellencein school-houses or teachers can be expected or paid for. “Churches are in the same
condition as the schools, and all the various con-

Baron de Rothschild has been elected to Parlia-

Medium..3

In making ladders, we prefer to use red cedar

derstood, let us see if New England does not offer sufficient inducements for its farmers to re-

ment from London as a liberal.

by that committee were passed. In the House
the copper tariff bill was passed over the Presione

of 51

In the British House of Commons, the Secretary for Ireland announced that the Government
would soon release forty-five Fenian prisoners
who had been convicted of treason; Warren and
Costello have already received their liberty.

bated at considerable length, and finally postpon-

dent’s veto by a vote of 115 to 56—only

a vote

The English solicitor-general has introduced in
to the House of Commons a bill abolishing University tests.

of the

taken

by

FOREIGN.

proposing the suffrage amendment to the Constitution;and a conference committee was appeintted. The bill to amend the judicial system of the
United States was passed just as it was reported
from the judiciary committee. The bill to punish

the crime of holding

House

The recent Snow blockade in Wisconsin is said
to have been the worst since 1864. The Ripon
Railroad was snowed under for a week, and the
Sheboygan train came through on Saturday four
days behind
time. * Some of the drifts on the
road were fifteen feet deep.
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On Monday, the Senate did no business during
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